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Visualize 2050 Status Reports 

A. Public Engagement Summary 
B. Maryland Express Lanes Projects 
C. WMATA Projects And Operations 

 
 
Background: The board will receive a briefing summarizing the 

outcomes of the February 15-November 30, 2023 
public engagement conducted in preparation for 
Visualize 2050. In addition, the Visualize 2050 
schedule was changed due to uncertainties with a few 
of the major projects in our region — the express lanes 
system in Maryland and the WMATA transit system. As 
the deadline approaches for the Visualize 2050 project 
inputs, MDOT and WMATA will provide briefings on the 
status of these inputs. 

 
ATTACHMENTS 
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• Item 10A – Visualize 2050 Initial Project List Public Comment 

Analysis Summary 
• Item 10B – MDOT Presentation 
• Item 10C – WMATA Visualize 2050 Update Status Letter 

 
 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Transportation Planning Board 
FROM: Jamie Bufkin, TPB Transportation Planner 
SUBJECT:  Visualize 2050 Initial Project List Public Comment Analysis Summary (February 15 – 

November 30) 
DATE: December 14, 2023 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this analysis is to provide a summary of all public comments received to the Board 
and Technical Committee members as agencies continue their re-examination and submission of 
project inputs for Visualize 2050. This memorandum includes Appendix A: All Comments and Letters 
Received. This comment period extended from February 15 through November 30, 2023, and was 
conducted as an “open” survey. As an open survey, a statistical sampling method was not employed, 
and participation was open to any interested party. Therefore, the public opinion survey results 
cannot be considered statistically representative of the views of the region. 

BACKGROUND 

On February 15, the Transportation Planning Board approved the Visualize 2050 Technical Inputs 
Solicitation (TIS) and inputs to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). TPB staff launched a 
supplemental public comment period with an initial schedule of February 15 until May 31, 2023. 
TPB staff recommended adding six months to the Visualize 2050 schedule, which extended the 
public comment period to conclude November 30, 2023. Public comments were accepted via the 
Visualize 2050 Initial Project List Feedback Form to collect project-specific comments on the 
Visualize 2045 project list. In addition, staff collected comments about Visualize 2050 via email, 
voicemail, and letter.  

A summary of comments received through November 30, 2023, is included in this memorandum. 
TPB staff included project-specific comment summaries for “green list” projects exempt from re-
examination that received ten or more comments, and “orange list” projects undergoing re-
examination that received five or more comments. Six emails were received related to Visualize 
2050, and/or specific projects up for public comment. No comments have been received via mailed 
letter or voicemail through November 30, 2023. 

OVERARCHING THEMES 

Between February 15 at 12:00 PM and November 30 at midnight, there was a total of 997 project 
comments for the Visualize 2050 Initial Project List Feedback Form. Virginia received 514 
comments, Maryland received 406 comments, and the District of Columbia received 77 comments. 
A total of 136 project suggestions were received, with 43 for Virginia, 40 for Maryland, and 10 for the 
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District of Columbia. Most survey participants learned about the projects through advocacy 
organizations. 

The overarching themes during the entire comment period are similar to the overarching themes of 
the mid-year summary: 

• There is strong negative sentiment towards roadway widening and expansion projects. There
are concerns that roadway widening and expansion induces more automobile travel,
contributes to climate impact, undermines public transit, and misallocates money and
resources.

• There is strong positive sentiment towards passenger rail expansion and improvements, bus
improvements, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements, and BRT projects. This
support comes from enthusiasm for reducing car dependence in the region, advancement
towards climate goals, and improving access and connectivity for alternative modes.

• For many projects that received “agree” for inclusion into the 2050 plan, there was support
for roadway improvements that include traffic calming features, but desires for more bicycle,
pedestrian, or bus infrastructure improvements.

TABLE OF CONTENTS BY PROJECT 

Op Lanes Maryland Phase 1 ............................................................................................. 3 

Long Bridge VA – DC .......................................................................................................... 4 

I-270 Innovative Congestion Management ...................................................................... 4 

MARC Improvements ......................................................................................................... 4 

District-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian Management Program .......................................... 5 

Union Station to Georgetown Streetcar Line .................................................................... 5 

Duke Street BRT Design & Construction .......................................................................... 5 

Dulles Airport Access Road Project ................................................................................... 6 

MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit ................................................................................................ 6 

DASH Service Expansion ................................................................................................... 6 

Brunswick Line ................................................................................................................... 7 

Montrose Parkway ............................................................................................................. 7 

Viers Mill Bus Rapid Transit .............................................................................................. 7 

Alexandria 4th Track .......................................................................................................... 8 

Bus Rapid Transit: US 29 – Phase 2 ................................................................................ 8 

US 29 Widening Project (ECL City of Fairfax to Capiral Beltway) .................................... 8 

Fairfax County Parkway Improvements ............................................................................ 9 

Rolling Road Widening Project .......................................................................................... 9 
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VA 7 ..................................................................................................................................... 9 

Reston Parkway Improvements ..................................................................................... 10 

VA 123 Widening (Fairfax) .............................................................................................. 10 

US 1 BRT .......................................................................................................................... 10 

Battlefield Park Bypass Project ...................................................................................... 10 

Pennsylvania Avenue NW Protected Bicycle Lane ........................................................ 11 

Dulles Toll Road Expansion ............................................................................................ 11 

Magarity Toll Road Expansion ........................................................................................ 11 

MARC Run-through service to Virginia ........................................................................... 12 

US 50 Improvements ...................................................................................................... 12 

Dulles Toll Road Collector............................................................................................... 12 

New Braddock Road ....................................................................................................... 12 

New Guniea Road, Construct ......................................................................................... 13 

Stringfellow Roadway Improvements ............................................................................ 13 

VRE Service Improvements (Reduce Headways) .......................................................... 13 

OP LANES MARYLAND PHASE 1 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Op Lanes Maryland Phase 1 1 1 1 4 173  2 182 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most individuals commenting expressed strong negative sentiment for the Op Lanes Maryland Phase 
1, citing concerns about environmental and historic resource degradation, equity and cost burden, 
and skepticism about its ability improve congestion over time. Many commenters believe that the 
project will adversely affect the region’s ability to reach its climate goals. Some comments expressed 
concerns about the public-private partnership approach and hesitancy to involve a private entity. 
Other comments criticized the public participation process for the project for a lack of transparency. 
Individuals who did not support the project suggested investing in mass transit, transit-oriented 
development, and telework policies as alternatives. 

A small minority of commenters expressed neutrality, or approval of the project as proposed in 
Visualize 2045. These comments supported the project to address bottlenecks at the American 
Legion Bridge, and to support transit or carpooling.2 
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LONG BRIDGE VA – DC 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Long Bridge VA - DC 44  0  0  0  0  1 45 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

The comments received on the Long Bridge VA – DC expressed overwhelming positive sentiment 
toward the project. The comments emphasized the regional significance of the project for positive 
impact on passenger rail and freight transportation. Many commenters also supported the 
pedestrian and bike component of the project. Some commenters mentioned that they support the 
project because of its anticipated reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. There was also 
enthusiasm for improved connectivity between Virginia and the District of Columbia.  

I-270 INNOVATIVE CONGESTION MANAGEMENT

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

I-270 Innovative Congestion
Management 3 1  0 1 33  0 38 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments received for the I-270 Innovative Congestion Management project expressed 
negative sentiment to highway expansions and tolls. Many commenters cite concerns with negative 
impacts to the environment or quality of life. Many respondents expressed skepticism about the 
project’s efficacy to address congestion. Respondents noted that induced demand would result in 
temporary congestion relief. In addition, feedback was critical of toll lanes as an inequitable solution 
that provides congestion relief to those who can pay. Many commenters suggested that alternatives 
such as mass transit, transit-oriented development, telework policies, and other traffic calming 
measures should be considered to reduce congestion and reach climate goals. Some people 
supported congestion pricing without highway widening, suggesting a design with reversible lanes. 

There were four comments that expressed support for the project to address congestion and safety 
on I-270. Individuals cite the success of similar projects to support their comments. 

MARC IMPROVEMENTS 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

MARC Improvements 25 2  0  0  0  0 27 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All of the comments received expressed positive, or strong positive sentiment towards the MARC 
Improvements as a regionally significant project. Commenters highlighted the importance of 
improving MARC to meet climate goals, improve air quality, and reduce congestion. Feedback about 
desired MARC improvements including all-day, weekend, and bidirectional service on all MARC lines. 
There was also enthusiasm for the potential for congestion to be reduced as a result of MARC 
improvements. 

DISTRICT-WIDE BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

District-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Management Program 19 2  0  0 2  0 23 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

The comments received on the District-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian Management Program largely 
represented a strong positive sentiment. Commenters supported more bike and pedestrian 
infrastructure to improve safety outcomes, connectivity, and reduce automobile dependence.  

Several comments expressed negative sentiment towards the District-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Management Program with concerns about traffic impacts, and safety implications. 

UNION STATION TO GEORGETOWN STREETCAR LINE 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Union Station to Georgetown 
Streetcar Line 19  0 1 1 1  0 22 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments received expressed a strong positive sentiment towards the Union Station to 
Georgetown Streetcar Line, citing its potential to alleviate congestion and support climate goals. 
Many respondents noted the importance of more coverage, and high frequency service to encourage 
ridership.  

Some people expressed neutral or negative sentiment towards the project concerning congestion or 
alternative modes of public transportation. 

DUKE STREET BRT DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Duke Street BRT Design & 
Construction 16 1  0  0  0  0 17 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received on the Duke Street BRT Design & Construction project expressed positive, or 
strong positive sentiment. Respondents expressed support for BRT as a cost-effective, efficient, and 
environmentally sustainable solution to address congestion, advance climate goals, and promote 
safety along a major corridor.  

DULLES AIRPORT ACCESS ROAD PROJECT 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Dulles Airport Access Road Project  0  0  0  1 15  0 16 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All of the comments received about the Dulles Airport Access Road Project expressed strong negative 
sentiment. Most comments state concern that expanding roadway capacity on the Dulles Airport 
Access Road would undermine the region’s investment in the Silver Line. Others noted their 
concerns that the project will induce more automobile travel and deviate the region from its climate 
goals. 

MD 355 BUS RAPID TRANSIT 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit 15  0 1  0  0  0 16 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments express strong positive sentiment for the MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit Project. All 
comments emphasize the importance of BRT on MD 355 to address congestion. Some respondents 
support the project’s ability to improve mobility from Bethesda to Rockville – noting that it would 
reduce transfers and complement travel along the Red Line. Some comments support BRT as a cost-
effective strategy that benefits climate goals, equity, and mobility without a car. 

One comment expressed a neutral stance and suggested that RideOn Bus 30’s pre-pandemic 
schedule be restored. 

DASH SERVICE EXPANSION 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

DASH Service Expansion 14 1  0  0  0  0 15 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received on the DASH Service Expansion project expressed positive or strong positive 
sentiments. Many respondents support expanding public transportation through better frequencies 
and updating fleets. The public comments anticipate that improved service will encourage people to 
use transit and reduce congestion. 

BRUNSWICK LINE 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Brunswick Line 13 1  0  0  0  0 14 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

The majority of comments express a positive or strongly positive sentiment towards the Brunswick 
Line project. Respondents’ desired improvements include improved frequency (including weekends), 
bidirectional service, and direct service to BWI. Many comments express support for improved rail 
service as a key strategy to reduce congestion. 

MONTROSE PARKWAY 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Montrose Parkway  0  0 1  0 13  0 14 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments express strong negative sentiment towards the Montrose Parkway project. Many 
comments state concern that the project will continue to divide the White Flint neighborhood, 
promote car dependency, and negatively impact the environment. Some respondents suggested 
alternative investments in protected bike lanes, MD 355 BRT, and the local street network. 

One comment had a neutral stance towards the project but noted that the project was previously 
presented as a new road. They noted that the project map in ProjectInfoTrak displayed a segment 
crossing railroad tracks, which they stated was extremely dangerous. 

VEIRS MILL BUS RAPID TRANSIT 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Veirs Mill Bus Rapid Transit 12  0  0  0  0  1 13 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All of the comments received about the Veirs Mill Bus Rapid Transit project expressed strong positive 
sentiment. Most comments emphasize the need for east-west transit routes, and support BRT as a 
cost-effective mass transit option. Respondents also believe that expanding BRT will alleviate 
congestion, citing existing density and high transit ridership along the corridor. 

ALEXANDRIA 4TH TRACK 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Alexandria 4th Track 13  0  0  0  0  0 13 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All of the comments received about the Alexandria 4th Track project expressed strong positive 
sentiment. Respondents expressed support for improving rail travel via VRE, MARC, and Amtrak in 
the region. 

BUS RAPID TRANSIT: US 29 – PHASE 2 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Bus Rapid Transit: US 29 - Phase 2 12  0  0  0 1  0 13 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments expressed strong positive sentiment towards the Bus Rapid Transit: US 29 – Phase 
2 project. Respondents support BRT to reduce congestion on US 29, improve environmental quality, 
reach climate goals, and provide an affordable transportation alternative. 

One comment expressed strong negative sentiment towards the project, citing disapproval for the 
dedicated median lane alternative. The respondent expressed support for the managed lane option 
citing concern about cost and congestion. 

US 29 WIDENING PROJECT (ECL CITY OF FAIRFAX (VIC. NUTLEY ST.) TO CAPITAL BELTWAY) 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

US 29 Widening Project 0  0  0  1 12  0 13 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments for this project showed negative sentiment. There are concerns that widening US 29 
will only increase automobile demand while making the road more unsafe for other roadway users. 
There is also mention that the recent dense and mixed-use developments along the corridor are not 
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compatible with a widened roadway. A few commenters suggested that US 29 be dieted with more 
narrow lanes and more bicycle, transit, and pedestrian infrastructure instead.   

 

FAIRFAX COUNTY PARKWAY IMPROVEMENTS 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Fairfax County Parkway 
Improvements 1  1  1  1 8  0 12 
 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

There was strong negative sentiment towards this project, with only 2 showing support. There is 
concern that this project will make Fairfax County Parkway more dangerous than it already is and 
that the improvements are only for automobile drivers. There was also concern about the cost of the 
project and skepticism towards VDOT’s ability to maintain it in the future. A sporter noted the 
benefits that the smart lights will bring. 

ROLLING ROAD WIDENING PROJECT 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Rolling Road widening project  0  1  0  0 11  0 12 
 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received about the Rolling Road widening project expressed negative sentiment. 
Respondents cited concerns about induced demand and increased carbon emissions for all road 
widening projects. Some respondents suggested investments in safety and complete streets 
improvements as an alternative, noting that this area presents challenges for pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and transit riders.  

One comment expressed support for the project but wishes it included a bike lane, safe pedestrian 
walking paths, and pull outs for bus stops.  

VA 7  

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

VA 7  5    0  1 6  0 12 
 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received mixed sentiment, with 7 comments showing negative sentiment and 5 showing 
support. Those who do not support the project have concerns that widening VA 7 will induce more 
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car demand and is skeptical about VDOT’s ability to maintain it. Those who support the project 
anticipate congestion relief and support the inclusion of BRT.  

RESTON PARKWAY IMPROVEMENTS 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Reston Parkway Improvements  0  0  0 4 7  0 11 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments express negative or strong negative sentiment towards the Reston Parkway 
Improvements project. Respondents criticized the road widening plans with concern that it would 
result in additional congestion. Many comments suggested that bike, pedestrian, and transit projects 
as alternatives. Some comments suggest that widening Reston Parkway would undermine the 
region’s investment in the Silver Line. 

VA 123 WIDENING (FAIRFAX) 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

VA 123 Widening (Fairfax)  0  0  0 1 10  0 11 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments for this project showed negative sentiment. There are concerns that VA 123 is already 
too wide and that more lanes will not solve the problem. A few commenters noted that the project 
description is not detailed enough on where the road will be widened. 

US 1 BRT 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

US 1 BRT  9  0  1  0 0  1 11 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received strong positive sentiment. There is enthusiasm for the potential to replace car 
trips with bus trips, while also making the corridor safer.  

BATTLEFIELD PARK BYPASS PROJECT 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Battlefield Park Bypass Project  0  0  0  0 10  0 10 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received express strong negative sentiment towards the Battlefield Park Bypass 
Project. Most comments call for the removal of this project over concern that it will encourage high-
speed traffic through the area. Some respondents also criticize the project for undermining the 
Prince William County Strategic Plan’s vision for walkable, bikeable, and transit-friendly communities. 
One comment suggested the project undertake the Route 29 Alternate Alignment. There was also 
concern that the project will become a barrier for the community and encourage car-dependent 
development.  

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE NW PROTECTED BICYCLE LANE 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Pennsylvania Avenue NW Protected 
Bicycle Lane  8  2  0  0 0  0 10 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments for this project show positive sentiment. There is enthusiasm for bicycle lanes that are 
designed with safety in mind. Others say that the project will also bring beautification improvements 
for the corridor. One commenter noted that Massachusetts Avenue may make more sense as a 
bicycle corridor. 

DULLES TOLL ROAD EXPANSION 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Dulles Toll Road Expansion  0  0  0 1 8  0 9 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments express negative or strong negative sentiment about the Dulles Toll Road Expansion. 
Most respondents suggest that the road expansion project is outdated and will undermine the 
region’s investment in the Silver Line and induce more automobile travel.  

MAGARITY TOLL ROAD EXPANSION 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Magarity Toll Road Expansion  0  0  0 0 9  0 9 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments for this project showed strong negative sentiment. There is concern that many homes 
and a school will be negatively impacted by the project. There is emphasis that the project should 
instead focus on improving pedestrian and bicycle access to the metro. 

MARC RUN-THROUGH SERVICE TO VIRGINIA 

Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

MARC Run-through service to 
Virginia 7 1  0  0  0  0 8 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received for the MARC Run-Through Service to Virginia expressed positive or strongly 
positive sentiment. Many comments mentioned the significance of the project to improving the 
regional rail network, especially facilitating travel to destinations outside of downtown Washington 
DC. 

US 50 IMPROVEMENTS 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

US 50 Improvements 1  0  0  0 7  0 8 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

Most comments expressed strong negative sentiment towards the US 50 Improvements project. 
Many respondents opposing the project suggest supporting the STARS study recommendations for 
safety and operational improvements and considering a BRT study for the corridor. 

One comment expressed support for the project but did not provide any additional information. 

DULLES TOLL ROAD COLLECTOR 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Dulles Toll Road Collector  0  0  0 1 6  0 7 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

All comments received for the Dulles Toll Road Collector project report negative or strong negative 
sentiment towards the project. Most comments suggest that this project is outdated and undermines 
the region’s investment in the Silver Line. One comment noted that the area should instead be 
designed as transit-oriented development.  

NEW BRADDOCK RD 
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 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

New Braddock Rd  0  0  1 0 4  0 5 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received strong negative sentiment, with only 1 neutral comment. There is concern that 
the project will create a barrier for the Center Ride Community and redirect traffic through a 
neighborhood and elementary school. There is also skepticism as to whether this project is needed 
at all. One neutral comment noted that there should be protected bicycle lanes, a road diet, 
crosswalks, and improved transit access. 

NEW GUINEA ROAD, CONSTRUCT 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

New Guinea Road, Construct  0  0  0 0 5  0 5 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received strong negative sentiment. There is concern that this widening project will make 
the roadway less safe, contribute to emissions, worsen traffic, and destroy some natural areas. 
Some suggested that there should be a road diet with improved bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 
instead. 

STRINGFELLOW ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

Stringfellow Roadway Improvements  0  0  1 0 4  0 5 

Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received strong native sentiment, with only 1 neutral comment. There is concern that the 
widening project will only induce automobile demand. Others noted that the project does not align 
with TPB’s policy framework and question whether the current traffic levels warrant the roadway 
projects. There were suggestions that transit access be improved and a road diet be implemented.  

VRE SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS (REDUCE HEADWAYS) 

 Project 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

No 
Response Total 

VRE Service Improvements (Reduce 
Headways)  4  0  1 0 0  0 5 
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Sentiment Analysis and Identified Themes: 

This project received strong positive sentiment, with only 1 neutral comment. There is enthusiasm 
for making VRE more reliable and viable for users. There is also enthusiasm for the project’s 
potential to get cars off the road. 

SUMMARY TABLE OF PROJECTS SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS AND NUMBER OF COMMENTS 
RECEIVED 

Project Name Number of Comments 

Op Lanes Maryland Phase 1 182 

Long Bridge VA - DC 45 

I-270 Innovative Congestion Management 38 

MARC Improvements 27 

District-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian Management Program 23 

Union Station to Georgetown Streetcar Line 22 

Duke Street BRT Design & Construction 17 

Dulles Airport Access Road Project 16 

MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit 16 

DASH Service Expansion 15 

Brunswick Line 14 

Montrose Parkway 14 

Veirs Mill Bus Rapid Transit 13 

Alexandria 4th Track 13 

Bus Rapid Transit: US 29 - Phase 2 13 

US 29 Widening Project (ECL City of Fairfax (vic. Nutley St.) to Capital 
Beltway) 

13 

Fairfax County Parkway Improvements 12 

Rolling Road widening Project 12 

VA 7 12 
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Reston Parkway Improvements 11 

VA 123 Widening (Fairfax) 11 

US 1 BRT 10 

Battlefield Park Bypass Project 10 

Pennsylvania Avenue NW Protected Bicycle Lanes 10 

Dulles Toll Road Expansion 9 

Magarity Road Widening 9 

MARC Run-through Service to Virginia 8 

US 50 Improvements 8 

Dulles Toll Road Collector 8 

New Braddock Rd. 5 

New Guinea Road, Construct 5 

Stringfellow Roadway Improvements 5 

VRE Service Improvements (Reduce Headways) 5 
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APPENDIX A. ALL COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM FEBRUARY 15 – NOVEMBER 30, 2023

The comments outlined below were received from the Visualize 2050 Initial Project List Feedback 
Form (https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Viz2050Update) from February 15 – November 30, 
2023. TPB staff has organized the original responses to the feedback form by state. Comments 
were reported monthly at the TPB Technical Committee and TPB meetings. 

In addition to comments on projects undergoing re-evaluation, comments were also received on 
suggestions for projects that should be considered for the plan.  There were 10 project suggestions 
for DC, 40 for MD, and 43 for VA.  The tables below provide the project comments and project 
suggestions by state. 

Table 1. District of Columbia Project Comments ........................................................ 17 

Table 2. District of Columbia Project Suggestions ...................................................... 32 

Table 3. Maryland Project Comments .......................................................................... 33 

Table 4. Maryland Project Suggestions ...................................................................... 118 

Table 5. Virginia Project Comment ............................................................................. 123 
Table 6. Virginia Project Suggestions ......................................................................... 242 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Viz2050Update
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Table 1. District of Columbia Project Comments 

Date Project How did you 
learn about 
this project? 

I support this 
project's 
inclusion in 
Visualize 2050? 

Explain why you support/do not support the 
project's inclusion in the Visualize 2050. You can 
also share other comments about the project's 
inclusion in the plan. 

Name 

2/28/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Neutral 

3/22/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Mark Scheufler 

4/13/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly disagree the existing bike lanes have constrained and 
restricted traffic flow.  This program does not 
increase traffic throughput, it in fact impedes it.  
Secondly, because the bike lanes are both on the 
right hand side of the road and the fact that it is 
slowing traffic has increased the danger to both 
bike riders, pedestrians, and drivers by forcing the 
drivers to make a right hand turn from the middle 
lane. 

4/13/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly disagree Given the constraints to traffic from the bike lanes, 
further impeding traffic in a high traffic area by 
taking away lanes for a street car makes no sense.  
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Streetcar 
Line 

If the bike lanes go away, then and only then, does 
it make sense to remove another lane for street 
cars. 

5/2/2
023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The current streetcar route does not provide 
significant transit benefits because the route is too 
short to connect many destinations on a trip. The 
extension west (together with the currently planned 
extension east to Benning Road) has the potential 
to fill a significant transportation gap and should be 
used together with mixed-use development along 
the corridor to create an excellent east-west 
corridor for DC. There would be significant equity 
benefits by connecting east of the river 
neighborhoods with downtown DC, and there is 
potential to facilitate tourism as the Streetcar could 
support trips taken from Georgetown or the white 
house area to reach difficult-to-reach areas like H 
Street Corridor or the Anacostia River.  

Eric Englin 

5/31/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree 

5/31/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Strongly agree 
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6/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

News/media Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree Good east west transit is essential to DC, and 
therefore I strongly support the Georgetown to 
Union Station streetcar project  

6/14/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

News/media Strongly agree Protected bike lanes are important to encourage 
safe cycling, I strongly support this project so that 
cyclists will be protected from vehicle traffic on 
Pennsylvania Ave.  

6/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Friend/collea
gue 

Strongly agree nowhere near ambitious enough. our planet is 
literally on fire 

Karthik 
Balasubramanian 

6/14/
2023 

East Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 
Mobility & 
Safety Plan 

News/media Strongly disagree engineers unjustificably dropped protected bike 
lanes. cowards 

Karthik 
Balasubramanian 

6/14/
2023 

C Street NE 
Implementati
on 

Neighborhoo
d/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Karthik 
Balasubramanian 
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6/14/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 

Neighborhoo
d/civic 
association 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to provide alternatives to cars and that 
includes making our streets more friendly & safe for 
pedestrians, bikers & mass transit and less inviting 
for cars.  

  

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree A high frequency Streetcar is necessary for 
providing better transit connections to locations 
currently served by bus.  Along K and M streets. 
Since direct Metro service between the two high 
volume destinations of  Union Station and Gtown is 
not provided, a streetcar line with frequent service 
would provide a better and more reliable 
connection.  It is important, however, that the 
streetcar operate in a dedicated transit way, and 
not in mixed traffic, given congestion along the 
route.  It's also important that service be frequent - 
at least every 10 minutes, otherwise ridership will 
be lower than expected.  People in DC just don't 
have the luxury of scheduling their lives around 
when transit will arrive.  Time is money.  

Paul Brown 

6/14/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly disagree Given commitments in various planning documents 
to combat climate change and encourage more 
environmentally sustainable development patterns 
and transportation, we should not pursue roadway 
widening projects unless it is to incorporate high 
capacity transit.  Please include high capacity 
transit in this project to encourage transit and make 
it competitive to the automobile in this corridor.   
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6/14/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Advocacy 
organization 

Agree DC needs more high capacity transit/Bus Rapid 
Transit lanes  to promote alternatives to the 
automobile and reduce congestion.  Besides K st, 
Pennsylvania Ave is a perfect candidate as it has 
the space for dedicated bus lanes.  Please 
incorporate bus lanes into the design. 

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree An east-west high capacity transit option is critical 
to reducing congestion downtown and promoting 
environmentally sustainable transportation.  Please 
get this project finally off the ground and also 
consider further extensions to Rosslyn/up 
Wisconsin Ave.  

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Friend/collea
gue 

Strongly agree Alternative methods to driving are great! This will 
help relieve congestion, help people get to where 
they need faster, and reduce pollution since there 
are fewer drivers. 

Andy 

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Alternatives to driving are great. This will reduce 
congestion, reliance on cars and create safer roads. 

6/14/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Building alternatives to driving are great, especially 
in the city.  

6/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 

Neighborhoo
d/civic 
association 

Strongly agree agree 100% with any and all District bicycle and 
pedestrian management plans. This city MUST slow 
down in vehicular traffic 
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Management 
Program 

6/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Neighborhoo
d/civic 
association 

Strongly disagree Enduring the devastation of my local shopping 
center, 17th st., due to the unnecessary and 
unused so-called "protected"bike lanes. I, a life-long 
cyclist, have given up riding in the city.  The so-
called bike lanes are jammed with delivery trucks 
(or even police cruisers), forcing me into hostile 
traffic--already furious at the loss of a lane. 

Suzanne Legault 

6/15/
2023 

Benning Rd 
Bridges and 
Transportatio
n 
Improvement
s 

News/media Strongly agree 

6/15/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree This is an important project to improve mobility and 
safety and advance the region's climate and air 
pollution goals. 

6/15/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree 

6/15/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Disagree Enhancing transit between Georgetown and Union 
station along K Street sounds great, but I question 
the cost of a light-rail line compared to dedicated 
bus lanes.  A busway could be well designed and 
could also ideally enable express buses from I-66 to 
have direct access to stops in DC without a transfer, 
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which could help to address the Rossyln station 
bottleneck on Metro and could function as an 
Orange/Silver line express from stations like Vienna 
and Reston or West Falls Church into DC.   

6/17/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Streetcars are great, I love streetcars. Also this 
would connect me with my office and I would use it 
6 times per week 

6/23/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree More bikes is critical to our transportation future. Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree DC is making progress on Bike and Pedestrian 
issues but needs to do more. 

6/23/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree We need more public transportation in DC and I 
strongly support building more streetcar lines, 
specifically extending the H Street line via Union 
Station to Georgetown utilizing K Street.     And 
please let's not wait until 2050 - how about doing 
this by 2030? 

6/23/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

News/media Strongly agree I strongly support streetscape improvements to 
Connecticut Avenue - please re-make Connecticut 
Avenue into a complete street with improved 
pedestrian crossings, bus stops and protected bike 
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lanes so it is an Avenue for DC residents and not 
one designed around the needs to MD Commuters. 

6/23/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

News/media Strongly agree I strongly support extending the PA Ave protected 
bike lanes to Georgetown and by 2025 not 2030. 

6/23/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree Please include the Glen Echo Trolley Trail in your 
2050 plans for a rail to trails conversion to add a 
multi-use trail for pedestrian and bicyclists. 

6/27/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree 

6/27/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street Trail 

Strongly agree 

6/27/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree Please! We need more bike and ped infrastructure 

6/27/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree We need more miles of streetcar!! Jason Schwartz 
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6/27/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree 

6/27/
2023 

Benning Rd 
Bridges and 
Transportatio
n 
Improvement
s 

Strongly agree 

6/27/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree 

6/27/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Protected bike lanes make conditions safer for all 
road users 

6/27/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Streetcars are more efficient than cars, and we 
should be taking space from cars anyway 

6/27/
2023 

Florida Ave 
NE 
Streetscape 

News/media Strongly agree Taking space from cars and giving it to bike lanes 
and sidewalks is good policy! 
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6/27/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Strongly agree 

6/30/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 
(Vision Zero 
high-injury 
network and 
intersection 
projects) 

Friend/collea
gue 

Agree Cars and trucks are getting heavier either because 
people purchase larger ICE vehicles or because EV 
batteries are inherently heavy.  Heavier vehicles 
cause more damage in accidents.  So providing 
bikers and pedestrians super safe lanes for walking 
and biking (which is the essence of Vision Zero) will 
reduce injuries and death.   

7/5/2
023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes (Bus 
Priority 
Program 
improvement
s (multiple 
corridors)) 

Strongly agree 

7/14/
2023 

Benning Rd 
Bridges and 
Transportatio
n 
Improvement
s 

News/media Strongly agree The streetcar would be much more useful if it were 
longer and connected more residents.  

Luke Mueller-Oden 
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7/14/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I would like to bike to work but it doesn't feel safe 
since there aren't any protected bike lanes 
connecting me to the office. I'm sure many others 
feel the same and would like to see infrastructure 
improvements 

Luke Mueller-Oden 

7/14/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Project 
webpage 

Agree Building protected bike lanes on the major avenues 
is key to connecting the city for cycling. Although I 
do wonder why Pennsylvania ave was chosen rather 
than Massachusetts ave, which could potentially be 
longer and connect to more existing bike 
infrastructure 

Luke Mueller-Oden 

7/14/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue SE 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree This is a great project which would connect many 
DC neighborhoods and centers of employment by 
bike! 

Luke Mueller-Oden 

7/15/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Friend/collea
gue 

Strongly agree The proposed plan will improve bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure, as well as the 
streetscape, in an unattractive and hostile area of 
downtown. It will put underutilized capacity to more 
effective use and improve safety and the street use 
experience for cyclists, pedestrians, and transit 
users.  

  

7/29/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree These improvements are regionally significant. 
Other jurisdictions should also package and submit 
for inclusion in Visualize 2050 the many identified 
local unmet needs for safe street improvements for 
walking, biking, and transit access. Visualize 2045, 
by excluding many of these small projects, 
undervalues the benefits of these transit-oriented 
community investments which provide regional 
benefits by reducing driving demand and shifting 
more trips to walking, biking and transit. These 
packages deserve to be in the Visualize 2050 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 
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constrained element, as they are needed to achieve 
regional safety goals and adopted TPB priorities.  

7/29/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street Trail 

Strongly agree Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

East Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 
Mobility & 
Safety Plan 

Project 
webpage 

Agree Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

8/31/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Streetcars need to be expanded to other 
destinations to meet climate goals, reduce traffic 
and help lower income individuals, while supporting 
more density.  

Adnan Masri 

9/6/2
023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Build it immediately Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Benning Rd 
Bridges and 
Transportatio
n 
Improvement
s 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Road diet for all the roads around it Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street Trail 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Mostafa ElNahass 
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Management 
Program 

9/16/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue SE 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Pennsylvania ave should undergo a road diet Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral South Capitol Street should undergo a road diet 
with protected bicycle lanes implementation 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

C Street NE 
Implementati
on 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly disagree Road diet and pedestrian, cycling improvements Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Florida Ave 
NE 
Streetscape 

  Neutral     

9/22/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Friend/collea
gue 

Strongly agree Idk    

9/25/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree The area has neglected alternatives to car 
transportation for decades and more should be 
allocated to bring the other options up to 
competitive, if not preferred, options. Everyone that 
drives a car is outside of the car at least some of 
the time. People outside of cars should be the 
priority and cars accommodated later instead of the 
other way around.  

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Protected bike lanes are the single best thing that 
can be done to encourage modal shift. The streets 
as they are are exceedingly hostile and dangerous 
to be on a bike. Giving physical separation from 

David Duffy 
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Bicycle 
Lanes 

dangerous cars has been shown to increase usage 
of bike lanes by 70% 
(https://nitc.trec.pdx.edu/news/research-reveals-
perceptions-safety-and-use-protected-bike-lanes). 

9/25/
2023 

South Capitol 
Street Trail 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree DC is the only local jurisdiction serious about 
alternative modes of transportation and deserve 
the money to make it happen. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

East Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 
Mobility & 
Safety Plan 

  Neutral To the extent this project prioritizes pedestrians and 
cyclists, I support it. 

David Duffy 

10/2/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I support this program because it reduces carbon 
emissions, creates safer conditions for vulnerable 
road users, and supports a more vibrant, people-
friendly district. The Vision Zero initiative should be 
at the forefront of all traffic-based projects within 
the district. Let's make safer, more accessible, and 
greener traffic solutions. 

  

10/2/
2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

News/media Strongly agree   Rebekah King 

10/18
/2023 

Union Station 
to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree     
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10/18
/2023 

Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW 
Protected 
Bicycle 
Lanes 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree 

10/19
/2023 

C Street NE 
Implementati
on 

Friend/collea
gue 

Strongly agree sfddsf Laeeq Ahmed 

10/19
/2023 

East Capitol 
Street 
Corridor 
Mobility & 
Safety Plan 

Neighborhoo
d/civic 
association 

Strongly agree aSAsaSAsaSASasasASasasasa Laeeq Ahmed 

11/29/
2023 

District-wide 
Bicycle and 
Pedestrian 
Management 
Program 

Friend/colleag
ue 

Agree Needed to improve flow of vehicles and to manage 
bike/ped/vehicle interactions 
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Table 2. District of Columbia Project Suggestions 

Date Do you have any suggested projects that should be considered for the long-range transportation 
plan (Visualize 2050)? 

Name 

5/2/2023 Visualize 2050 should consider the wider Streetcar plan that DC had developed and evaluate the 
potential costs/benefits in relation to other transit or road projects. Ideally, this could also take into 
account potential economic development that takes place when infrastructure is put into a fixed 
place, rather than a bus route that could move with relatively little notice.  

Eric Englin 

6/14/2023 Bus lanes on every arterial road in DC. Karthik 
Balasubramanian 

6/14/2023 Whatever is done to K St, it should not include bicycle lanes.    What should be promoted are 
dedicated bus lanes, with strict enforcement, such as have be implemented in NYC on 14th St. 

Suzanne Legault 

6/18/2023 Bus Priority Program improvements (multiple corridors)    Washington Union Station Expansion 
Project    Vision Zero high-injury network and intersection projects, with accelerated implementation 

Brian Lutenegger 

6/25/2023 Washington Union Station Expansion Project David Yaffe 

6/30/2023  Vision Zero high-injury network and intersection projects, with accelerated implementation -- see 
earlier comments re this projects included under DC bicycle and pedestrian management program  

7/14/2023 The Washington Union Station Expansion Project should be included, as should the Blue line loop 
metro expansion.    There should also be a commitment to build protected bike lanes along every 
major avenue in DC, along with commensurate infrastructure connecting them at the circles where 
the avenues meet. 

Luke Mueller-Oden 

7/29/2023 Bus Priority Program improvements (multiple corridors) - these are regionally significant, very 
beneficial projects that support TPB's policy framework and should be included in Visualize 2050 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/2023 Washington Union Station Expansion Project Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

9/15/2023 395, 295, 695 highway removal Mostafa ElNahass 
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Table 3. Maryland Project Comments 

Date Project How did you 
learn about 
this project? 

I support this 
project's 
inclusion in 
Visualize 
2050? 

Explain why you support/do not support the project's 
inclusion in the Visualize 2050. You can also share 
other comments about the project's inclusion in the 
plan. 

Name 

3/13/
2023 

I-270" 
 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree 
 

Any highway widening project 1) will induce MORE 
driving, not less, adding more pollution to the air, and 2) 
is a missed opportunity to invest in better bus rapid 
transit, light rail, or heavy rail. If so many people are 
using these highways and getting stuck in traffic it's a 
sign to "upgrade" to a higher-capacity system like buses 
or rail. Please apply my comment to any and all 
proposed highway widening projects in Maryland. 

 

3/13/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

We NEED to prioritize better rail infrastructure. 
Electrification; greater service frequency; and better 
connections to other public transit systems must be top 
of the list and should be prioritized above ANY highway-
widening projects to meet our climate goals and protect 
the environment for our children. 

 

3/17/
2023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study,  

Potomac 
River Bridge 
to Loudon 
County 
Connecting 
MD-28 Into 
Dulles, VA 

Friend/colle
ague,  

Lived 
EXPERIENC
E 

 

Strongly agree We badly need another Potomac River crossing 
connecting Montgomery County, MD and Loudon County, 
VA.  For security, faster transport, better economics, and 
so much more.  

 

Greg Visscher 
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3/18/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a,  

It impacts 
an 
organization 
I'm affiliated 
with 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

It will damage the environment, worsen climate change, 
will only benefit the wealthy and the developers, 
widening roads doesn't reduce traffic and the American 
Legion Bridge is structurally sound and just needs re-
decking 

 

Nancy Soreng 

 

3/18/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Expanding more frequent trains would take pressure off 
I 270 and be better for the environment 

 

Nancy Soreng 

 

3/20/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Neutral 

 

The verbal description of the project and previous 
information I received described this as a NEW road.  
But the map included with the description shows just the 
segment crossing the railroad tracks.  I SUPPORT re-
routing the road above the railroad tracks.  That crossing 
is extremely dangerous and I currently try to avoid it 
whenever possible. 

Mary Stickles 

 

3/20/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree More and more reliable east-west transit routes are 
needed in the MD DC suburbs.  Bus rapid transit seems 
to be the quickest and most cost effective option.  I also 
support the pedestrian and bike improvements along 
that route. 

 

Mary Stickles 

 

3/20/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree We need more and more dependable transit options in 
the MD DC suburbs.  Brunswick line does not run 
frequently enough to be well used as it could be. 

Mary Stickles 
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3/24/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

 

 I submit this article from WAPO, in case you missed it.  
Good points.    www.washingtonpost.com 
washingtonpost.com  Opinion Maryland residents won 
when a toll-lane plan failed  Mar. 21st, 2023      Kudos 
to the people of Maryland for getting Transurban to walk 
away. Its expensive, lopsided project would ultimately 
yield little to no benefit to Marylanders.    I recently 
moved away from Northern Virginia, where traffic is 
seemingly as bad as it has ever been. A thoughtful, 
multifaceted plan that could include toll roads would 
prove far superior to the Transurban profit-oriented 
model, and it would be much less expensive to complete 
through traditional governmental project financing. Tolls 
would be lower, and the project would not come with 
revenue guarantees and noncompete clauses that come 
with many public-private partnership contracts.    Virginia 
is locked into decades of such restrictions with 
Transurban, such as not being allowed to expand 
Metroâ€™s Orange Line for 10 years, little say over toll 
prices, and not being able to improve secondary roads to 
ease traffic without Transurban approval, plus state 
revenue subsidies if HOV riders are too numerous. This 
interferes with local governmental autonomy to provide 
for citizens and is contrary to the goals of an effective 
transportation program.    I urge Marylanders to embrace 
this opportunity to build an effective plan for the new 
era. You have dodged a bullet; the real tragedy would be 
if Transurban returns.    Robert McGary, Glen Allen, Va.   

 

Arlene Montemarano 

 

3/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 ( 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

There are a multitude of reasons to remove this project.  
Here is another that should be taken seriously:  Heat. In 
addition to the well-researched fact that induced car 
travel offsets the temporal traffic fluidity gained after 

Arlene Montemarano 

 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/
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Creating 
more of a 
heat sink as 
the planet 
gets hotter.) 

adding a new lane, there is the large amount of heat 
that additional pavement generates which is permanent, 
not temporal.     That reality is explained by the 
fundamental thermal formula Q = McÎ”T where Q is the 
amount of heat released, M the mass (of a new lane in 
this case), c the specific heat of the material (concrete 
or asphalt in this case), and  Î”T the temperature 
increase. Given the large M added with a miles-long new 
lane, a large amount of pavement heat (Q) will be 
generated when temperature increases (Î”T).     With 
summers becoming hotter and hotter, there is nothing 
trivial about the additional heat that new pavement 
brings. 

4/15/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Multiple 
sources 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project is deeply concerning because of the climate 
impact it would have. It would also likely generate 
additional traffic overall and on other roads that do not 
have capacity to support them.  

Kacy Kostiuk 

4/15/
2023 

Governor 
Harry W. 
Nice/Senato
r Thomas 
"Mac" 
Middleton 
Bridge 
Replacemen
t Project 

Serving on 
the TPB 
previously 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project does not allow for bike lanes, which the TPB 
previously requested as part of the project. Although this 
project is now likely farther along in the process, I hope 
MDOT will reconsider options to support bike lanes on 
this project. 

Kacy Kostiuk 

4/15/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Improved rail would be a great asset and a big 
improvement to allow for residents living further away 
from the region's center alternatives to driving 

Kacy Kostiuk 
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service to 
Virginia 

4/15/
2023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree The New Hampshire Ave BRT project would be very 
beneficial to numerous neighborhoods and would 
improve connectivity with other high occupancy transit 
options (especially the Purple Line and the Red Line). 

Kacy Kostiuk 

5/30/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree I want to more easily travel to and within Maryland by 
rail. Driving a car is boring and dangerous (a deadly 
combination) . I am not getting any younger and don't 
want to become a shut-in in my home because I am no 
longer willing to drive a car. 

Jonathan Krall 

6/6/2
023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Veirs Mill is constantly crowded and jams the buses 
which have to share traffic with an onslaught of personal 
cars. A BRT system with an integrated protected bike 
path is necessary to improve the condition of the road 
between Wheaton and Rockville.  Currently there is no 
clear or safe path for a bicyclist to take what should be a 
relatively easy bike ride between the two town centers, 
yet there is not. Plus, current bus stop along Veirs Mill 
are dangerous, many lack suncover or benches, and 
people who are not in personal vehicles are treated as 
second-class citizens in their own community.    The 
status quo of unending crowded personal automobiles 
must change - a BRT route (or even better, trollybus or a 
tram) and safe protected bicycle infrastructure is needed 
to alleviate this congestion and poor quality of living 
along Veirs Mill. 

Adam Carlesco 
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6/13/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project should be eliminated as it doesn't coincide 
with the climate goals for pollution. No transit is included 
that should be a priority and not roads. All the 
construction pollution is not considered at all from air to 
water to hazardous waste, etc.  

  

6/14/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree All Marc lines, including the Brunswick line should have 
bidirectional and weekend service. I support expanded 
service on this line in the 2050 vision plan  

  

6/14/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Bus connections from Montgomery county to Frederick 
MD need to be bidirectional and all day, including 
weekends. Expanded public transit to Frederick should 
be a part of the 2059 vision plan 

  

6/14/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Good Brt is important for this region- I support this 
project in the 2050 vision plan 

  

6/14/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Marc all day, weekend, and bidirectional service on all 
lines is important door reducing car dependency in this 
region. I strongly support Marc service improvements on 
all lines.  

  

6/14/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
L'Enfant 
Plaza 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     
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6/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 

George Hite 
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Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting. 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Ineffective to try to build out of congestion. 

6/14/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Important improvement to reduce commuting along by 
auto 

6/14/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Support TOD around BRT stations.  Grade-separated 
intersections would undermine that possibility. 

6/14/
2023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This demand should be handled by the ICC. 

6/14/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don't further divide White Flint area. 

6/14/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need to move beyond excessive car use to help the 
environment and need improved buses for equity 
reasons. People should not be dependent on cars that 
create congestion, cause dangerous and fatal accidents, 
harm local air quality, worsen climate change, and are 
financially difficult or impossible for households. 

Ethan Goffman 

6/14/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need better train service and less car dependence to 
help the environment and those who cannot drive or 
cannot afford cars. 

Ethan Goffman 

6/14/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need greatly improved train service, not more sprawl. Ethan Goffman 
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6/14/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) (BRT 
network in 
Montgomery 
and Prince 
George's 
counties) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need a complete network of public transit that 
makes it possible for people to live conveniently without 
cars or for families to depend on only one car. 

Ethan Goffman 

6/14/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Agree Encourage greater MARC usage   

6/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Important opportunity to improve transit and land use in 
the 355 corridor 

  

6/14/
2023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Need to provide better and more frequent bus service in 
the New Hampshire Ave corridor 

  

6/14/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Dense corridor that could support higher transit usage 
with better service. 

  

6/14/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree BRT is an efficient mode of transit.   
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6/14/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to make this project a reality sooner than later. 
We need to reduce vehicle miles traveled, and 
dedicating road space to high capacity vehicles, like 
buses and trains, does exactly that.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree All current MARC lines need to run all day bidirectionally. 
We need to make more places in the state accesible to 
those doing the most good to combat energy, climate, 
and environmental crises and find ways to move people 
without cars around out state.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/
2023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to continue to redistribute road space to high 
capacity forms of transit to make those faster, more 
reliable, and equitable.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to continue to redistribute road space to high 
capacity forms of transit to make those faster, more 
reliable, and equitable.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to continue to redistribute road space to high 
capacity forms of transit to make those faster, more 
reliable, and equitable.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The way to ease traffic in the region is through more 
affordable public transit, not more toll roads. I'm also 
concerned about this project's impact on homeowners, 
the environment, wildlife, and water and air quality.  

Andrea Cimino 

6/14/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I used to live near Montrose Parkway and still own a 
condo near it. The way to ease traffic in the White Flint 
area is through investing in needed local street network, 
protected bike lanes, and 355 BRT. I'm also concerned 
about this project's impact on homeowners, the 
environment, wildlife, and water and air quality. Some 

Andrea Cimino 
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bike lanes have already been built in this area (on Nebel 
St) and I'd love to see more, as I am a regular bike 
commuter.  

6/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Like most Montgomery County residents, I spend a lot of 
time on Rt 355. I would be so much easier to travel the 
length of it with bus rapid transit. If you want to go from 
one end of Rt 355 to the other by bus, currently you 
have to take several buses. Metro is an option but bus is 
more affordable, especially during rush hour. I am in 
favor of bus rapid transit in this area and generally 
throughout the county because it will help low income 
people, people without cars, and the climate, and will 
reduce pollution. 

Andrea Cimino 

6/14/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

  This project will make it easier for me to travel by bus 
from the western side of the county to the eastern side. I 
am in favor of bus rapid transit in this area and generally 
throughout the county because it will help low income 
people, people without cars, the environment, and the 
climate. 

Andrea Cimino 

6/14/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project will make it easier for me to travel by bus 
from the western side of the county to the eastern side. I 
am in favor of bus rapid transit in this area and generally 
throughout the county because it will help low income 
people, people without cars, the environment, and the 
climate. 

Andrea Cimino 

6/14/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project will give a better option to travel by bus 
north and south on the eastern side of the county. Bus 
rapid transit can help low-income people, people without 
cars, the environment, and the climate.  

Andrea Cimino 
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6/14/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t (Project to 
add toll 
lanes on 
interstates 
270 and 
495 
between the 
American 
Legion 
Bridge and 
Frederick, 
MD) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Funding used for toll lanes to run alongside non-toll 
highways, is not doing anything to help reduce the 
carbon footprint, while only helping those who can afford 
to drive on toll lanes, and helping the corporate oligarchs 
who build them, and earn revenue from the tolls.  And 
these toll lanes are way underutilized, making their 
construction a totally wasteful use of resources and 
taxpayer money.  Anyone who drives on the NOVA 
portion of the I-495 beltway that has toll roads, knows 
exactly what I'm talking about - even during rush hour, 
the toll lanes are hardly used, while the regular lanes are 
packed, business as usual.  Funding toll lanes to run 
alongside non-toll highways, is robbing the lower class 
taxpayers to fund welfare for the rich.  If taxpayer money 
is used to fund highway construction, it should ONLY be 
for HOV lanes, which will actually help reduce the carbon 
footprint, a dire necessity. And, it will also help ease 
congestion. An even better alternative is to fund mass 
transit lanes – either rail or bus, or both.  And, HOV lanes 
should be segregated – The overwhelming majority of 
drivers on the present I-270 HOV lanes are without any 
passengers in their vehicles.   

Douglas Sedon 

6/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Bus Rapid Transit on the MD 355 corridor is an 
important complement to the Metro Red Line, both in 
terms of going beyond Shady Grove but also enabling 
connections to and from the Metro along MD 255.  
Given long distance between some Red Line stations, 
BRT is crucial to such locations not near stations, as 
Montgomery College, residents near Pooks Hill, Pike & 
Rose, residents in Chevy Chase.   The BRT should extent 
to terminate at a reconfigured Friendship Heights transit 
center, with the curb lane along Wisconsin freed up for 
use by the BRT.  

Paul Brown 
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6/14/
2023 

Camden 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree More frequent bidirectional MARC service on the 
Camden line ( and also Brunswick line) will help 
transition these commuter lines into more like regular 
transit lines, providing real transit options that don't exist 
now.  Ideally, both lines would be electrified to allow for 
EMU (electric multiple unit ) train service rather than the 
current loco-pulled diesel trains.     

Paul Brown 

6/14/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Integrating commuter rail service to allow riders to travel 
to non-downtown destinations without transferring at 
Union station is key to making transit more competitive 
with the automobile.  Please include this and other 
rail/BRT projects in the constrained visualize 2050 
project list.  

  

6/14/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line (Direct 
rail service 
to BWI) 

  Strongly agree Please provide direct rail service to BWI, which is now 
the last airport without rail connection to DC. This can 
either be MARC or metro rail extension.  

  

6/14/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line (Would 
like to see 
excursion 
trains to 
Harper's 
Ferry with 
ADA 
accessible 
at HF, al sd 
o extend 
MARC to 
Oakland 
Maryland on 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree I support the Brunswick train as!it takes cars and drivers 
off the road as too tolerant of aggressive drivers  

Steve Warner  
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account of 
ski resorts ) 

6/14/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 
(Improving 
MARC 
service all 
day vh in 
both 
directions to 
Hagerstown, 
Cumberland 
and Oakland 
) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree I again believe rail is better  than highway construction Steve Warner 

6/14/
2023 

MD 97 at 
MD 28 
Interchange 

News/medi
a 

Agree Several historical buildings should not be sacrificed for 
stupid car traffic  

Steve Warner 

6/14/
2023 

Presidential 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Multiple planning documents, combatting climate 
change, and building humane-focused live-able cities, all 
call for discouraging sprawl and auto-centric roadways.  
We should be promoting transit which is a mode that all 
can use, not just driving, which only the able-bodied who 
can afford cars can  use.  Widening and building new 
roadways should not be added to Visualize 2050 and 
replaced by public transit projects instead. 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This should be removed.  This plan would leave most 
people stuck in traffic or having to pay very high tolls. 
There should be constructions of alternative methods of 
people getting around instead (bike lanes, trams, etc). 
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6/14/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Nothing should be done to I270 that will enable more 
vehicles. More vehicles will cause more air, noise, and 
water pollution in the immediate and wider areas, which 
will negatively impact the health of people of all ages. 
Traffic can be addressed by encouraging work-at-home 
policies, I270 lanes dedicated to public transit electric 
vehicles, and better public transportation throughout the 
area. The goal should be to have most I270 use be by 
public transit vehicles, service vehicles, and local cargo 
delivery (long distance delivery should be by train, not 
truck or plane), by 2050. 

Roselie Bright 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Although I support renovating the bridge over the 
Potomac for structural integrity, I oppose all efforts to 
install toll lanes, add lanes, or use the public-private 
partnership for any part of the project. Additional vehicle 
capacity will only increase traffic in a few years and 
encourage further degradation of our air, water, and 
ambient noise, all of which will hurt the health of people 
who live in and travel through the area. Better ways to 
address congestion include work-from-home policies, 
one or more lanes dedicated to public transit buses, and 
wider, attractive, and useful public transportation. The 
goal for 2050 should be that most users of I495/I270 
are buses, service vehicles, and local cargo trucks (long 
distance cargo transportation should be by rail, not 
trucks or planes). The P3 partnership idea should be 
scrapped because it put all risks of the project on 
taxpayers and all benefits on the private company, and 
locked Maryland into the deal for decades. 

Roselie Bright 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 

Nic Kotschoubey 
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more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting 

6/14/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

US 29 Corridor – the proposed $7 Billion series of grade-
separated interchanges would undermine efforts to 
create walkable neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus 
rapid transit stops 

Nic Kotschoubey 

6/14/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Harms neighborhoods, parts, streams, tree cover. High 
tolls are regressive. We need transit-oriented 
development instead 

  

6/15/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree This kind of reform is the minimum requirement for 
bringing passenger rail service up to global standards 

  

6/15/
2023 

I-270" (MD 
OP Lanes 
Phase 1) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls 

Robin Gross 

6/15/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree The American Legion Bridge is one of the worst traffic 
bottlenecks in the region.  The addition of Express Lanes 
across the bridge and I-495 will help relieve this huge 
bottleneck, enable fast and reliable express bus service, 
and HOV-3 free will incentivize people to carpool.  This 
project has been studied extensively and is by far the 
best solution with tolls paying for the new capacity and 
providing huge opportunities for transit that currently is 
not viable between Maryland and Virginia.  I used to live 
in Maryland and commute to Northern Virginia (what 
could be a 20-minute commute from Bethesda but 
traffic would regularly take 45+ minutes each way). I 
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wound up moving to Virginia so Maryland lost my tax 
revenue. I cannot understand why Montgomery County 
leaders oppose this project. With all the job growth in 
Northern VA, this project will greatly improve access to 
jobs, take through traffic off roads like Seven Locks 
Road, enable new transit options, likely strengthen the 
economy in Bethesda/Rockville, and support equity 
through new transit access for those who do not have a 
car or cannot afford driving.   

6/15/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

News/medi
a 

Agree It would be great to have direct access by rail between 
Maryland and Northern Virginia, particularly with all of 
the new job growth in Crystal City. 

  

6/15/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Agree This project would provide important transit access 
between the Montgomery Mall area and the Red line on 
Metro, which should help enhance the vitality of the mall 
area and Rock Spring Park. 

  

6/15/
2023 

US 1 
Corridor 

  Agree Route 1 is somewhat ugly and this could be a nicer 
gateway to College Park.   

  

6/16/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I-270 ICM is very successful on lower I-270.  It is 
urgently needed for upper 270.  ICM has made a 
difference.  Please extend its scope.  Thank you. 

Andrew Gallant 

6/16/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I oppose tolls in this corridor.  I oppose the disastrous 
assumptions on which OpLanes is based.  The project 
cannot be saved.  It endangers the environment and 
Maryland finances.  Even worse, it does not solve the 
congestion problem.  Please kill this project and look at 

Andrew Gallant 
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the whole set of issues with fresh eyes.  There is no 
silver bullet.  Thank you.  

6/16/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting 

  

6/16/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

The stated objective of reducing congestion is totally 
illogical because the project requires congestion in the 
free lanes to induce use of the toll lanes.  Even if, on 
average, congestion was reduced, there are no average 
drivers – only those who have the money to pay and 
those who don’t.  So much for equity!      Ironically, 
Transurban used photos of the toll lanes in Virginia in 
their marketing materials.  The photos show congestion 
in the free lanes and practically empty toll lanes.  This is 
hardly evidence that the toll lanes are successful in 
reducing congestion.  Does it also mean that the tolls 
are already too high?    The project also would create 
new bottlenecks to promote future toll-lane expansion – 
specifically by extending toll lanes to the 495 Beltway 
from Bethesda eastward.  As a long-time resident of the 
Indian Spring neighborhood in Silver Spring, this is the 
area where I am most familiar with the project’s 
environmental and community damage.  In its path are 
Rock Creek, our YMCA, community association building 
and park, the Blair High School athletic fields, and the 
new wing of Holy Cross Hospital – just to name a few 
threatened community resources.  When attempting to 
sell the project several years ago, the MDOT produced a 
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map that minimized the impact on houses near the 
Beltway, of which there are many.  The map was 
presented in the absence of any formal design for the 
construction of the project, and there is little reason to 
believe that the map bears any resemblance to reality.  
At the time, ideas being floated as ways to “minimize” 
the damage included building the toll lanes above the 
existing lanes or tunnelling.  Flyway lanes in Dallas were 
used as an example.  It is an insult to even average 
intelligence to suggest that options of this type would 
NOT cause major damage.     The delays and cost 
overruns incurred on the Purple Line project do not 
inspire any confidence in the MDOT’s competence or 
credibility.  The most recent delays reportedly result from 
a failure to account for necessary movement of utility 
lines.  How is it that such an important element of the 
Purple Line’s construction was not recognized and 
accounted for at the outset?    

6/18/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree This plan has the capability of significantly reducing car 
traffic along Viers Mill Road. 

  

6/18/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. The proponents failed to 
examine more effective alternatives that begin with 
transit-oriented development in Prince George’s and 
eastern Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, 
along with transit and telecommuting, 

Brian Lutenegger 

6/19/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

More investment in 29 road would undermine efforts to 
create walkable neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus 

Alex Demarais  
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rapid transit stops.  The money should be spent 
upgrading the BRT. 

6/19/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

This project will be terrible for the environment, people, 
and traffic. It will induce demand and increase 
greenhouse gas emissions. It is shameful that a 1950s 
project like this is being entertained in the year 2023. 

  

6/19/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

  Strongly 
disagree 

This proposed 4-lane road would further divide White 
Flint. Instead fund needed local street network, 
protected bike lanes, and 355 BRT. 

  

6/19/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

  Strongly 
disagree 

This project would undermine efforts to create walkable 
neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus rapid transit 
stops. East County needs to become a network of 
walkable, transit-oriented communities, not a further 
mess of highways. 

  

6/19/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

  Strongly agree This project is critical to serving one of the state's 
highest ridership bus routes. 

  

6/19/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

  Strongly agree This project is critical to achieving success in BRT in 
MoCo. 

  

6/23/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding I-495 and I-270 will private toll lanes will not 
address congestion but will simply shift bottlenecks to 
different parts of the region. It will have devastating 
impacts on our natural resources and communities and 
exacerbate air and climate change pollution. Please 
remove this project from the long range plan.  

  

6/23/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Making MARC more attractive is a massively important 
step towards reducing emissions from automobiles. 

Thomas G Zeller 
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6/23/
2023 

I-270" Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

commuting traffic can be met by other traffic calming 
measures. The environmental degradation is not worth 
the limited benefit. 

Elliott Levine 

6/23/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Montrose Rd and Parkway borders a number of 
communities. Traffic coming off of I270 is already driving 
at 60 MPH! It would be deadly for bicycle riders and 
pedestrians to cross the road without taking your life in 
your hands. 

Elliott Levine 

6/23/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 
(News/WaP
o) 

Strongly 
disagree 

For the sake of our children, grandchildren, and great 
grandchildren, we must move away from automotive 
transportation and for-profit road building. 

Hal Ginsberg 

6/23/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 
(Washington 
Post) 

Strongly 
disagree 

No more road expansion. Our focus should be on clean 
green energy/public transit. 

Hal Ginsberg 

6/24/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I oppose this plan because it centers around building 
more road capacity, rather than reducing the need for 
driving through transit and other enhancements. More 
driving will quickly use up the increase road capacity and 
cause more air pollution and emit more greenhouse 
gases.  

  

6/24/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

a very large amount of money on a unneeded project 
that will cause much harm to the enviorenent and 
provide little return on investment and be limited to 
those with the money to pay the tolls 

Bob R 

6/24/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

historical 
knowledge 
of line 

Strongly agree this is actually far less than the true need.  this route is a 
major corridor for freight and passengers have suffered 
from lack of service due to this overuse of this limited 
rail line. it despecately needs sicnificant up grading,  

Bob R 
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6/25/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Agree marc and amtrak upgrades are both needed to improve 
service and reliability on the widely used railway, maglev 
should NOT be supported, use maglev funds for marc 
and amtrak 

  

6/25/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

News/medi
a 

Agree our local railways need maintenance and updates to 
better serve users 

  

6/25/
2023 

I-270" News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

i have serious environmental concerns regarding this 
project, we can not continue to strip our land bare of 
trees and plants that help protect us from the sun, retain 
water, and counteract global warming 

  

6/25/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree marc and amtrak both need maintenance and upgrades 
to provide more reliable and improved service on our 
widely used railways, maglev should NOT be funded, use 
maglev funds to help marc and amtrak 

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 
(I live next 
to I-170 in 
Rockville, 
MD.) 

Strongly 
disagree 

The proposed plan has too many negative impacts.   

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

  Does not stand up to scrutiny vis a vis equity, 
sustainability, environmental protection and 
environmental justice 

  

6/25/
2023 

I-270" News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Environmental    

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Environmental concerns are my biggest concern. More 
pavement is not the answer. Other major cities have 
found unique ways to handle traffic. The benefits are 
only for the toll company and the wealthy as I do not 
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believe the tolls lanes will alleviate congestion in the 
free ones. Too many issues not addressed in the plan.  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The Hogan administration talked about balanced 
transportation when transit capacity to Frederick was 
measured in the hundreds and highway capacity in the 
tens of thousands.  They proposed to address this 
'balance' by adding yet more lanes, a 'pave the earth' 
approach.      Not one more penny on highways until true 
balance is achieved. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree     

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

toll lanes will only add to congestion and no one will pay 
the tolls  

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Research shows that any improvements in congestion 
from adding more lanes are temporary don't address 
underlying issues.  The environmental implications and 
inequities that will be perpetuated by this project also 
make this project a non-starter. 

  

6/25/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Maryland’s Legion Bridge and I270 are solvable 
bottlenecks if proposed expansions are approved.  I live 
in Rockville and traveling north to Frederick is a slow 
and dangerous ride. Going from 6 lanes where I live 
down to two is just wrong for such a busy corridor. Our 
neighbors in VA are doing an excellent job in widening 
their portions of the beltway and 95. Maryland’s roads 
are third rate. Those who complain about added 
pollution and environmental issues are the same folks 
who opposed I200 for decades. And they have been 
proven totally wrong as 200 is a blessing for pulling 

Brad Botwin 
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traffic off 95 and the beltway. Please start the work to 
widen the Legion bridge and 270 to Frederick! Thank 
you.  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This is a project that defies the urgent need to address 
climate change, water pollution, and area mobility.  The 
current segment of the larger, super destructive and 
ineffective project, would result in such bottlenecks that 
the entire project would become inevitable.  Our recent 
experience with COVID also indicates we need all the 
parks we can get.  Aside from destroying natural areas,  
the project would also harm neighborhoods and leave 
most people stuck in traffic or having to pay very high 
tolls. The purpose and need statement  simply defined 
away alternatives to roadways, yet that is how we best 
address our crisis: reducing the need to travel by better 
development patterns, and then by greatly increasing 
BRT and MARC service.   BRT service needs to be a 
network, not just a couple of isolated lines. 

Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

The proposed toll lanes will only make traffic worse and 
will mostly benefit private contractors. Please focus 
instead on removing potholes and maintaining safe 
roads and bridges on I-270. 

Mark Laubach 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

More lanes on 270 will only contribute more crowded 
traffic and will quickly have no use.  If you build it, more 
cars will come.  How about alternatives like high-speed 
buses.  There are many good suggestions online from 
concerned citizens and organizations.  See 
https://arstechnica.com/cars/2021/08/please-stop-
adding-more-lanes-to-busy-highways-it-doesnt-help/ for 
one example.   
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6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Agree Traffic relief on the Beltway and I-270 is long overdue.  
Transit cannot solve the problem.  More lanes are 
needed.  I am regularly caught in backups even mid-day 
on the Beltway.      I would prefer more lanes without 
tolls to a toll project.  Raise the gas tax to pay for the 
lanes. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This is a toll lanes project with a private entity: these 
never work out like they’re supposed to. The 
environmental impact studies were rushed and 
incomplete. It is not compatible with our state’s 
environmental goals, it will worsen our water quality 
while jacking up our water and sewer bills, and it may 
mean bulldozing my house for something I can’t afford 
to drive on. 

  

6/25/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening 270 with expensive toll lanes will not improve 
traffic congestion. Only the wealthy can afford the 
proposed  tolls (with profits going to private companies) 
and traffic will only increase in the other lanes. The 
current contract must be dissolved altogether and an 
honest evaluation made of traffic solutions. Yes, this 
means starting over but the current P3 project is an 
abomination that cannot be fixed. It must be stopped 
altogether. 

Linda Rosendorf  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

1) The OP lanes proposal is socially unjust, leaving those 
who can’t afford the OP lanes in worse traffic. Traffic at 
OP lanes junctures with local roads would be awful. 
Apartment complexes and households would be closer 
to highway exhausts and noise.  2) The OP lanes 
proposal to expand the beltway and American Legion 
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Bridge comes with huge environmental costs at the 
juncture in time where we absolutely need to reverse the 
direction of climate change.  Induced demand for 
commuting by cars would, in any case, fill up the 
expanded lanes soon after the construction project was 
completed, and after years of construction caused traffic 
jams.  3) Alternative plans to P3 OP lanes proposals 
were not given serious, judicious, and publicly open 
consideration.  4) Transurban’s consortium would rule 
the beltway and force expansion of their model for the 
next 50 years.  Any plans that reduce their expected 
cash flow would have to be approved by the Consortium, 
and be compensated by taxpayers.  The taxpayers would 
be footing the bills for many hidden costs to 
infrastructure adjustments and improvements required 
by highway expansion.  5) Expanding the American 
Legion Bridge only pushes the traffic 495 bottleneck a 
mile further into Maryland and gives Transurban or other 
P3 consortium’s justification to continue expansion.   6) 
Plummers Island nature research reserve, home to the 
Washington Biologists’ Field Club (WBFC) for 122 years, 
part of the C & O Canal National Historical Park, would 
be devastated by the proposed expanding the American 
Legion Bridge.  Rare plants and animals and their 
habitats, and WBFC long-term research projects, would 
be irreversibly and damaged.   

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Toll lanes have done exactly NOTHING to ease traffic in 
VA (I sit in it; I speak from experience).  I object to the 
environmental repercussions as well. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 
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6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

A road to nowhere -- not well thought out, doesn't 
included alternative transportation possibilities... as long 
as development continues at the current pace, the 
problems north of these toll lanes will continue, backups 
will continue... we need solutions that include mass 
transportation and cut down on economic and 
environmental waste. These toll lanes are a boondoggle. 
I voted Democratic in the recent election for MD 
governor  to put an end to these toll lanes.  The process 
was not fair and open. Take a serious, open and  
informed look. 

Caol Drew 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

One car crash delays thousands of people on the 
beltway or 270. How freaking damaging would years of 
construction be? Also, i would lose or lose value in a 
condo i own on Azalea Dr in Rockville due to 
construction. And, MD cares not about the environment, 
but i know the damage would be extreme and never 
mitigated based on living next to the damn icc. Maryland 
cant take care of existing roads, dont build any more. 

Mary 

6/25/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Will damage my neighborhood which abuts I270 in 
Rockville. Installing reversible lanes would be a much 
cheaper and less destructive alternative. It hasn't 
received much study, possible because it means less 
money for contractors. 

  

6/25/
2023 

I-270" Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 
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6/25/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

toll roads has failed in Virginia and will be terrible for the 
Maryland communities surrounding the highways. it will 
also just make traffic worse and driving more dangerous.  

Kyra Freeman 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The reasons and data justifying this project are 
questionable. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

It will require large taxpayer subsidies, wasting scarce 
capital funding that would be better used to expand rail 
transit.  Middle-income drivers who can't afford the tolls 
will subsidize the wealthy who can afford them.  It will 
make traffic worse in Maryland by relocating the traffic 
jam where the toll lanes end from Maryland to Virginia.  
It will transfer jobs from Maryland to Virginia, because 
the CEO who lives in Potomac or West Bethesda will find 
it easier to drive to Tysons than to job centers in 
Maryland. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This urgently needed project, as currently described, is 
set up to be impossible to implement. The section of 
third track between Silver Spring and Union Station is 
the most difficult to implement on the entire line, it 
should not be in Phase 1. Rather, initial sections of third 
track should be located from the White Flint area 
westward, starting with the Barnesville Hill.   

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening I270 will only increase traffic, congestion, and 
air pollution.  More should be done to improve and 
expand mass transit. 

  

6/25/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree When Clarksburg was planned to be developed to a 
"corridor city," the plan counted on the CCT for speedy, 
climate-friendly transportation to employment centers 
down county.   Although the routing has, last I saw, 
meant it was no longer speedy, it still would provide a 

Anne Ambler 
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needed transit link, perhaps more to other spots on the 
route than to the down county. 

6/25/
2023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

No additional roadways are needed in this area; transit 
options are needed.  Road construction here would 
irreparably damage valuable wooded land and foster yet 
more sprawl.    Visualize 2050, by its very name, should 
be focused on what will benefit our area in 2050, not 
what will make mobility and climate change worse, as 
well as hampering our resiliency to flooding. 

Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

What is needed in this area is BRT on Rt. 355 and on 
Randolph/Montrose, NOT an extention of Montrose 
Pkwy. 

Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Making MARC work for more commuters is a no-brainer, 
given the current climate crisis.  This should be a priority. 

Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree BRT on Rt. 355 is a vital part of a BRT network. Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This is an important part of a BRT network. Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Important part of a BRT network.     Anne Ambler 
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6/25/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Vital link in a BRT network. Anne Ambler 

6/25/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Economically stupid. Environmentally devastating. 
*Encourages* congestion. Ignores overwhelming, long-
term opposition and tries to bury legitimate scientific 
evidence.  

EM Ryan 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

There are numerous downsides.  The only people who 
would benefit are those wealthy enough to pay the 
proposed tolls.  Everyone else would be stuck in even 
worse traffic congestion.    The HOT/Lexus lanes are un-
American.  Our PUBLIC highways should be open to ALL 
motorists, 24/7, and financed with motor fuel taxes -- as 
we've done for decades.    HOT/Lexus lanes would only 
divide our society even further.  They are dead wrong 
and the plan should be terminated with prejudice. 

Sherman Johnson 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Research shows that expanding highways does not solve 
the congestion problem in the long run. We need to use 
that money to invest in public transportation and safe 
bike and pedestrian lanes.  

Shilpa Shenvi 

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is inequitable, environmentally destructive, 
unsupported by reliable data, and guaranteed to make 
congestion worse than it is now for the majority of 
drivers. 

Jennifer Whalen 
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6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Would be detrimental to the environment and 
communities.   Would only make the traffic worse.   

Kathleen Pirollo  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The environmental and community impacts have not 
been fully assessed. Toll lanes have been demonstrated 
to create more congestion. No one will pay the 
outrageously high fees to use toll lanes.  

  

6/25/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Terrible for the environment. Will not relieve congestion.  Mary Anne Hess 

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

As a long-term aid to reduce traffic congestion, I would 
prefer a train system (extending the Metro) as occurs in 
the NY City area. Widening highways is a temporary, 
highly expensive fix. Widening 270 and the Beltway 
would cause much environmental harm in an already 
overstressed, too polluted part of the U.S.  

Edward M. Barrows 

6/26/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The case for toll lanes provides neither compelling data 
nor argument for how the approach provides long-term, 
sustainable traffic relief.  Costs, financial and 
environmental, are long-term.  Benefits do not appear to 
be. 

  

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

It's going to hurt the environment, the people that live 
around it and it's not going to help traffic. It's only going 
to cause more cars fit on the road and sit in traffic.  
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6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

It is beyond belief that this project is moving forward 
when it has never had independent financial and legal 
review, the Capital Beltway Accord has not been 
released; and key traffic modeling, pollution data, and 
mitigation plans are missing.    This is going to get 
bogged down and waste time that is better spent on real 
issues affecting people.  And there are better ways to 
deal with congestion. 

  

6/26/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

I've been 
active with 
organization
s, civic 
assoc, and 
gov't for 
decades 

Strongly agree This is a key component to reducing vehicle congestion 
north-south and has been delayed way too long. Before 
any proposals are examined for I-270, the CCT mitigating 
effects should be included in those studies. Without 
giving the public aggressive rapid transit options, all 
other congestion relief will fail. There is a great need to 
connect these points with CCT BRT. 

  

6/26/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t (I-270 
projects) 

  Strongly 
disagree 

The P3 project, as pursued by Gov. Hogan, was ill 
conceived and poorly studied. Adding lanes to I-270 will 
not reduce congestion, as numerous studies have 
shown, but will cause great harm, siphoning needed 
funds from more effective projects. Please go back to 
the drawing board and work with transit-oriented and 
environmental organizations to come up with an 
appropriate rebuild for the American Legion Bridge and 
transit solutions for upcounty. 

  

6/26/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts (Including 
MARC run-
through to 
VA & 
L'Enfant 
Plaza) 

Long-time 
activism on 
transit 
issues as 
citizen 

Strongly agree Reliable, safe, and frequent MARC service is key to 
removing single car vehicles from our road grid. It has 
proven to be effective when it can be counted on by 
commuters. 
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6/26/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Gov't 
presentatio
ns and 
North 
Bethesda 
planning 

Strongly agree BRT on Rt. 355 is a critical element to creating a 
"boulevard" in North Bethesda. As the number of 
residential units increase along this corridor, 
supplementing the Red Line by having dedicated bus 
lanes will allow residents to move easily up and down 
the Pike without using their cars as frequently. BRT must 
include dedicated bus lanes to work. 

  

6/26/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Long-time 
activist in 
North 
Bethesda 

Strongly 
disagree 

This is a dinosaur remnant of a failed policy to run 
highway-style roadway through an urbanizing area. It is 
environmentally unsound and totally unnecessary. The 
only worthy project is to separate the grade at the CSX 
tracks, and there are several better proposals to 
accomplish that goal. Redesign the project to grade 
separate the tracks on Randolph Road, and leave it 
there. 

  

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Disagree     

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This is an ill-conceived project that poses great threats 
to our watershed, historic places, and taxpayers. Aside 
from the project’s flawed environmental review, it will 
not relieve congestion and only serves those who can 
afford tolls. It does nothing to reduce the ever-increasing 
amount of dangerous interstate truck traffic from the 
unexpanded “free” lanes. Additionally, a P3 financing 
model for a massive infrastructure project like this will 
not work as intended (except to benefit foreign owners 
and their investors) and essentially hands over defense 
critical infrastructure to foreign ownership. This is not a 
forward-thinking “2050” transportation project. It is a 
20th century solution that doubles down on the ills and 
injustices of the original Interstate Highway construction. 
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6/26/
2023 

I-270"   Strongly 
disagree 

Do not widen 270. It will only make traffic worse and 
cost the common man more money to get around. 

  

6/26/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The toll lanes are inequitable and will cause more 
congestion. I was around and commute from 
Montgomery county to Tysons corner and the till lanes 
have made it worse for 99% of all commuters. The tills 
are too high and very few people use them. Which 
makes more traffic on fewer nontoll lanes worse. 

Phyllis Epstein  

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Dr. Donna Hoffmeister 

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project does not mitigate/solve traffic for drivers in 
general purpose lanes. Rather it increases traffic for all 
except for people in the LUXURY LANES. And its 
irreversible harm to our health and planet is appalling. 

  

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Plans to expand I-270 would lead to major increases in 
vehicle traffic and environmental pollution, rather than 
alleviating traffic congestion. 

Jeanne Anastasi 

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I am Kevin Thatcher Gerike, and I live on Lawndale Ct in 
Silver Spring, Maryland. I live in the Indian Springs 
Neighborhood, which is in danger of becoming more 
polluted, louder, and destroyed with the proposed 
widening of the Capital Beltway. With an increase in the 
road width and additions of toll lanes, the project will 
devastate our community and other communities near 
the Beltway. We will lose our neighborhood park and 
YMCA. There will be more noise from construction and 
increased traffic on the road. The value, safety, and 
security of our homes will be ruined. The project will NOT 
reduce traffic congestion, but the construction and 
increase in traffic WILL pollute our air and increase the 
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noise in the neighborhood.    In addition, the project is 
horrendous for the environment and will wreak havoc on 
local ecosystems that are already disjointed and 
polluted from the existing Beltway.     My husband 
(LaDereke Grant) and I oppose this project and urge you 
to reject any version of the project in favor of better, 
smarter choices. We advocate for light rail built on the 
entire Capital Beltway loop to reduce traffic and the 
addition of Bus Rapid Transit. We need to advocate for 
smarter, safer, more sustainable modifications of the 
Beltway and implement good, frequent public transit 
options throughout the county to reduce the traffic not 
only on the Beltway but other roads such as Colesville 
and University. In this day and age, we must advocate 
for traffic-reducing measures and advocate for more 
public transit options that also include more bike lanes.    
Very Respectfully,  Kevin Gerike and LaDereke Grant  
Lawndale Ct, Silver Spring, MD 

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

The Op Lanes won't resolve congestion.  In fact, the 
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission found that it would only move the 
bottlenecks from McLean, creating severe congestion on 
I-270 North, the Inner Loop of the Beltway on the top 
side of the Beltway and the Inner Loop in Prince 
George's County.  MDOT should cancel the project and 
study alternatives to HOT lanes. 

Barbara Coufal 

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

There are effective and more environmentally 
responsible ways to deal with traffic such as transit, 
incentivizing telework and better land use planning. 

Nancy Soreng 
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6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

This P3 project has been a disastrous boondoggle since 
its inception. It would enrich private companies while 
harming the environment. With tolls up to $50, it would 
be very inequitable, favoring the wealthy and making 
traffic far worse for the overwhelming majority of drivers. 
IMPORTANTLY, THIS PLAN WILL NOT IMPROVE TRAFFIC 
CONGESTION.   The current project must be thrown out 
and a carefully thought out plan for traffic management 
be considered. This horrible project has already cost 
Maryland taxpayers a huge amount of money and 
continues to do so. STOP THIS NOW!!! 

Linda Rosendorf  

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/26/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding express toll lanes to 270 would be extremely 
destructive. It would harm neighborhoods, damage the 
watershed, and reduce tree cover that is so essential for 
wildlife. As experience in other cities has shown, 
widening highways actually increase the amount of 
traffic rather than decrease it, as people fill in the extra 
space. This would be contrary to our climate change 
goals in Montgomery County and undermine transit 
projects that are in the works. In addition, the planners 
failed to examine more effective alternatives that begin 
with transit-oriented development in Prince George’s 
and eastern Montgomery to address the E-W jobs 
imbalance, along with transit and telecommuting.  

Shannon Shea 

6/26/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding this road further would further divide the 
White Flint area, which is already splintered (which 
reduces a good sense of place) and difficult to get 
around without a car. It would be the opposite of our 
commitments to reduce greenhouse gases and expand 

Shannon Shea 
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walking and biking. Instead, we should invest in the local 
street network, transit (especially BRT), and protected 
bike lanes. 

6/26/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I strongly support improvements and expansion to MARC 
service, particularly adding service on weekends and 
having it go both ways during the morning and evening 
to expand access. Improving and expanding the service 
would enable more sustainable travel between Frederick 
County, Montgomery County, and Washington D.C. It 
could reduce car traffic as well. 

Shannon Shea 

6/26/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Bus Rapid Transit can be a backbone of a sustainable 
transportation system, especially when combined with 
Metro, MARC, protected bike lanes, and excellent 
sidewalks. BRT should be prioritized on 355 to reduce 
traffic and ensure buses do not get stuck in traffic. This 
project would reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, 
local smog-causing pollution, and reduce the need for 
residents to rely on driving.  

Shannon Shea 

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I believe this is a project destructive to the environment 
and neighborhoods and an ineffective way to addresss 
traffic congestion 

  

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

My neighborhood will suffer tremendously. Will have 
negative environmental impact. Won’t fix the problem 

  

6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

I strongly oppose widening I-270 and I-495, and any 
project that proposes to widen these and other freeways 
should not be included in Visualize 2050.    Our goal, 
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Managemen
t 

related to transportation, should be to efficiently and 
sustainably provide mobility in a manner that reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions, promotes compact 
development patterns, and ensures equitable access to 
transportation options. Widening a freeway is 
antithetical to all of these aims, and prioritizes motor 
vehicle throughput at the expense of other investments 
that could meaningfully move the needle on climate 
change, sustainable growth, and equity.    I-270 and I-
495 should instead have a form of congestion pricing 
(without widening) that manages access, with revenue 
going directly to investments in regional bus rapid 
transit, improved bus and metro service, improved 
MARC service to convert it to a true regional provider 
with all day operations and through-running to VA, and 
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure for last mile 
connections to transit stops.    It is absolutely 
unacceptable that today -- with everything we know 
about the mistakes of the past and their harmful impact 
on our communities and the climate -- we are still 
considering freeway widening projects. More lanes have 
never, and will never, solve a problem of vehicle 
congestion in a large metro area, since freeways and 
widening projects induce more driving and 
unsustainable growth patterns. It is beyond time to move 
on from this terrible legacy. Please remove this project 
from the LRTP. 

6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

As seen with the I-66 expansion, the project would be 
extremely destructive and ineffective - harming 
neighborhoods, parks, streams and tree cover. It would 
leave most people stuck in traffic or having to pay very 
high tolls. They failed to examine more effective 
alternatives that begin with transit-oriented development 
in Prince George’s and eastern Montgomery to address 

Jacob Goldberg 
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the E-W jobs imbalance, along with transit and 
telecommuting,   

6/27/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Improved public transportation does much more to 
assist sustainable growth in the region 

Jacob Goldberg 

6/27/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Support public transit and more sustainable growth in 
this area 

Jacob Goldberg 

6/27/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Promote sustainable growth in this region Jacob Goldberg 

6/27/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
L'Enfant 
Plaza 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Camden 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 
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6/27/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
L'Enfant 
Plaza 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to solve the 
traffic congestion problem and that this project will help 
Maryland accomplish this 

William Young 
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6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

It will create more congestion and pollution. Will not 
work as someone aspects  Public transportation is 
solution 

  

6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Lack of environmental study, would only benefit those 
who can afford the toll lanes and I already cannot use 
my balcony facing #495 and I-270 due to exhaust fumes 
and pollution.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I support the no build plan for Op Lanes Maryland. The 
expensive toll lanes will only serve the wealthy and the 
occasional emergency use. On 270 north, traffic will 
buckle and slow on the free lanes before and after 
termination of the toll lanes at RT 370 and accidents will 
occur as cars merge. Induced demand will cause more 
to drive rather than riding MARC and Metro, a much 
more equitable option for all populations. Within a short 
interval traffic will rebound negating the small benefits 
provided by widening the interstate. Congestion has 
already decreased with the advent of at least part time 
telework and rush hour is less predictable as work 
schedules have changed.  Highway expansion will 
increase air pollution, storm runoff, and greenhouse gas 
emissions that enhance climate change. The solution is 
prioritizing  funding for transit and increasing safe 
access, availability, and reliability for riders. Climate 
change incurs reducing car travel and increasing 
provisions for bicyclists and pedestrians in urban 
settings that provide shopping, entertainment, and 
housing near employment or close to transit. Expanding 
highways induces sprawl which is not the vision for the 
future. Often it most impacts lower income 
neighborhoods that don't benefit from the more roads 
and many do not own cars. The goal of the future urban 

Gail Landy 
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center is to provide safe provisions for walking and 
biking and reduce vehicle traffic and provide spaces 
where cars are not permitted. European countries have 
already adopted this theme and brag about high speed 
trains providing travel between nations. Goal is to 
reduce funding for new and expanded highways and 
prioritize repair and funding for transit. No other option 
exists for reducing the possibility of catastrophic climate 
change and cities will better serve people with this 
transition. 

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

I can't believe this project is still on the list of 
greenlighted projects!  I reviewed the environmental 
impact study, which was seriously flawed because it did 
not consider the project's potential impact on climate 
change.  Building HOV lanes for 495 would negatively 
affect communities along the  highway without providing 
ANY benefit to those communities.  Better regional 
transit needs to be built to get commuters off the road.  
Then the existing lanes should be sufficient for long-
distance travelers.  Many studies have shown that 
increasing road capacity only increases the traffic and 
urban sprawl. 

  

6/27/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Just a great idea to have more broadly linked regional 
rail 

  

6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Jesus Christ stop wasting money on stupid highways, 
they’re a money sink, terrible for the environment, 
inefficient, and deadly. 
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6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Jesus Christ stop wasting money on stupid highways, 
they’re a money sink, terrible for the environment, 
inefficient, and deadly 

  

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan is a terrible idea   

6/27/
2023 

I-270" News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening/expanding this freeway is a terrible idea.   

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Neutral Just toll all the lanes. You don't need to put down new 
pavement. Start charging 10 cents a mile and see how 
many giant SUVs with one person in them keep clogging 
up the highways. 

Daniel Stephen Marcin 

6/27/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Other lanes wouldn't be needed if mass transit stepped 
up.  Rail, bus. 

  

6/27/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Project 
webpage 

Neutral Must have RideOn #30 bus restored to make it feasible 
for Pooks Hill Road residents.  40 minutes between 
buses is too long. 

  

6/27/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Must have pre-pandemic routes for RideOn Bus 30 
restored so buses run no longer than 30 minutes apart.  
20 would be much better. 
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6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Climate Change concerns require forward-thinking 
solutions that limit the use of fossil fuels.  This 
irresponsible project will ENCOURAGE more fossil fuel 
use in a highly inequitable way.  Money and legislation 
should be directed at discouraging vehicle traffic and 
encouraging public transportation and telecommuting, 
not supporting the use of fossil fuels. 

Christy Bumanis 

6/28/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree It is one area that already has an infrastructure.  It 
should just be improved and the frequency of service 
must be improved. 

John Fay 

6/28/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree If any major roadway should be included, Randolph Rd. 
tops the list.  Running from the edge of Prince Georges 
County to White Flint, it carries a huge number of cars, 
trucks and buses, especially during rush hours.  Let's 
have a break. 

John Fay 

6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan is an environmental disaster and contrary to 
slowing climate change. Better solutions must be found 
than encouraging more cars and driving. 

Alison Bennett 

6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be ineffective as if would create new 
traffic bottlenecks and encourage more highway usage 
thereby continue congestion, damage numerous parks, 
trees and, streams, generate unacceptable levels of 
climate-damaging greenhouse gas emissions, create air 
pollution which would cause heart disease, various 
cancers, various respiratory deseases and premature 
death, and not be equitable as the toll lanes would be 
too expensive for most drivers and the project was 
chosen instead of more transit which would serve more 
people, even those without cars.  

Brian Ditzler 
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6/28/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree BRT on US 29 would get more people out of their cars 
which would lessen traffic congestion, climate-damaging 
greenhouse gas emission and health-damaging air 
pollution.  It would help business development along the 
US 29 corridor and in Silver Spring.  

Brian Ditzler 

6/28/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree MARC improvements would get more people out of their 
cars which would lessen traffic congestion in I-270, 
reduce climate-damaging greenhouse gas emissions 
and health-damaging air pollution, and ease commuting 
worries of many local residents. 

Brian Ditzler 

6/28/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree BRT on 355 would get more people out of their cars 
which would reduce congestion in I-270 and Rockville 
Pike, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and lessen 
health-damaging air pollution.   It also would be good for 
businesses long MD 355. 

Brian Ditzler 

6/28/
2023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree BRT on MD 650 would get more people out of their cars, 
and thereby reduce traffic congestion, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and reduce health-damaging 
air pollution.  It also would be god for businesses along 
New Hampshire Avenue and adjacent areas. 

Brian Ditzler 

6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Not only will this project have a substantial negative 
impact on our community but it won't solve the problem 
of traffic congestion.  The TPB needs to consider a 
comprehensive approach that makes other modes of 
transportation more accessible, affordable, reliable and 
viable as alternatives to travel in private vehicles.  Other 
alternatives are the creation of employment centers 
around major transit hubs, along with close-in affordable 
housing for our public work force to ensure that they can 
live near their jobs rather than miles away in transit 
deserts.  Telework and staggered work schedules are 
also better options than adding lanes to a roadway that 
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is already wider than the New Jersey Turnpike.  Creating 
demand pricing toll lanes while reducing the number of 
lanes available to the general public is inequitable and 
rewards those of higher incomes.  Moreover, the EIS was 
severely flawed and did not study other viable 
alternatives to building more lanes.  It is addressing a 
21st century issue with a 1950s solution.  We can do 
better than this. 

6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting. Please remove this 
project. 

Steve Wardell 

6/28/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a (I first 
found out 
about it 
from Gov. 
Hogan’s 
Sept. 2017 
public 
announcem
ent. I’ve 
been 
studying it 
and 
vigorously 
opposing it 
for over five 

Strongly 
disagree 

As I wrote above, years of study have found that the Op 
lanes will make congestion worse, be terrible for the 
environment which we all depend on, be grossly 
inequitable for many reasons, and is opposed by most 
Montgomery County elected officials and general public. 
Montgomery County will be impacted by this ruinous 
project more than any other. In general terms, anyone 
who has actually studied this project opposes it unless 
they are contractors who will make money building it. 
The minority of the public who supports it have been 
given the misinformation that it would shorten their 
commute. It will actually make it worse, unless they can 
pay $50/day on a regular basis. That is what a person 
would need to budget if they planned to use the HOT 
Lanes for commuting on a daily basis, from Gaithersburg 
to Tysons, Va. Needless to say, after the many years of 

Sally Stolz 
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years. 
MDOT’s own 
materials 
say the HOT 
lanes’ 
financial 
viability 
depends on 
the 
operational 
failure of 
the regular 
lanes. And 
their own 
travel time 
tables she 
drivers in 
the general 
lanes are in 
most cases 
no better off 
or worse off 
if the Op 
Lanes are 
built. In 
addition, 
the 
environmen
tal effects 
are 
calamitous, 
the inequity 
of a road 
that 

construction when EVERYONE would suffer, this project 
would benefit only a tiny number of very wealthy people. 
In a cost/benefit analysis it is a total failure. Please 
remove the Op Lanes project! 
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provides a 
slower and 
less safe 
trip for poor 
people, the 
huge 
financial 
risk (look at 
the Purple 
Line P3) 
and the 
enormous 
public 
opposition 
should all 
make 
removing 
the Op 
Lanes from 
the list of 
approved 
projects 
compelling) 

6/28/
2023 

Governor 
Harry W. 
Nice/Senato
r Thomas 
"Mac" 
Middleton 
Bridge 
Replacemen
t Project ( 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I support improving transit by including rail on this 
bridge. With rail on this bridge we can make the regional 
transit system for efficient and effective. To get cars off 
the road, we much have an efficient, economical, and 
reliable transit system. 

Sally Stolz 
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6/28/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to increase service on the Brunswick line to 
give more people the option of commuting by transit. 
Ideally the Brunswick line would run all the same hours 
as the metro, including nights and weekends. These  
trains are already providing efficient, reliable and cost-
effective travel, and they are heavily used. They are 
keeping many cars off I-270 and the beltway. If we 
increase their service times, we will reduce the number 
of cars on I-270 and I-495. This will improve congestion, 
whereas the Op Lanes project will just make congestion 
worse.  

Sally Stolz 

6/28/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree In the “Brunswick Line” section I wrote a lot, so I will 
summarize. Better transit options WILL result in getting 
more cars off the road. Ultimately that is the only way 
our transportation options can keep up with population 
growth here. When you widen a road, drivers will come! 
The road will quickly be congested again. If you provide 
efficient, reliable, economical transit, you’ll have a 
system capable of handling regional growth. It is a big 
investment, but will pay for itself by ACTUALLY reducing 
road congestion and reducing our collective carbon 
footprint! And it benefits EVERYONE. Drivers find less 
cars on the road and transit riders find more 
convenience and options. We can do this! 

Sally Stolz 

6/29/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 (I 
assume the 
above title 
refers to the 
plan to add 
yet more 
lanes to the 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Where to begin... "induced demand" probably sums it up 
best. Visit the Katy Freeway in Houston, or look what 
happened when lanes were added to 270 back in the 
day. How long did it take for traffic to build back up 
again? Not long. The way to get people out of private 
cars clogging our roads and into public transit (thereby 
shoring up WMATA) is to disincentivize using private cars 
- but this project will do the exact opposite! By the way, 
have you heard about climate change? Paving 

Nan Wellins 
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Beltway in 
Montgomery 
and PG 
counties) 

impermeable surfaces where we now have acres of CO2-
absorbing parkland seem a good idea to you? Have you 
even re-evaluated the need at all, in light of post-
pandemic hybrid work models (is anyone back in office 
M-F 9-5)? Please stop talking about "soul crushing 
traffic" and do something about "climate- and green 
space-crushing traffic" by shifting Eisenhower-era 
thinking into the 21st century. Incentivize telework 
(employer subsidies?); invest in increasing MARC and 
WMATA and decent bus service; reversible lanes; etc. 
There are a dozen things at least that could be done 
here apart from ripping out parkland and creating Lexus 
lanes. And finally - I'd bet serious money (which I don't 
have a lot of) that in the end the Maryland taxpayer will 
end up footing the bill for these lanes. I'm sure the 
contractor, should one appear, would include provisions 
buried in the fine print on page 63 sticking us with the 
bill under this, that, and the other condition. They have 
the dosh to hire top lawyers in the private sector who'll 
run rings around our state attorneys. No thank you! 

6/29/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project, as currently configured, will ultimately do 
more damage than it will provide substantial and lasting 
benefit.  The damage includes localized destruction of 
numerous environmental, historic, and community 
resources.  It will also produce negative instead of 
positive impacts on regional traffic conditions by 
perpetuating traffic patterns and even worsening 
congestion for most travelers who cannot afford or do 
don't wish to pay what could be high fees for highway 
usage.  A slightly (one lane in each direction) 
reconfigured American Legion Bridge deck, and similarly 
reconfigured existing I-270/495 could, on the other 
hand, include a reversible lane in each direction for rush 
hours that would provide congestion relief without 
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extensive additional land required.  Additional transit 
and transit-oriented development on the eastern side of 
the beltway would also improve conditions over time. 

6/29/
2023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

News/medi
a (COG 
information) 

Strongly 
disagree 

When the ICC was proposed and built, MDOT and 
political supporters said that the ICC would obviate any 
need for work on this other corridor.  A "Study" usually 
indicates only the first step toward recommending 
expansion projects, which are not necessary. 

  

6/29/
2023 

US 15 
Corridor 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

While there is occasional rush hour congestion from the 
Route 40 to the Motter Avenue interchanges (and vice 
versa), the rest of US 15 is almost always free-flowing.  
Conditions do not justify a widening project in this 
corridor.  In the short stretch mentioned above, widening 
would have substantial adverse effects on neighboring 
property, a cost too high to bear for the modest and 
necessarily temporary relief it might provide. 

  

6/29/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Any further expansion of Montrose Parkway is unjustified 
by the minimal benefits it might provide.  Widening 
would serve to further separate neighborhoods and daily 
activities, and would make attempts at pedestrianizing 
these areas dangerous and  futile.  Instead, added 
funding for those and related area fixes, such as 
embracing BRT, would provide for a higher local quality 
of life. 

  

6/29/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

10-15 years ago, the 29 corridor underwent grade 
separation in several locations.  The ICC's interchange 
and Briggs-Chaney Road complexities are already a fact.  
Constructing additional grade separations would make 
recent transit improvements less useful and would 
preempt new neighborhood and neighborhood access 
around BRT stations on 29. 
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6/29/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting, 

Brendan Wray 

6/29/
2023 

Addison 
Road I 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree This project would expand already wide and unsafe 
roads, making safe pedestrian and bike access to Blue 
Line stations even harder and undermining efforts to 
create walkable neighborhoods near transit. 

Brendan Wray 

6/29/
2023 

I-95/I-495 
at Greenbelt 
Metro 
Station 
Interchange 
Construction 
( I-
495/Medica
l Center 
interchange) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The I-495/Medical Center project would modify the 
current safest bike/walk route in a 10-mile stretch to 
cross I-495 and undermine efforts to foster a safe, local 
street grid that allows walking, biking and transit access 
in the Largo Town Center neighborhood.   

Brendan Wray 

6/29/
2023 

Addison 
Road I 
(Maglev) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Oppose maglev projects on the basis of cost and 
effectiveness - can make a greater difference with other 
targeted projects already in the plan. 

Brendan Wray 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 
(advocacy 
groups, 
Sierra Club 

Strongly 
disagree 

I oppose this project and think it should be removed.    
Equity issue -- Toll lanes benefit only those with incomes 
high enough to pay the *expensive* rates.  Traffic flow -- 
great for the people in toll lanes, but 90% of the 
cars/trucks will be pressed into the remaining lanes.  
Climate -- this project promotes our reliance on cars. 
Given the increasing forest fires, floods, drought, and 
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& it's in the 
news) 

heat waves, we need to promote better & more frequent 
transit (MARC Brunswick line parallels much of I270) 
and encourage people to use cars less frequently.   

6/30/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 
(and I live 
near Rt 29) 

Disagree I strongly **support** US 29 FLASH BRT improvements, 
However, I disagree with the $7 Billion series of grade-
separated interchanges that would undermine efforts to 
create walkable neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus 
rapid transit stops 

Tina Slater 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 
(advocacy 
groups, 
Sierra Club, 
newspapers
) 

Strongly 
disagree 

EQUITY -- toll lanes accessible only to those with more 
money; all other cars/trucks will be pressed into existing 
lanes.   NEED to PROMOTE TRANSIT -- MARC Brunswick 
Line parallels much of the route and takes people from 
Frederick to DC (and from there to NoVa); we should 
invest the $$$$ in MARC and Express Buses.  CLIMATE -- 
drought, forest fires, record heat waves -- we canNOT 
keep accommodating SOVs.  Govt should be promoting 
mass transit over cars.  We can no longer deny that 
Climate Change is upon us. 

Tina Slater 

6/30/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree US 29 is crowded duriong rush hour.  BRT in *dedicated 
lanes* in the median will make FLASH a TRUE BRT.  THe 
FLASH bus will travel quickly, bypassing cars stuck in 
traffic. Let's *reward* people who use transit, helping 
the climate, and reducing the number of vehicles on the 
road.  

Tina Slater 

6/30/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Instead of MD investing $$$ in I-270 Op Lanes, let's 
invest in MARC expansion --- adding third tracks in key 
locations to reduce conflicts between passenger and 
freight trains.  Note that MARC Brunswick Line parallels 
I-270 for much of the way. 

Tina Slater 
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6/30/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This BRT would connect Bethesda to Rockville and to 
places North.  Rockville is the hub of County Gov't and 
also a campus of Montgomery College.  Connecting 
people from South MoCo to Activity Centers North of 
Rockville will be a bonus for people currently taking 
transit.  It also would be a fast/convenient way for 
current drivers to get around the county and leave their 
cars at home.  Do it for EQUITY, do it for the CLIMATE. 

Tina Slater 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 
(and 
Advocacy 
organization
, 
news/media
) 

Strongly 
disagree 

It is a proven fact that increasing lanes does NOT reduce 
congestion. The very plan of creating a 'faster route' 
through traffic congestion accessible to rich people, 
while the poor folk sit in traffic is undemocratic and 
elitist. The environmental damage of such a project is 
completely underestimated. One need only look at the 
devastation in Virginia on the other side of the American 
Legion Bridge to see it. The atmosphere is heating up 
and replacing forests and shrubs with blacktop is an 
insane idea. We're not in as much trouble as other 
states yet - but projects like this assure that we will be. 
There must be a solution to the terrible traffic 
congestion - I agree completely. We MUST give people 
an alternative to driving! An efficient public transit 
system must be top priority. Every rider on BRT is not 
driving a car. Existing rail must be upgraded and 
increased in capacity. New rail alternatives, perhaps a 
monorail as proposed on 270, would be reasonable. No 
more blacktop! It's not a viable solution. And it will 
damage much more than just adjacent homeowners' 
property. Stop this insane project now. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We must provide workers with affordable and efficient 
alternatives to driving to work! I have visited Rome, Italy, 
where family lives. I have never needed a car! Bus 

Patty McGrath 
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service is extremely affordable, time efficient and 
located 'everywhere'. We can do that. 

6/30/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

US 29 Corridor – proposes $7 Billion series of grade-
separated interchanges that would undermine efforts to 
create walkable neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus 
rapid transit stops. Environmental and human livability 
must be prioritized. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We must provide workers with affordable and efficient 
alternatives to driving to work! I have visited Rome, Italy, 
where family lives. I have never needed a car! Bus 
service is extremely affordable, time efficient and 
located 'everywhere'. We can do that. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We must provide workers with affordable and efficient 
alternatives to driving to work! I have visited Rome, Italy, 
where family lives. I have never needed a car! Bus 
service is extremely affordable, time efficient and 
located 'everywhere'. We can do that. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This would M-83 expansion project pushing reliance on 
auto traffic instead of prioritizing public transit. We 
MUST provide realistic alternatives to workers via 
PUBLIC TRANSIT. Blacktop is NOT the answer. M-83 was 
deeply opposed by residents who were assured it would 
NOT be extended. The environmental consequences of 
blacktop highways in place of forest buffers are 
damaging our air and water.  

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

MDOT when promoting the ICC, considered widening of 
this road unnecessary because the ICC would be built. 
Upcounty residents must be given public transportation 
alternatives to driving! 

Patty McGrath 
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6/30/
2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This proposed 4-lane road would further divide White 
Flint. Instead fund needed local street network, 
protected bike lanes, and 355 BRT. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree In MARC we have the infrastructure to revolutionize how 
people commute to MD, DC and Virginia! Let's invest in 
the upgrades and get on with adding more capacity to 
make it a realistic alternative to driving! 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
L'Enfant 
Plaza 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Here we have a realistic alternative for upcounty 
residents to reach DC without lengthy transfers - which 
cause so many to DRIVE instead of using public transit. 
We need public transit to be RAPID. This proposal could 
get us there. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Molly Hauck 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

  Molly Hauck 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Proposed toll lanes on American Legion Bridge, Beltway 
and I-270 will just increase car/truck traffic in long run 
and are not well designed.  Any redesign of the bridge 
should include space for Metro (even if installed later) 
between Bethesda and Tysons Corner (at least) as well 
as for BRT and biking.  We need more public transit, not 
more road lanes to reduce congestion long term. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No More Roads --> move to public transportation and 
other non-fossil fuel modes of movement 

rg 
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6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

I think we should be spending our time, effort and 
money and projects that explicitly decrease greenhouse 
gas emissions, like mass transit, projects that support 
walking and biking, etc. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expansion of the highway is directly in conflict with our 
need to cut greenhouse gases and other pollutants and 
there are far better, more efficient, and healthful ways to 
provide transportation support 

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

As a concerned resident, I strongly oppose the 
expansion of 270. It is disheartening to witness our 
region's road building efforts fail to alleviate traffic 
congestion. Instead of finding effective solutions, these 
expansions only contribute to the problem by 
encouraging more spread-out development, leading to 
increased driving and traffic. 

Lisa Clemans-Cope 

6/30/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The expansion of I-270 to carry more cars, and utilizing 
expensive tolls to maintain it, is counterproductive to 
efforts to reduce use of cars, reduce GHGe by cars, and 
develop effective mass transit alternatives to result in a 
more sustainable transportation system. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

It has serious environmental failings & would disturb 
important historical sites. The study on it failed to 
include a reasonable alternative which would have 
significant transit portions as well as some road 
improvement. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 
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6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

The climate impact of expanding roads and adding toll 
lanes to I270 is too high and unethical. It is antithetical 
to smartgrowth and should be abandoned as 
transportation solution. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Presidential 
Parkway 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs  

Frances Stewart 

6/30/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree MARC has the potential to significantly improve 
transportation and decrease emissions in many areas of 
Maryland, but it's schedule is too limited and it has been 
plagued with problems. 

Frances Stewart 

6/30/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree MD 355 is an important route in Montgomery County, 
and it has terrible traffic. Bus Rapid Transit is a way to 
quickly and affordably decrease traffic and emissions 
and to improve access to transit. 

Frances Stewart 

6/30/
2023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project would decrease traffic and pollution in a 
heavily traveled area and would improve transit access. 

Frances Stewart 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening 270 won't solve our traffic woes and is about 
the worst possible choice for the climate. Toll lanes will 
only add to economic inequity. We need climate-friendly 
mass transit solutions 
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6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

We do not need to add more lanes.  We need to get 
people out of their cars and drastically reduce VMT in 
order to reach our climate goals.  Please invest in public 
transit instead of highway expansion.     

Philip Bogdonoff  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague (Also 
from 
neighborho
od and civic 
organization
s) 

Disagree This project concentrates on building roads and 
unaffordable toll roads which will only increase traffic, 
not solve congestion, and its overall approach does not 
promote transit which is the transport mode that will not 
only address congestion but be environmentally 
progressive.  The project is very destructive of 
environmental features in Montgomery County and is a 
'taking' of too many homes and civic structures. 

Elaine Emling 

6/30/
2023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Toll lanes do not solve traffic problems. We need better 
transit in order to solve help with congestion and traffic 
flow.  

Bonny Eisenbise 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Rapid transit and monorail on 270, reverse lanes, 
anything but what is proposed. I strongly oppose this 
project and want its removal from the 2050 Plan. it 
should not be included in visualizing 2050.    why is it 
that the project above has been listed that way, so 
unclear, confusing to many people who did not persist. 

sylvia diss 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding more lanes to roads doesn’t work for long, as has 
been proven in many cases, and I would like to see us 
shift away from individual cars and find solutions to our 
traffic problems, which are certainly real, that add mass 
transit.    I was very against the private/ public plan, with 
its toll lanes that create another inequality for less 
affluent among us, and it’s long term costs to us. I know 
this is a very hard problem to solve, so, I wish you all the 
best in finding a better way forward.   Cathie Nelsen 

Cathie Nelsen  
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6/30/
2023 

I-270" Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

  nanci wilkinson 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I am strongly opposed to the Beltway/270 Toll Lanes 
expansion and I would like this to be removed from the 
2050 Plan. 

Rosie Clemans-Cope 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I oppose the Beltway/270 Toll Lanes expansion and 
would like this removed from the plan totally. It makes 
no sense to encourage automobile traffic expansion. 

Eleanor Clemans-Cope 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 
(beltway/27
0 toll lanes 
expansion) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting,     

  

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 
(News/medi
a) 

Strongly 
disagree 

To save a liveable world for humanity we must transition 
as quickly as possible to transportation and land use 
that preserves our forests, prioritizes mass transit and 
safer bikeable, and walkable areas and decreases our 
dependence on cars. This project does just the opposite.  

Stuart Simon 

6/30/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding more lanes to highways  in an already densely 
developed area.  It will be extremely destructive to 
neighborhoods, parkland, existing infrastructure.  It will 
increase greenhouse gasses at the time we are trying to 
reduce/eliminate them.     SIgning a contract committing 
our grandchildren to pay for an expanding network of toll  
roads which by them will be obsolete makes no sense.  
No Transurban public/private partnership has been 
financially advantageous to the government partner.  
There has been no discussion of common goals and 
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priorities among the partners.   The risk of the 
occurrence of an economic and financial crisis is a major 
example.   Privatizing the profits and leaving all the risk 
to the public partnership is a huge risk. A clear 
discussion on common goals and priorities among the 
partners early in the process is necessary to establish 
agreed goals and priorities and to effectively define and 
share risks.     More discussion and visioning by 
taxpayers is necessary to develop future transportation 
objectives.  It is time to increase funding to maintain, 
improve service, and expand our transit network. 

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

  Molly Hauck 

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I do not support the plan for adding multiple toll lanes 
because of the environmental impact, loss of human 
and animal habitats, parks, and resultant disturbance to 
the area during and after completion of the project. 
Consideration of alternate solutions and a reassessment 
that accounts for the recent and likely lasting changes to 
the way that people work, commute, and live should be 
undertaken. Please do not make me regret my first 
home purchase. There must be a different path forward. 

  

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Sadly, adding more roads/lanes never solves the 
problem. We need more alternatives to driving, including 
Bus Rapid Transit. And we need more Transit-Oriented 
Development. Build more housing near transportation 
hubs! 
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7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be destructive to neighborhoods, 
parks, tree canopy and streams and would still leave 
drivers stuck in traffic or paying high tolls. Transit-
oriented projects in Prince George's County and eastern 
Montgomery County would be a better alternative in 
addressing the E-W jobs imbalance. 

  

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan adds confusion with additional lane changing, 
ugliness with excessive signs, and separate lanes for the 
wealthy. Why not add more commuter parking lots and 
bus routes along 270?  

  

7/1/2
023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This entire project is going to put the climate in further 
jeopardy, our settled communities carved up and 
damaged, and our fiscal health subject to the whims of a 
private corporation for five decades ahead.  All evidence 
suggests that the benefit is illusionary, and traffic will be 
as great or greater of a problem in a very short time.  We 
need to offer alternatives to private automobile reliance, 
and discourage more and more cars being on the road.  
The plan to widen roads will do harm and is most self-
destructive.  It needs to be scrapped completely.   Future 
generations will either thank you or curse you for the 
conditions that will be created if the project is allowed to 
proceed. 

Arlene Montemarano 

7/1/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

We have exceeded most of the planetary boundaries, 
per a recent Nature article. The least we need is more 
roads! We need to power down enormously and stop 
destroying our only home. 

Jim Laurenson  
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7/2/2
023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Mid county highway extended has been removed from 
vision 2045. There is no need for widening Middlebrook 
Road ext. It goes nowhere  

Margaret Schoap 

7/2/2
023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree BRT on 355 has been a master plan for 13 years. It 
needs to be finished with dedicated lanes and be the 
priority transportation project for Upcounty. 

Margaret Schoap 

7/2/2
023 

I-270" Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I have reversible lanes on 270 and no toll lanes Margaret Schoap 

7/2/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

It has been very poorly devised and implemented so far. 
It will NOT improve existing transportation issues. There 
many things that were short-circuited to get to point that 
exists. A lot of information has not been released to the 
public as is should be and required. Alternatives which 
would help with the transportations were ignored or 
tossed aside. This entire project needs to "go back to the 
drawing board" and start from the very beginning with 
much more public input and not hide information from 
the public. 

  

7/5/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/5/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting. 
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7/5/2
023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/5/2
023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

    MDOT when promoting the ICC, considered widening of 
this road unnecessary because the ICC would be built   

  

7/5/2
023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

  Strongly 
disagree 

This proposed 4-lane road would further divide White 
Flint. Instead fund needed local street network, 
protected bike lanes, and 355 BRT. 

  

7/5/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting. 

  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Garbage idea that will increase emissions and damage 
the environment. Focus on expanding public transit and 
incentivizing telework. 

  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This expansion is terrible start to finish. Scrap the plan! G Magary 

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

We need to fund transit and work to reduce traffic.  Our 
environment desperately needs this change!   The earth 
is warning quickly, even faster than anticipated.  

  

7/9/2
023 

Corridor 
Cities 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Critical for the goal of reducing traffic.  We must 
implement mass transit alternatives.  The entire 
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Transitway 
(CCT) 

Clarksburg development was based on the development 
of the CCT.   

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Need less cars on the road, and less toll lanes too   

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening already wide interstates isn't sustainable and 
brings air and noise pollution farther into our 
communities surrounding the road. Toll lanes are 
attractive only if the free lanes are congested.  

  

7/9/2
023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need more rail between Baltimore and Washington, 
DC. With the road congestion there, we need more 
options. 

  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Toll lanes are not the answer to traffic problems; studies 
and real life examples prove this. Not to mention the 
environmental impact of building them is too high. 

  

7/9/2
023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t (I-495-270 
and 
American 
Legion 
Bridge 
Expansion) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Climate change is not countered, environmental justice 
is unequal, I'm opposed to OPP lanes tolls, Moses Hall 
Cemetery destruction, National Park and Plummers 
Island destruction  

Robert  Soreng 
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7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding the Beltway is not a 21 century solution to the 
transportation problems of our region. It will increase the 
number of cars on the road and further damage our 
environment in other ways.  

Betsy Devlin-Foltz 

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expansion of I270 & I495 lanes are destructive of the 
long term well being of Maryland and the country. If 
anything an existing lane on each should be closed to 
cars & trucks and made rapid transit only lanes. This 
would be the right direction for Maryland. 

Riley Casey 

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Nothing about this plan prepares Maryland for a future 
where cars don't reign supreme. The only way to get to 
that point is to start building alternatives. Transit options 
that are convenient, frequent, reliable, and affordable 
will be used and would allow people to ditch their cars. 
Subsidize transit at least as much as roads are 
subsidized. Furthermore, if there must be toll lanes, the 
state should own and operate them for the good of the 
state - not private company shareholders. If that means 
issuing bonds to pay for them, do it. 

Sarah Lanning 

7/9/2
023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

  Agree     

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Shortsighted, wrongly situated    

7/9/2
023 

I-270"   Strongly 
disagree 

No tolls   
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7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Additional lanes will increase car traffic and greenhouse 
gasses not reduce them. Alternate ways to reduce 
congestion and gas emissions have been repeatedly put 
to government officials but largely ignored. No matter 
how many lanes are built, they will always be full of cars.  

Rici Rutkoff  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Ineffective solution to the traffic problem. Will have no 
positive impact. Will only destroy environment, 
communities, and displace marginalized people.  

  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I do not support expanding toll lanes, losing park and 
other lands, and increasing pollution. 

  

7/9/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 
(Lexus lanes 
for the rich.) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

There are a large number of downsides associated with 
this proposal, and they are well known.  One is that it is 
divisive and un-American to build semi-exclusive lanes 
for the wealthy on a PUBLIC right-of-way.  Only the 
richest citizens would be able to use the proposed 
HOT/Lexus lanes on a regular basis.    This proposal is 
the equivalent of allowing a corporation to build new 
wings on public schools, and then charge tuition high 
enough that the class sizes would remain small -- say 15 
students per teacher.    Like our public schools, public 

Sherman Johnson 
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roads should be available to ALL.    If a corporation 
wants to build toll lanes, they can purchase the 
necessary land; get all the permits; and pay for the 
surveying, engineering, and construction.  Then they can 
charge what the market will bear.    But not with a pre-
existing public highway.  I-270 belongs to the public, all 
of us.  It should continue to be funded by motor fuel 
taxes.     

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project was not done correctly with 
transparency.The decision to go with this project was 
arbitrary and NOT based on the facts. In addition, 
minimal public input was asked until many advocacy 
groups raied the issue. It was very political. With the 
Covid experience, the entire project needs to be started 
again from the very beginning to include an unbiased  
and non political view of ALL options! 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Severely harm the health and wellness of humans, 
animals, plants through years of construction, noise, 
pollution. Increase the number of cars on the roads 
instead of working towards less vehicle dependent 
alternatives. 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

https://ssti.us/2023/06/26/adding-road-capacity-is-
fruitless/ The project won't alleviate congestion long 
term, will be hugely expensive, and will have significant 
negative environmental and social impacts. 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Will degrade environment, and add to further congestion 
through induced demand.  Do not carry out at all. 
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7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

NO more highway expansion until transit/rail capacity is 
raised to a comparable level of service.  We need 
balanced transportation options, not continually paving 
the earth. 

Robert McGuire 

7/10/
2023 

I-270" (I-495 
expansion) 

News/medi
a 
(Washington 
Post) 

Strongly 
disagree 

Toll lanes and road expansion will only increase traffic, 
add to pollution, and destroy neighborhoods. 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

My city 
council 
member 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project has been in the works for years. Time and 
again it has been shown to be environmentally 
dangerous, economically unsound, and an utterly 
inequitable approach to transportation planning.  

  

7/10/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

News/medi
a (I see it in 
action on 
270) 

Strongly agree Assuming this means entrance/exit ramp management, 
reversible lanes, and other alternatives to laying more 
concrete and, charging tolls, I strongly support this 
public-funded effort. 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Disaster steve shapiro 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

There are other, more environmentally responsible 
means of improving travel times for necessary vehicle 
travel, other than expanding highways.  This project 
would be ineffective, inequitable, and environmentally 
disastrous. 

John Holden 

7/10/
2023 

US 29 
Corridor 

  Strongly 
disagree 

The TPB should reject the $124 million project -- 
approved in Fall 2022 by a 'lame duck' Montgomery 
County Council -- that would place two BRT-only lanes 
down the middle of US 29.  This "MEDIAN Lane option" 
was studied, along with a "MANAGED Lane option."  As 

John Holden 
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noted in a County Council staff memo, “the Managed 
Lane option would be $42.1 million (34%) less than the 
Median Lane option,” and “the Managed Lane option is 
clearly superior in nearly every meaningful metric.”  The 
Managed Lane option would also benefit ALL buses, 
including Metro, RideOn, and school buses, and not just 
BRT buses (as in the Median Lane option). 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding toll lanes to I-270 and the Beltway would be an 
environmental catastrophe and a financial boondoggle. 

Steve Bruns 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Studies show the extra lanes will only add to more cars 
on the road. As a resident of a neighborhood impacted 
by this proposed expansion, I strongly oppose the added 
noise and pollution it will add to my home while at the 
same time harming the environment. Please focus on 
other initiatives to increase use of public transit options 
instead of adding more cars to an already congested 
beltway. 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

More investment in public transit, less in traffic that will 
only increase congestion, contribute to climate change. 

Geoff Thale 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

  Kathy Schmidt 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

  Strongly 
disagree 

  Hank Schmidt 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 
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7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

I have 
known 
about this 
proposed 
project for 
years. 

Strongly 
disagree 

Not needed, wrong approach for the future, disastrous 
for our environment and Maryland's future goals 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan will result in horrendous environmental 
consequences to our area.  Our area should promote 
more public transportation and teleworking, NOT more 
cars.  Our earth is at a tipping point and this project is 
reckless, ridiculously costly, and destructive. 

Randi Field 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 (I-
495/I-270 
toll lanes) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding highways, hurting the environment, uprooting 
people from their homes, and adding "expensive" toll 
roads has already been proven not to work (most 
recently in Virginia).  Try other means as the public is 
very much against this solution. 

Barbara Scott 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Funds committed to this project would benefit a third 
party contractor and not residents, businesses, or 
families. Please consider financial burdens on county 
residents (who use 270 regularly, multiple times daily, 
and rely on it) and environmental impacts as well.  

Karen Olk 

7/10/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Development of a road connecting Rockville's Gude Dr to 
Carnation Dr (via the Rockville Senior center parking lot) 
would be detrimental to the renowned Senior Center as 
well as the Woodley Gardens and College Gardens 
neighborhoods as a whole. These long-standing 
neighborhoods are one of the first in the DC area and 
currently home to a large number of young families in 
(what until recently was) affordable homes in 
Montgomery County. A "cut through" from Gude Dr would 
endanger the children in this neighborhood and effect 
quality of life and limb. Hundreds of families have their 

Karen Olk 
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lives and life savings invested in these neighborhoods 
due in large part to the relative safety of the streets, low 
speed limits, limited access points which will be 
immediately and irrevocably annihilated by providing an 
alternate route to avoid 270 tolls. All local businesses 
and commuters avoiding 270 tolls will use local roads 
and endanger these families. Please reconsider this 
portion of future planning as it will not offer benefit to 
our county, our city, or our neighborhoods. 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

We will never meet climate goals with more highways.  
Spend transportation budgets on mass transit, bicycle 
and micro mobility projects instead. 

Paul Daisey 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project will increase vehicle traffic in an area where 
transit options should be increased. 

Carol Schatz 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Building toll lanes is a misguided transportation project 
from a fiscal, environmental, and practical standpoint.  

John Kunz 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan will increase traffic on the highways, thus 
increasing greenhouse gas emissions. Many studies 
have shown that increasing the number of highway lanes 
leads at best to a temporary decrease in congestion 
followed by more cars on the road and gridlock again. 
Find environmentally safe transit alternatives 

  

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project will not help meet air quality goals.  The 
project will not alleviate highway crowding in the long 
term.  The project's environmental, personal property, 
and cultural/historical impacts are too detrimental.  
Evidence shows that similar projects haven't worked well 
elsewhere.  It is a _really_ bad idea! 
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7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

More concrete roadway will only result in more cars, 
more air pollution, more traffic deaths, more noise. 
Instead adopt/encourage the many other approaches to 
improving traffic congestion. 

Stephanie Land 

7/10/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project is ill-conceived and will not provide overall 
improvements to our transportation network. Instead, if 
will wreak havoc on the environment and destroy 
neighborhoods, especially in Rockville where I270 
follows the Watts Branch and Cabin John watersheds.   It 
will only benefit those who are willing to pay tolls and 
that benefit is a marginal decrease in time on the road.  
Look at the ICC.  It is overbuilt for the amount of use it 
gets and I495 is still a mess.  Look at the VA toll lanes 
on I95.  Folks prefer to sit in traffic instead of pay the 
toll.  Meanwhile, VA has taken down thousands of trees.  
It is ugly.  We're lucky we are in a drought or we would 
probably see mudslides and sinkholes.  The American 
Legion Bridge could be improved for safety reasons, but 
don't encourage more driving with expansion of I495 
and I270.    This project should be removed from the 
long range transportation plan.  There are far more 
important projects to focus on than this shoot from the 
hip solution by our former governor. 

Wendy Aaronson 

7/11/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Private toll lanes are the wrong approach. If the public 
does not support toll lanes enough to fund them publicly 
up front, they should not be built.  It is corrupt or at best 
paternalistic to suppose that the public will be glad to 
fund the levitate profits on the toll lanes with their toll 
money when the public clearly does not support up-front 
financing with a bond. We don’t need more lanes. We 
need better growth management.  
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7/11/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Rather than widening highways to accommodate more 
traffic, we need to expand the use of more alternate 
transportation options, such as buses.  Also, highways 
tear up a natural landscape affecting all life and 
groundwater nearby.   

Sandra Roberts 

7/11/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/11/
2023 

I-95/I-495 
at Greenbelt 
Metro 
Station 
Interchange 
Construction 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

7/11/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

live near the 
proposed 
project 

Strongly 
disagree 

Every day now the news is dominated by climate-related 
disasters which will only intensify if a huge, controversial 
construction project like this is allowed to proceed. 
Amazing to me that it is still (sort of) alive.  

Ross Capon 

7/11/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

have ridden 
the trains 
many times 

Strongly agree The region desperately needs better public 
transportation, which includes more frequent service on 
the MARC Brunswick and Camden Lines. The pandemic 
has marginalized rush-hour-only services, so it is 
important that MARC trains run all day. 

Ross Capon 

7/12/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 
(Newspaper
) 

Strongly 
disagree 

After reading about this plan I believe that it will be a 
significant factor preventing MD from reaching important 
climate control goals. We need to focus on a viable 
public transport system, safe walking and bike paths 
and more opportunities for remote work. 

Lonni Millman 

7/12/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 

News/medi
a 

Disagree As someone who regularly travels along the Beltway and 
within the Beltway and who has lived/travelled in other 
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Phase 1 
(Beltway 
Expansion) 

major metropolitan areas, I don't see expanding the 
Beltway  as a good idea to minimize traffic, instead the 
back up on the feeder roads like Georgia and 
Connecticut will only get worse, more folks will move to 
outer suburbs and later will demands more roads from 
those of us who chose to live closer to our jobs and/or 
use public transportation.  More roads will only lead to 
more congestion.   

7/12/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

7/12/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This  project has been shown to not resolve the long 
range transportation needs of our region. We need more 
public transport investment, and we need leaders who 
will think about things differently and be ambitious 
about solutions.  

Katherine Woods 

7/12/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

We need to increase transit and remote work and 
reduce vehicle miles traveled. 

Mary Beaudoin 

7/12/
2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

If these interchange improvements include putting a  
dedicated Median lane for BRT on Rte. 29,then this is a 
terrible option. Studies show that this is a much worse 
option than the Managed Lane option in terms of cost 
and congestion. 

Mary Beaudoin 

7/15/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Would be harmful to those most needing low cost transit 
and the environment.  We need better low cost public 
transportation and fewer cars on road, not bloated 
profits for proprietary companies and more congestion. 

Marianne Follingstad 
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7/15/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Express toll lanes do not to enough to resolve 
congestion and highway expansion is not what this 
region needs. Public transit-oriented development is less 
destructive to existing neighborhoods and the 
environment and needs to be explored for the region 
first.  

  

7/20/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The I-270 toll-lane project is not good for Woodley 
Gardens, Rockville, Montomgery County and for 
Maryland taxpayers. No version to the toll-lane plan will 
help Montgomery County residents. This plan was 
devised to maximize profits for a private contractor. We 
have 12 lanes of traffic (north and southbound) in 
Rockville and more lanes will not help the traffic flow 
when the bottlenecks are elsewhere. The majority of 
highway users will be worse off than they are now if this 
toll-plan moves ahead.    The Virginia toll roads have not 
helped taxpayers but has lined the pockets of the private 
business that administers the toll lanes. This has been 
well documented in public docs as well as articles in the 
Washington Post. Please do not allow the same thing to 
happen here in Montgomery County.     The toll roads will 
not address the need to move toward better public 
transportation options. The toll lanes will increase traffic 
in many neighborhoods by opening additional ramps for 
toll users. Our neighborhoods will be negatively 
impacted and the state has not laid out any plan to help 
with noise abatement. Please reject the toll-lane plan 
and to focus on sustainable and equitable options.     

Jeanine Gould-Kostka 

7/20/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Rodolfo Pérez 
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7/20/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project evolved from a DEIS and FEIS process that 
excluded any alternatives to adding the toll lanes.  For 
example, before deciding to add more lanes to I-270 why 
not improve the MARC rail service that is PARALLEL to I-
270? 

Rodolfo Pérez 

7/21/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening the Beltway in any form is not a solution to 
traffic congestion. The solution rather involves focusing 
on enhancing public transportation. on any given day at 
any time no matter how many lanes there are, one car or 
truck crash is all it takes to bring traffic to a standstill 
and providing more lanes only increases that 
inevitability. The beltway was NEVER meant to be for 
commuters. It was intended to BYPASS Washington DC. 
As such we need better options for commuters other 
than cars. 

Deborah beebe 

7/29/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The MD expansion of I-495/270 as currently proposed 
needs to be removed from the region's CLRP, as it is not 
consistent with TPB's policies. The project would be 
destructive and ineffective - harming neighborhoods, 
parks, streams and tree cover. It would leave most 
people stuck in traffic or having to pay very high tolls. 
MDOT failed to examine more effective alternatives that 
begin with transit-oriented development in Prince 
George’s and eastern Montgomery to address the East-
West jobs imbalance, along with transit, HOV, 
telecommuting, and other travel demand management 
measures. MDOT has also not studied options for 
congestion pricing and usage fees that do not expand 
lane capacity and that address equity for lower-income 
drivers. These other alternatives and issues need to be 
studied first before the failed project is put back into the 
CLRP. Various studies (some noted in a review by TPB) 
show that induced demand is a real issue for express 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 
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lane projects that increase total lane capacity, likely 
increasing VMT and GHG emissions.   

8/8/2
023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

8/14/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree MD 355 Bus Rapid Transit is a critically important 
project for mobility on one of Montgomery County’s most 
heavily used bus corridors. It is one of the highest-
priority, highest-value projects in the transportation plan, 
and I urge the COG and county leaders to deliver the 
service enhancements as soon as possible. 

Stewart Mader 

8/14/
2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Increasing service frequency on the Brunswick Line is 
one of the best ways Montgomery County, Maryland, and 
regional leaders can take advantage of existing rail 
infrastructure to provide more high-quality transit service 
to a variety of communities, including communities that 
are underserved by transit. 

Stewart Mader 

9/5/2
023 

Addison 
Road I 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. For example, it conflicts with TPB's 
aspirational initiative to improve walk and bike access to 
transit. As designed, this project would expand already 
wide and unsafe roads, making safe access to the Blue 
Line station even harder and undermining efforts to 
create walkable neighborhoods near transit. 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This unnecessary widening project should be removed, 
especially with the suspension of the M-83 project and 
its removal from Visualize 2045. The project is not 
consistent with TPB's policy framework, as it would divert 
resources from TPB's identified priority strategies and is 
inconsistent with TPB's policy goal to "Actively encourage 

Bill Pugh 
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mode shift away from less climate-friendly modes like 
single occupancy vehicles".  

9/5/2
023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove from Visualize 2050. Note that MDOT, when 
promoting the ICC, considered widening of this road 
unnecessary because the ICC would be built. The project 
is not consistent with TPB's policy framework, as it would 
divert resources from TPB's identified priority strategies 
and is inconsistent with TPB's policy goal to "Actively 
encourage mode shift away from less climate-friendly 
modes like single occupancy vehicles". 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

This proposed 4-lane road would further divide White 
Flint. Instead fund needed local street network, 
protected bike lanes, and 355 BRT. The project is not 
consistent with TPB's policy framework, as it would divert 
resources from TPB's identified priority strategies and is 
inconsistent with TPB's policy goal to "Actively encourage 
mode shift away from less climate-friendly modes like 
single occupancy vehicles". 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

US 29 
Corridor 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove from Visualize 2050. The project proposes a $7 
Billion series of grade-separated interchanges that 
would undermine efforts to create walkable 
neighborhood hubs around FLASH bus rapid transit 
stops. The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. For example, it conflicts with TPB's 
aspirational initiative to improve walk and bike access to 
transit. Also, it would divert resources from TPB's 
identified priority strategies and is inconsistent with 
TPB's policy goal to "Actively encourage mode shift away 
from less climate-friendly modes like single occupancy 
vehicles".  

Bill Pugh 
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9/5/2
023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

MD 650 
New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

North 
Bethesda 
Transitway 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

Veirs Mill 
Bus Rapid 
Transit 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree The project supports multiple TPB goals and strategies, 
including the aspirational initiative to "Expand Bus Rapid 
Transit and Transitways." 

Bill Pugh 

9/5/2
023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree The project provides necessary improvements for the 
overall safety and quality of MARC. It supports multiple 
TPB goals and strategies. 

Bill Pugh 
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9/18/
2023 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree 355 as it is now is unpleasant and ineffective at 
transporting drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists. Having 
BRT that doesn't get stuck in the same traffic as private 
vehicles during rush hour would be an amazing option 
for people to travel through the county without having to 
suffer through/contribute to traffic. 

  

9/22/
2023 

Addison 
Road I 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Idk    

10/2/
2023 

US 15 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 has unnecessary capacity expansion components Rebekah King 

10/2/
2023 

I-70/US 40 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 has unnecessary capacity expansion components Rebekah King 

10/2/
2023 

MD 85 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

has unnecessary capacity expansion components Rebekah King 

10/2/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Would love to see the MARC improved and service 
expanded. Such a great way to utilize existing 
infrastructure and take cars off the roads.  

Rebekah King 

10/2/
2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and  

Rebekah King 

10/2/
2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I support the expansion of MARC service, including 2-
way transit that is not restricted to south, southeast 
travel in the morning in the direction of DC, but allows 
access to jobs and shopping in upper Montgomery 
County and Frederick. I also support MARC Brunswick 

Gail B Landy 
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line transit to Western Maryland that will preclude 
driving. MARC should not only support ocsupational 
traffic but also tourism, siteseeing, and recreational 
opportunities along the rail line..  The prevalence of train 
travel will reduce MVT and correspond with the goal of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions largely connected to 
the transportation sector. 

10/2/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls. They failed to examine 
more effective alternatives that begin with transit-
oriented development in Prince George’s and eastern 
Montgomery to address the E-W jobs imbalance, along 
with transit and telecommuting, 

  

10/18
/2023 

Governor 
Harry W. 
Nice/Senato
r Thomas 
"Mac" 
Middleton 
Bridge 
Replacemen
t Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

10/18
/2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

10/18
/2023 

Corridor 
Cities 
Transitway 
(CCT) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree     
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10/18
/2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

  Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

Randolph 
Road 
Corridor Bus 
Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

Brunswick 
Line 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
L'Enfant 
Plaza 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

MARC Run-
through 
service to 
Viriginia 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

10/18
/2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

10/18
/2023 

MD 97 at 
MD 28 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 
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10/18
/2023 

MD 28/MD 
198 Corridor 
Study 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

10/18
/2023 

Middlebrook 
Road 
Extended  
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

10/18
/2023 

Montrose 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

11/21
/2023 

I-270 
Innovative 
Congestion 
Managemen
t 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

This project does not meet any greenhouse goals. It is 
much too road centric with little transit.  The 2050 plan 
SHOULD NOT endorse the project. Beef up all area transit 
& solve both congestion & emissions. 

 

 

11/29/
2023 

 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

 

News/media 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

The project would be very environmentally damaging as 
well as ineffective because expanding highways attracts 
more drivers so congestion continues.  More effective 
multi-modal alternatives were eliminated and if 
implemented first, would be more equitable and reduce 
congestion enough to eliminate traffic bottlenecks on I-
495 & I-270 . 

 

Brian Ditzler 

 

11/29/
2023 

 

MD 355 Bus 
Rapid Transit 

 

News/media 

 

Strongly agree 

 

This project would greatly reduce congestion on MD 355, 
and because it would parallel I-270, would also reduce 
congestion on I-270 and thereby eliminate any perceived 
need to expand 1-270, especially because innovative 

Brian Ditzler 
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congestion management on I-270  already has virtually 
eliminated congestion on that highway. 

 

11/29/
2023 

 

Bus Rapid 
Transit: US 
29 - Phase 2 

 

News/media 

 

Strongly agree 

 

The "Flash" buses on U.S.29 are working well, and 
implementing  phase 2 would provide more dedicated 
lanes, thereby increasing the speed of the buses which 
would attract more ridership and lessen the number of 
cars on that road. 

 

Brian Ditzler 

 

11/29/
2023 

 

MARC 
Improvemen
ts 

 

News/media 

 

Strongly agree 

 

MARC improvements would allow  MARC service to be 
improved, which would attract more riders and decrease 
the number of people driving on MD355 and I-270.  That 
would reduce congestion on those roads and eliminate the 
perceived need to expand I-270, especially because 
Innovative Congestion Management on I-270 has already 
been shown to work.   

 

Brian Ditzler 

 

11/29/
2023 

 

MD 650 New 
Hampshire 
Avenue BRT 

 

News/media 

 

Strongly agree 

 

There is a great need for BRT on New Hampshire Avenue 
to reduce congestion on that road and better serve 
employees who work at FDA and other research 
businesses located on that corridor.  Having BRT on MD 
650 would attract more companies to locate there, which 
would create jobs and be good for economic 
development. 

 

Brian Ditzler 
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Table 4. Maryland Project Suggestions 

Date Do you have any suggested projects that should be considered for the long-range transportation 
plan (Visualize 2050)? 

Name 

6/13/2023 More transit of every kind should be included instead of roads.   

6/14/2023 Create a countywide package of walking, biking, and safety improvements.  Nearly all state roads 
should be made safe for biking, which means a bike lane protected and separated from the road.  
This includes Goldsboro Rd, River Rd, and Connecticut Avenue.    Build sidewalks where possible.  
People need should be able to walk along state roads safely.    Build cross-walks along population 
centers, every 100 meters. 

Brian Robinson 

6/14/2023 We need a connected bicycle network (separated bike lanes) throughout Montgomery County and 
Prince George's county. 

Ethan Goffman 

6/14/2023 All current freeways should have half their lane miles converted into rail and BRT dedicated right of 
way. We need to make the state more and more accessible, and the easiest way is to re allocate, 
mile by mile, the area we are already using inefficiently to move one person in one car to become 
mass transit moving many people with much less space and energy.  

Jacob Allen Barker 

6/14/2023 I'd like to see protect bikes lanes along the length of RT 355, CT Ave, Georgia Ave, NH Ave, 
Randolph Rd, Viers Mill Rd, and other major north-south and east-west major roads in Montgomery 
County. Bike lanes can save lives and encourage more people to use this health, inexpensive and 
eco-friendly transportation option.  

Andrea Cimino 

6/14/2023 ICC extension  to Baltimore Washington Parkway to redesignate as 495 Steve Warner  

6/14/2023 Maryland and Virginia have dispersed residences and jobs. It is difficult to successfully serve with 
big buses and rail. Cochabamba, Bolivia, is also sprawled across a very big valley. There, they 
accomplish inexpensive, frequent, reliable, and dense public transit by tailoring the size of the 
vehicle (big buses, half-size buses, passsenger vans, and sedans) to the popularity of the bus route. 
Most vehicles on the roads are public transit vehicles. Transfers are easy because the public transit 
vehicles are very frequent and pickup locations are well marked with the routes and schedules. 
When I was there I never had to walk more than a block to go anywhere in the valley. Cochabamba 
has limited means; yet if they can serve their population well with public transit, we can, as well.     I 

Roselie Bright 
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don't think the expense of, and delays caused by, collecting fares are worthwhile. We need to 
encourage ridership and efficient trips. Taxpayer costs for subsidizing fares will more than offset 
larger public health gains by reducing pollution, and lower burdens on road infrastructure by 
reducing the numbers of vehicles on the roads. Some of the dollars saved from repaving projects 
could be redirected to adding more bus shelters.    We need to get our residents of all ages to see 
private vehicles as more of a nuisance and expense than they are worth. 

6/14/2023 Please finish the Purple Line! Thank You! Nic Kotschoubey 

6/19/2023 Countywide package of walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older neighborhoods 
which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops 

Alex Demarais  

6/19/2023  Packages of Metro, MARC and BRT station access improvements for walking, biking, local street 
connectivity and safe 

  

6/24/2023 a light rail line from the end of the Red line metro to at least Frederick,  could possibly be linked to 
the purple line 

Bob R 

6/25/2023 Get the speeding, racing, threatening, treacherous, law ignoring idiots off the roads so they stop 
killing decent people. Give the police and legal system power to prosecute. 

Mary 

6/25/2023 Road diets for safety.  On arterial highways with narrow sidewalks located at the curb, the motor 
vehicle lane adjoining the sidewalk must be removed for safety reasons, as was recently done on 
Old Georgetown Road (MD187). Highways needing this treatment include US29 from White Oak 
south, Georgia Avenue from Bel Pre Road south, University Blvd, MD355 in Gaithersburg, parts of 
Connecticut Ave, etc. 

  

6/25/2023 Please shift funding from road-building to making the ones we have safer for everyone, that is, for 
pedestrians and cyclists as well as for cars, and to transit projects that support transit-oriented 
communities with safe, convenient walking and biking access to that transit.  We can't afford to go 
another 25 years making the same mistakes that have led us to the current degraded environment 
and climate crisis. 

Anne Ambler 

6/26/2023 Light rail that runs on the entire capital beltway loop. More bike lanes. More Bus Rapid Transit. No 
road expansions and no toll lanes. More dedicated bus lanes. More frequent, better, sustainable, 
and reliable public transit options. We need to aggressively put in more and more diverse public 
transit options and actively work to decrease cars. 
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6/26/2023 Countywide package of walking and biking safety improvements, especially in older neighborhoods 
which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops. 

Shannon Shea 

6/27/2023 Promote growth around metro stops to increase density in areas that can support it and have 
substantial access to public transportation. The white flint mall has sat vacant for years now despite 
taking up a ton of space right near a metro stop. This region, and the metro owned land adjacent to 
the North Bethesda stop should be prioritized for high density growth to promote the area. Proximity 
to the metro with easy access to Rockville, Bethesda, and DC should make this area highly 
desirable, and the longer these spaces remain unused the more we continue to lack substantial 
housing supply for those who need it 

Jacob Goldberg 

6/27/2023 Op Lanes Maryland Gail Landy 

6/28/2023 Just eliminate projects that simply encourage more vehicles on the road.  Light rail should be the 
only alternative. 

John Fay 

6/28/2023 North Bethesda Transitway BRT, Randolph Road Corridor BRT, Veirs Mill BRT, packages of access 
improvements for walking and biking at Metro, MARC and BRT stations, and walking, biking and 
safety improvements in older neighborhoods lacking safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops 

Brian Ditzler 

6/29/2023 YES! I visualize 2050 as a year by which we will have a functioning Purple Line, a thriving MARC, 
WMATA, and express buses all ferrying folks to and fro efficiently, and creative solutions to auto 
traffic (reversible lanes, high tolls to pay for lane maintenance to further disincentivize private auto 
highway use, and charges for commercial trucking, etc). My real dream would be an elevated train 
circling the Beltway and making all the exit stops, where folks could connect with a fuel-efficient or 
electrified fleet of buses to take them to their destination.  

Nan Wellins 

6/29/2023 WMATA bus priority projects such as Silver Hill Rd, Morgan Blvd Metro complete streets, Prince 
George's county packages of Metro, MARC and bus transfer station access improvements for 
walking, biking, local street connectivity and safety, Prince George's County-wide package of 
walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older neighborhoods which lack safe ways to 
walk, bike and access bus stops   

Brendan Wray 

6/30/2023 ALL BRT proposals must be incorporated into a workable network across the region. This is the only 
way to provide workers a way of commuting in a reasonable amount of time and cost. 

Patty McGrath 
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6/30/2023 We need a complete overhaul of bus service making it QUICK and cost effective. Here are some of 
the BRT proposals for Maryland which I fully support:   Bus Rapid Transit US 29  MD 355 Bus Rapid 
Transit  MD 650 New Hampshire Avenue BRT  North Bethesda Transitway Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
Project  Randolph Road Corridor Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project  Veirs Mill Bus Rapid Transit 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/2023 Countywide package of walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older neighborhoods 
which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops 

Frances Stewart 

6/30/2023 On 270 - more well designed, public transit, rapid rail, monorail. sylvia diss 

6/30/2023 More transit is needed nanci wilkinson 

7/1/2023 Extend metro stations all the way to Frederick, or build high speed rail between Frederick and metro 
stations.  

  

7/5/2023 - Packages of Metro, MARC and BRT station access improvements for walking, biking, local street 
connectivity and safety   - Countywide package of walking, biking and safety improvements, 
especially in older neighborhoods which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops 

  

7/9/2023 RED LINE IN BALTIMORE, MORE MARC TRAINS FROM NORTH AND SOUTH OF DC, MORE BIKE AND 
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS, SUPPORT MORE TELEWORKING, SUPORT MASS TRANSIT GENERALLY 

Robert  Soreng 

7/10/2023 Please consider widening 270 at the existing 2 -lane bottle neck before burdening businesses and 
residents with tolls benefitting only third-parties. 

Karen Olk 

7/11/2023 Provide a transit connection to the Baltimore Washington International Airport. We used to have a 
Metro Bus. We need to be able to reach an important airport via public transit. 

  

7/20/2023 Large investment in sustainable and equitable transportation! Link here.  Jeanine Gould-Kostka 

7/20/2023 All day MARC service to improve the I-270 corridor mobility Rodolfo Pérez 

9/5/2023 Keep out of Visualize 2050 the proposed I-495/Medical Center interchange project in Prince 
George's County near Downtown Largo Metro. The project would expand the interchange and 
undermine efforts to foster a safe, local street grid that allows walking, biking and transit access in 
the Downtown Largo neighborhood. The project is not consistent with TPB's policy framework. For 
example, it conflicts with TPB's aspirational initiative to improve walk and bike access to transit. 

Bill Pugh 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e0e7520a4d60e596a697c21/t/63d00b05d8af3e128b9cd823/1674578693180/Alternatives+to+Toll+Lanes+1-24-23+.pdf
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9/5/2023 Packages of Metrorail, MARC, Purple Line, and BRT station access improvements for walking, 
biking, local street connectivity and safety. 

Bill Pugh 

9/13/2023 Rapid transit network in Montgomery and PG County Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/2023 MARC Train ROW acquisition from Freight rail Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/2023 MARC train electrification Mostafa ElNahass 

10/2/2023 Countywide and City packages of walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older 
neighborhoods which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops 

Rebekah King 
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Table 5. Virginia Project Comments 

Date Project How did you 
learn about 
this project? 

I support this 
project's 
inclusion in 
Visualize 
2050? 

Explain why you support/do not support the project's 
inclusion in the Visualize 2050. You can also share 
other comments about the project's inclusion in the 
plan. 

Name 

2/27/
2023 

Arcola 
Boulevard 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Neutral 
  

2/27/
2023 

I-66 
Improvemen
ts 

 
Strongly 
disagree 

The Transform I-66 Megaprojects--both outside and 
inside the Beltway--have largely been completed. If there 
are a few remaining elements from those projects that 
VDOT wants to retain in Visualize 2050, those elements 
should be resubmitted as separate, clearly described 
projects. Also, any additional widening of I-66 inside the 
Beltway should be clearly tied to a firm commitment by 
VDOT to toll I-66 in both directions, either during the 
eight peak weekday commuting hours or ideally 24/7. 
Finally, VDOT should reconfigure its tolling system inside 
the Beltway to reduce the tolls to zero whenever that 
segment would be free-flowing at 55 MPH. 

Allen Muchnick 

3/3/2
023 

I-66 
Improvemen
ts (CE1956: 
I-66 and US 
29 
Interchange, 
Widen and 
Construct 

Project 
webpage 
(The project 
map depicts 
downtown 
DC.) 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

I believe the $255 Million project described at I-66 and 
Rte 29 in Gainesville has been completed.  Any 
incomplete or future elements should be resubmitted as 
a separate new project. 
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US 29 and 
VA 55) 

 

3/3/2
023 

Grant 
Avenue 
Road Diet 

 

 Neutral 

 

This project is largely, if not entirely, funded and about to 
go to construction.  If any element is not fully funded for 
construction, it should be resubmitted as a new, 
separate, re-scoped project.  This project would not 
expand roadway capacity. 

 

Allen Muchnick 

 

3/13/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

Any lane widening plan is doomed to failure from the 
start. The last thing needed is an extra lane for such 
useless endeavors. Especially when it makes the 
commute worse by creating an induced demand of 
vehicles thus creating more traffic than necessary. 
Northern Virginia is already polluted with enough cars 
and enough traffic, the last thing we need is a wider lane 
just for more traffic to congest it all over again. Northern 
Virginia requires more bike lanes, more train lines, more 
anything else but highway/freeway/route lane 
expansions. We NEED less traffic and less people in cars 
not more people in cars and more congestion on our 
roads.  
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3/14/
2023 

 

VA 7,  
Widen,  

any road 
widening 

 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

adding additional general road travel lanes increases 
miles driven through induced demand. this is 
incompatible with making the Washington area reduce 
its carbon  foot print and should be strongly discouraged 
to not make the  climate problem worse 

 

Steve Wardell 

 

3/15/
2023 

VA 28 
Widening,  

General 
Comment - 
stop 
widening 
roads. This 
induces 
more driving 
over time, 
increasing 
emissions 
and hurting 
the region's 
climate 
goals. 

 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

There are far too many roadway widening projects in this 
plan. Widening roadways induces additional driving over 
time, increasing emissions and moving the region 
further from its stated climate goals.     The majority of 
funding should be spent on maintaining existing 
infrastructure and expanding climate-friendly modes of 
travel: public transportation and active transportation 
like biking and walking. Continuing to spend the majority 
of money on roadway widening is climate arson.  
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3/15/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Project 
webpage, 

i live in the 
Duke St 
corridor 

  

 

Strongly agree 

 

BRT projects like the one on Duke St are beneficial to 
climate and enable more people to travel without relying 
on cars. Transit and bike/ped projects like this should 
receive the vast majority of funding 

 

Alex Goyette 

 

3/16/
2023 

Richmond 
Highway 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Fairfax 
County Alert 

 

Strongly agree 

 

  

3/22/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts,  

CE2161 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

Remove widening VA 123 to 6 lanes from Annapolis Way 
to US 1 (VP10g) from the project.  Less than 20000 
AADT does not warrant the high priority highway 
expansion.  Developer can improve roadway as needed.  

 

Mark Scheufler 
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3/22/
2023 

Rippon 
Boulevard 
Extension 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Update Project Description to future scope 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Wellington 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Neutral 

 

CE3695 - Update Project Description to future 
scope/Combine with CE2145 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Neutral 

 

CE1942 - Update Project Description to future scope 
[Align with High Capacity Transit]   

 

Mark Scheufler 
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3/22/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Neutral 

 

CE2685 - Remove/Consolidate/Update Project 
Description to future scope [Align with High Capacity 
Transit]   

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

CE3180 - Update Project Description to future scope 
[Align with High Capacity Transit] - Project is restricted 
due to I-95 Express Lane Concessionaire Agreement 
https://p3.virginia.gov/docs/95-
395_Third_ARCA_executed/95-
395_Third_ARCA_(Executed).pdf   

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Catharpin 
Road, 
Widening 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

Local Project. Project should be funded by 
developer/proffer as needed 

 

Mark Scheufler 
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3/22/
2023 

McGraws 
Corner Drive 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

Local Project. Project should be funded by 
developer/proffer as needed 

 

 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Vint Hill 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

Local Project. Project should be funded by 
developer/proffer as needed 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

John 
Marshall 
Widening 

 

 Disagree 

 

CE3694 - Local Project. Project should be funded by 
developer/proffer as needed 

 

Mark Scheufler 
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3/22/
2023 

Dale City 
Parkway 
Node New 
Through 
Boulevard 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

Local Project. Project should be funded by 
developer/proffer as needed 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

Recommend Route 29 Alternate Alignment 

 

Mark Scheufler 

 

3/22/
2023 

US 15 
Improvemen
ts 

 

 Neutral 

 

CE3162 - Combine with CE1803 

 

Mark Scheufler 
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4/25/
2023 

US 15 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

I'm assuming this is the project to widen US 15 and build 
a railroad overpass near the Town of Haymarket 
(CE1803). If not, please file these comments under that 
project.    This is a badly overdue project that causes 
both congestion and safety issues to this day. Traffic on 
this stretch of US 15 has grown significantly over the last 
10 years and it not only serves as a 2-lane bottleneck on 
a 4-lane road, but also a high-risk area due to the at-
grade railroad crossing. This project would go a long way 
in lessening both congestion and injuries/fatalities. 

 

 

4/25/
2023 

John 
Marshall 
Widening 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

  

5/30/
2023 

 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 

 Agree 

 

The Sierra Club Virginia Chapter asks that the 
Transportation Planning Board create a Visualize 2050 
plan that reflects the goals of regional, state and local 
planners, and the desires of residents. For example:  • 
The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments 
acknowledges that in order to meet its goal of a 50 
percent reduction in GHG emissions below 2005 levels, 
an unprecedented set of collaborative actions is needed.  
• The TPB’s climate study showed that the region must 
shift far more trips to sustainable modes and create 
compact walkable communities - in addition to adopting 
electric vehicles - to meet its climate target. The climate 
study also showed that this is feasible but it requires 
urgent action starting this decade. TPB’s Climate Change 
Mitigation Study found that the region must reduce per 
capita vehicle miles traveled of passenger cars by 20% 
by 2030 relative to pre-pandemic levels in addition to 
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rapidly adopting electric vehicles to meet the COG 
climate target.  • Virginia’s Transportation Plan (VTrans) 
includes objectives to reduce per-capita vehicle miles 
traveled, reduce transportation-related NOX, VOC, PM, 
and CO emissions, and increase the number of trips 
traveled by active transportation (bicycling and walking.)  
• Local efforts in Virginia are underway to reduce 
parking requirement minimums, which necessitates 
more multimodal transit to move people, rather than 
more lanes to move cars.  • Families and individuals 
desire safe ways to get to shopping, recreation and other 
destinations without constantly having to pile into a car.    
Highway expansion projects are the future we are trying 
to avoid. Route 7 BRT is one example of a project that 
meets the region’s goals, as well as the needs of 
residents. However, the projects submitted by the 
member jurisdictions and agencies are too weighted 
toward road expansion, and do not integrate transit 
improvements or bicycling and pedestrian connections 
sufficiently. For example, improvements on Routes 50, 
29, 123 and other arterial roads in Fairfax County 
should provide dedicated bus lines and BRT.    

 

5/30/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

  

5/30/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly agree 

 

In their final report to City Council, the DSIM Advisory 
Group stated that "The long-term plan for the corridor 
should include center running bus lanes for the entirety 
of Duke Street with separate spaces for pedestrians and 

Jonathan Krall 
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& 
Construction 

 

cyclists."  I am fully supportive of this recommendation. 
History shows that transit investments pay off and that, 
where built, high-quality transit improves equity.  

 

5/30/
2023 

 

Alexandria 
4th Track 
(Any project 
that 
improves 
VRE) 

 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly agree 

 

I want to more easily travel in Virginia by rail. Driving a 
car is boring and dangerous (a deadly combination) . I 
am not getting any younger and don't want to become a 
shut-in in my home because I am no longer willing to 
drive a car. 

 

Jonathan Krall 

 

5/30/
2023 

 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Expanding the DASH fleet is foundational to improving 
frequency of service. Increased frequencies have been 
proven in Alexandria and elsewhere to increase 
ridership.  

 

JAMES DURHAM 

 

5/30/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Designing and building the Duke Street BRT is the most 
important transportation project in Alexandria for the 
next decade. BRT infrastructure will improve safety, 
travel time and reliability for both local (DASH) bus 
service as well as regional (Metrobus) service that 
includes the Duke Street corridor.  

 

JAMES DURHAM 

 

5/30/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Important for safety and other improvements on Duke 
Street 

 

Bonnie ODay 
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5/30/
2023 

 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Need better bus service to encourage people not to drive 

 

Bonnie ODay 

 

5/30/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Providing more transit and pedestrian options will 
improve equity in the community, reduce travel times, 
help the environment, and increase safety for all users. 

 

Dane Lauritzen  

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Duke Street is Alexandria's primary east-west corridor 
and is expected to serve as a site for much of the city's 
development over the next few decades. Implementing 
high quality BRT is crucial to ensuring that Alexandrians 
and other Virginians can move to and through the City 
safely, efficiently, and sustainably 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

DASH service expansion will build on the success of 
Alexandria's bus service, which is critical sustainable 
transportation infrastructure in the region 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Croson Lane 
widening 

 

projects 
listed here 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 
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5/31/
2023 

 

Devlin Road 
Widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Liberia 
Avenue 
widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 
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5/31/
2023 

 

Grant 
Avenue 
Road Diet 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

Loudoun County 
Parkway Widening 
(Shellhorn Road to 
Ryan Road)  

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 
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5/31/
2023 

 

Route 15 
North 
Widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

West End 
Transitway 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 

 Strongly 
disagree 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
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 (Prince 
William) 

 

 contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

VRE L'Enfant 
Station and 
4th Track 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

5/31/
2023 

 

Washington 
Boulevard 
Widening 

 

 Strongly 
disagree 

 

road widening for cars is a waste of money and only 
encourages more driving. it's well-established that this 
will not improve congestion in the long term, but will 
contribute additional carbon emissions. road widening is 
fiscally irresponsible and at this point is basically climate 
arson 

 

 

5/31/
2023 

 

VRE Service 
Improvemen
ts (Reduce 
Headways) 

 

 Strongly agree 

 

  

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     
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6/14/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 
(Any project 
that involves 
widening 
roadways for 
increasing 
SOV 
capacity or 
reducing 
traffic) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Fairfax County and the greater region need to stop 
widening roads for congestion relief. Solutions to traffic 
are not solved with widening. Other ideas such as 
transit, active transportation infrastructure, and 
providing alternative routes by creating new streets and 
grids of streets creates a more sustainable and resilient 
system. Stop wasting money and degrading the 
environment. 

JoAnne Fiebe 

6/14/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Alexandria 
Potomac 
Yard Metro 
Station 
Improvemen
ts, Including  
Southwest 
Entrance 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Arkendale to 
Powells 
Creek Third 
Track 
Project and 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     
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Potomac 
Shores 
Station 

6/14/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Franconia to 
Occoquan 
3rd Track 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts - Phase II 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     
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6/14/
2023 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Improved passenger rail service over long bridge is long 
overdue. This needs to be a priority for the region.  

  

6/14/
2023 

Multimodal 
Bridge to 
Van Dorn 
Metro 
Station 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I am most interested in the bike-pedestrian bridge to be 
connected between Long Bridge Park and East and West 
Potomac Parks.  We need more ways to get safely 
between MD and Virginia on foot and by bicycle.  It 
would allow for recreation, commuting, and economic 
opportunities, as Marylanders could bike to dinner in VA, 
and vice versa. 

Brian Robinson 

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link 

George Hite 

6/14/
2023 

Route 1 
Metroway 
Extension 
(Alexandria) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     
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6/14/
2023 

West End 
Transitway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Strong agree with inclusion of the new bridge to add 2 
new tracks to the Long Bridge railway crossing of the 
Potomac.  This should be of the utmost priority.  If there 
is a funding question, I would suggest adding congestion 
toll pricing to I395 inside the beltway.  

Paul Brown 

6/14/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Multiple planning documents, combatting climate 
change, and building humane-focused live-able cities, all 
call for discouraging sprawl and auto-centric roadways.  
We should be promoting transit which is a mode that all 
can use, not just driving, which only the able-bodied who 
can afford cars can  use.  Widening and building new 
roadways should not be added to Visualize 2050 and 
replaced by public transit projects instead. 

  

6/14/
2023 

New Guinea 
Road, 
Construct 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Multiple planning documents, combatting climate 
change, and building humane-focused live-able cities, all 
call for discouraging sprawl and auto-centric roadways.  
We should be promoting transit which is a mode that all 
can use, not just driving, which only the able-bodied who 
can afford cars can  use.  Widening and building new 
roadways should not be added to Visualize 2050 and 
replaced by public transit projects instead. 

  

6/14/
2023 

VA 7 
(Second 
Potomac 
River 
Metrorail 
crossing) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree To promote sustainable development and transport and 
redevelop auto-centric strip malls, we need to expand 
metro.  Metro has three lines running under Rosslyn to 
Downtown DC and one can be separated out to run on a 
new route to downtown - ideally via Rte 7 from Tysons to 
Alexandria/Pentagon and then crossing into DC.  A new 
metro crossing would help metro be more competitive 
with the auto and decongest the Rosslyn River crossing.  
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6/14/
2023 

Boone Blvd 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

We do not need more roads to solve the issue of too 
many cars/traffic. There should be more dedicated 
alternative methods of getting people around. Such as 
bike lanes instead to help people move around without 
needing a car. More revenue can be generated from 
bike rental stations and/or scooter stations such as 
those found in DC. 

  

6/14/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (Fairfax 
County Pkwy 
to Rte 
123/Ox 
Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan should be removed. Instead build 
infrastructure for alternative ways to move people 
around such as bike lanes, dedicated bus-only lanes, or 
even trains running through the median. 

  

6/14/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This is a great way to reduce traffic, give people 
alternative ways to get around. 

  

6/14/
2023 

Eisenhower 
Valley 
Access and 
Circulation 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove this plan. It's already congested enough, adding 
more lanes will add more cars. With Eisenhower Ave 
being so close to the metro, there is a unique 
opportunity to increase funding to maintain, improve 
service, and expand our transit network. Widening roads 
divides neighborhoods, makes it more dangerous for 
people to walk, and ultimately disrupts communities as 
they are more disconnected. 

Andy 

6/14/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove this plan. Widening roads will only bring more 
cars, congestion, pollution and division of northern 
virginia communities. There should be an increase 
funding to maintain, improve service, and expand our 
transit network. A transit system running up and down 
fairfax county parkway would alleviate a lot of traffic, 
lessen car dependency, increase a sense of community, 

Andy 
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make streets safer and save people a lot of time not 
stuck in terrible polluting traffic. 

6/14/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Agree While I support it, there should not be any road 
widenings which would increase congestion. Focus on 
more bike lanes and providing alternative mdoes of 
people getting across such as bus-only lanes. You can 
also build bike-rental and scooter rental stations. 

Andy 

6/14/
2023 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree A dedicated transit center sounds great. There should be 
constructed bike lanes to help people get around in 
other methods. We need to increase access to jobs by 
transit, and address regional equity 

Andy 

6/14/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 This should be cancelled. This would leave most people 
stuck in traffic, destroy more nature. This plan failed to 
examine more effective alternatives that begin with 
transit-oriented development. There needs to be more 
alternatives than having to own a car! 

Andy 

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

  Strongly agree This is a great project to increase transit efficiency, and 
help people move around without needing a car. This is 
a great shift of funding from wasteful highway and road 
expansion projects to alternative methods of moving 
around (walking, biking, transit). 

  

6/14/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

This should be canceled. Widening roads will not solve 
congestion or traffic. Shift funding from wasteful 
highway and road expansion projects to both 
redesigning arterial roads to make them safer for 
walking, biking, transit AND protect our roads from 
increased flooding from climate change. 

  

6/14/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding more roads will only increase more cars on the 
road, leading to more congestion, people stuck in traffic, 
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Improvemen
ts 

unsafer roads and pollution. The alternative is to support 
packages of local street and transit projects that support 
transit-oriented communities with safe, convenient 
walking and biking access and new mixed-use 
development close to Metro, rail and bus rapid transit 
stations 

6/14/
2023 

VA 28 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding more roads will simply induce people to drive 
more, it will lead to more congestion, more pollution, 
more time stuck in traffic and unsafer highways. Shift 
funding from wasteful highway and road expansion 
projects to redesigning arterial roads to make them 
safer for walking, biking, transit. Create transit-oriented 
development!     

  

6/14/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Cancel this. Adding more lanes/widening will not solve 
the problem. It will create more congestion, unsafer 
roads, more people stuck in traffic, money wasted. Shift 
funding from wasteful highway and road expansion 
projects to redesigning arterial roads to make them 
safer for walking, biking, transit.     

  

6/14/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

This should be removed. Adding more roads will only 
increase traffic, congestion, and separate communities. 
Manassas is severely lacking transit options, preventing 
people from moving to where they need to, find jobs in 
new cities. Shift funding from wasteful highway and road 
expansion projects to both redesigning arterial roads to 
make them safer for walking, biking, transit AND protect 
our roads from increased flooding from climate change 

  

6/14/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan should be removed. Shift funding from 
wasteful highway and road expansion projects to 
redesigning arterial roads to make them safer for 
walking, biking, transit AND protect our roads from 
increased flooding from climate change. We should 
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invest in more transit-oriented development and 
providing an alternative to driving! Build more train 
tracks, more dedicated bike lanes, trams, trolleys, etc. 
People should be able to move around without needing 
a car. Stop wasting our tax money on roads we can't use 
unless we buy a car. 

6/14/
2023 

New Guinea 
Road, 
Construct 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Adding more lanes to the road will make them less safe 
in our community! Shift funding from wasteful highway 
and road expansion projects to both redesigning arterial 
roads to make them safer for walking, biking, transit 
AND protect our roads from increased flooding from 
climate change. We should invest in dedicated bike 
lanes in the beautiful new guinea road so people can get 
around without needing a car!  

  

6/14/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Cancel this plan. Widening roads will only create more 
congestion, traffic, create less safe streets, and 
separate our community. Shift funding from wasteful 
highway and road expansion projects to both 
redesigning arterial roads to make them safer for 
walking, biking, transit AND protect our roads from 
increased flooding from climate change. Create 
dedicated, safe bike lanes instead, or bus-only lanes, or 
bus-rapid transit system. 

  

6/14/
2023 

Telegraph 
Road 
widening 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This plan should be scrapped. Widening roads only leads 
to induced demand. There will be more congestion, 
more unsafe streets for our kids, more pollution, and 
more people stuck in traffic. Increase funding to 
maintain, improve service, and expand our transit 
network  Support packages of local street and transit 
projects that support transit-oriented communities with 
safe, convenient walking and biking access and new 
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mixed-use development close to Metro, rail and bus 
rapid transit stations 

6/14/
2023 

Frying Pan 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

We cannot widen our way out of traffic. Putting more 
space for cars is antithetical to mitigating climate 
change. Stop that right now. 

Kripa Patwardhan 

6/14/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Stop widening roads! This is antithetical to combatting 
climate change. What we need is LESS space for cars. 

Kripa Patwardhan 

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link.  

Nic Kotschoubey 

6/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Helps with commuting, long-distance travel, freight, 
pedestrian and bicycle travel. 

  

6/15/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

  Strongly agree This is a crucial project to improve rail passenger service 
on the East Coast. It will also add iconic new pedestrian 
and bicycle facilities. 

  

6/15/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree   B. Morrow 

6/15/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree   B. Morrow 

6/15/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree   B. Morrow 

6/15/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree It is the most critical project to improve mobility between 
VA and DC. 

John Burke  
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6/15/
2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Soapstone Drive Connector will help create an additional 
option to cross the Dulles Toll Road, connect North and 
South Reston, and support transit-oriented 
development.   

  

6/15/
2023 

I-95 Express 
Lane 
Extension to 
Fredericksb
urg 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Traffic is really bad on I-95.  The express lanes work 
wonderfully.  It would be great to see this expanded 
further.   

  

6/15/
2023 

Greensboro 
Drive 
Extension 

Project 
webpage 

Agree Need to continue to create more of a grid of roads in 
Tysons.  

  

6/15/
2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Need to complete the Route 7 expansion project - it has 
been ongoing for years and needs to be complete.  
Capacity is needed and addition of bike/ped path, better 
bus stops, and sound walls are great.     

  

6/15/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

  Strongly 
disagree 

I have never seen the Dulles Airport Access Road 
congested, and it is unconscionable that the Airports 
Authority would use toll road funds to widen the access 
road that is only for airport users who pay nothing.  The 
Airports Authority has dramatically increased tolls over 
the past years, has stopped transit buses from using the 
Airport Access Road, and now wants to make this 
inaccessible road for commuters even wider, likely using 
the tolls we pay.  No, this is not right.  The only way the 
Airport Access Road should be allowed to be widened is 
if it is converted to be like the Express Lanes and allow 
HOV-3 to use these lanes for free.  This should be made 
part of the Express Lanes network with HOV-3 able to 
bypass the main toll plaza.  Give commuters more 
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options by expanding express bus services and helping 
to encourage carpooling as well. 

6/16/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

  

6/17/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

These outdated proposals are unnecessary and would 
undermine the region’s major investment in the Silver 
Line   

Ram V 

6/17/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This will encourage even more high-speed and 
dangerous traffic while cutting down more forests and 
undermining the county’s vision for walkable, bikeable 
and transit-friendly communities   

Ram V 

6/17/
2023 

Sudley Road 
3rd Lane, 
NB 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This will increase traffic and cut down residential and 
wooded areas 

Ram V 

6/17/
2023 

Rte. 28 
Bypass 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

increases traffic, better projects in the area to focus on Ram V 
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6/17/
2023 

I-66 
Improvemen
ts (FABB 
recommend
ations) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Would like to see bike lane improvements    A package 
of protected bike lanes as part of a region-wide bike lane 
and trail network.  Shared-use side paths to complete 
bike network connections where on-road bike lanes 
cannot be installed.  Pedestrian- and bicyclist-scale 
lighting along bike lanes, trails, and shared-use paths.  
Provisions (personnel, equipment, and funding) for long-
term bike lane and trail maintenance, to include snow 
removal and regular sweeping.  Package of intersection 
treatments (bicycle boxes, stop bars, lead signal 
indicators) to accompany new protected bike lanes.  
New and repaved roadways should include paved 
shoulders where bike lanes are not possible.  Near term 
proposal for I-66 Trail (start immediately): Landscaping 
to separate trail from roadway and block noise and 
debris plus tree planting to provide shade.  Medium term 
proposal: Install solar panel trail covers, where practical 
(I-66 and other trails abutting major highways) to provide 
power, shade, and rain protection 

Matthew Henry  

6/18/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

Brian Lutenegger 

6/18/
2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 
(Route 7 
Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) 
project) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The planned Route 7 Bus Rapid Transit project will 
significantly  improve travel on Northern Virginia’s 
second busiest bus corridor and support plans for 
walkable transit-friendly activity centers. But Fairfax 
County is saying they don’t want to do it until years from 
now after Route 1 BRT is complete. 

Brian Lutenegger 
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6/19/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 
(News 
Media) 

Strongly agree This project will provide an important new pedestrian 
and bicycle link. 

Steven Ward 

6/19/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Outdated proposals that is unnecessary would 
undermine the region’s major investment in the Silver 
Line. Money would be better used for improving bike-ped 
facilities in Herndon, Reston, Vienna, and McLean.   

Steven Ward 

6/19/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Outdated proposals that is unnecessary would 
undermine the region’s major investment in the Silver 
Line. Money would be better used for improving bike-ped 
facilities in Herndon, Reston, Vienna, and McLean. 

Steven Ward 

6/19/
2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Project encourages even more high-speed and 
dangerous traffic while undermining the county’s vision 
for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly communities   

Steven Ward 

6/19/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Metro just opened a silver line to the airport. We need to 
move people out of cars into more environmentally 
friendly ways of traveling to the airport. Expanding 
vehicle capacity works against this  

Mary Crowe 

6/19/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Just moved to the area and this road handles traffic well- 
better design than other roads in the area. Have been on 
it during commute time- it is not at capacity 

Mary Crowe 

6/19/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Agree   Mary Crowe 
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6/19/
2023 

New Guinea 
Road, 
Construct 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

You’ll be destroying important natural areas without 
really alleviating the problem 

Mary Crowe 

6/19/
2023 

Multimodal 
Bridge to 
Van Dorn 
Metro 
Station 

  Strongly agree We need safe ways for folks to walk bike and scooter to 
access the metro 

Mary Crowe 

6/23/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Transit-focused project that also includes robust bike 
and pedestrian improvements. Exactly how we need to 
be thinking about our key transportation corridors. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree More transit is the answer. Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree More rail capacity is critical to expanding transit options 
in the region and further downstate. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

These outdated proposals are unnecessary and would 
undermine the region’s major investment in the Silver 
Line. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

Rte. 28 
Bypass 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No more highways. Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

VA 7,  Widen Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

We don't need wider highways. Invest limited dollars in 
transit, bike, and pedestrian improvements. 

Kevin O'Brien 
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6/23/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove road widening and replace with high-capacity 
transit that is under study 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

6/23/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

6/23/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

6/25/
2023 

I-495 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

It is destroying the ecosystem and the community. VDOT 
changed the plans after the EA was completed, 
dramatically increasing the environmental impacts of 
the project and removing planned mitigations. It is an 
abomination. 

Claudia M OBrien 

6/25/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Friend/colle
ague 

  Generally, I'd like climate-focused investments and not 
investments in projects that expand cars and GHGs 

  

6/25/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link.     

Stephen D'Alessio 

6/25/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Adding a new crossing for rail and walking will promote 
greater use of mass transit rather than cars and 
enhance the improvement of rail for the entire East 
Coast.  This project is quite likely to slow the increase in 

David Yaffe 
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GHG emitting forms of transportation for commuting as 
well as longer distance human and freight traffic 

6/25/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The toll road has relatively recently been expanded.  
What is greatly needed is more projects that will 
enhance use of Metro for this corridor as well as greater 
bus access.  There is no crying need (other than to pay 
off road bonds) to increase the number of cars on this 
path with the commensurate increase in GHG emissions, 
addition of more nonpermeable blacktop that increases 
stormwater runoff rather than better recharging of 
groundwater, etc.  There are various proposed overpass 
projects that will enhance access to Metro or multimodal 
transportation that will be much more effective than 
widening roads. 

David Yaffe 

6/26/
2023 

I-495 
Improvemen
ts 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project does not mitigate/solve traffic for drivers in 
general purpose lanes. Rather it increases traffic for all 
except for people in the LUXURY LANES. And its 
irreversible harm to our health and planet is appalling. 

  

6/27/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

  Strongly agree We need to create more efficient ways of transporting 
people, and highway expansion just induces demand 
and sprawl.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

  Strongly agree We need to expand transit and alternative ways of 
getting places for those who don’t and cannot drive. The 
fourth track with allow more frequent connections and 
increase viability of using VRE/Amtrak. 

  

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
Potomac 
Yard Metro 
Station 
Improvemen
ts, Including  

  Strongly agree     
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Southwest 
Entrance 

6/27/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

  Strongly agree We need a BRT to make travel down route 7 by bus 
more realistic.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Battlefield 
Parkway/Ro
ute 15 
Bypass 
Interchange 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Union 
Station to 
Georgetown 
Streetcar 
Line 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Catharpin 
Road, 
Widening 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Dale Blvd 
HOV Lanes 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Add more rail instead of expanding a toll road (which 
only induces car demand)  

  

6/27/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

  Strongly 
disagree 
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6/27/
2023 

Farrington 
Connector 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Eisenhower 
Valley 
Access and 
Circulation 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Stop widening roads!    

6/27/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Farmwell 
Road 
Intersection 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Franconia to 
Occoquan 
3rd Track 
Project 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

I-66 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Spend this money on transit, don’t waste it on the 
highway 

  

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need stronger a rail network. I am a retired scientist 
and the climate emergency is genuinely frightening  

Jonathan Krall 
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6/27/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree We need stronger transit.  Jonathan Krall 

6/27/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree We need strong transit. Car dependency is misery Jonathan Krall 

6/27/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

  Strongly agree We need stronger rail networks. I hope this will include a 
bicycling/walking path 

Jonathan Krall 

6/27/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts - Phase II 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

I-95 SB 
Auxiliary 
Lane, 
between 
Route 123, 
Exit 160 and 
Route 294, 
Exit 158 

  Strongly 
disagree 
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6/27/
2023 

I-95 
Reversible 
Ramp 
to/from 
Express 
Lanes @ 
Optiz Blvd. 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

King and 
Beauregard 
Intersection 
Improvemen
ts, Phases 1 
and 2 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree We need more rail service Jason Schwartz 

6/27/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree I strongly support better service for DASH!! Jason Schwartz 

6/27/
2023 

I-95 SB 
Auxiliary 
Lane, 
between 
Route 123, 
Exit 160 and 
Route 294, 
Exit 158 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

We don't need for vehicle lanes!! Jason Schwartz 

6/27/
2023 

Op Lanes 
Maryland 
Phase 1 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project would be extremely destructive and 
ineffective - harming neighborhoods, parks, streams and 
tree cover. It would leave most people stuck in traffic or 
having to pay very high tolls.  

Jason Schwartz 
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6/27/
2023 

Grant 
Avenue 
Road Diet 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

  Strongly agree Very important to build this   

6/27/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Liberia 
Avenue 
widening 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 
Interchange 
at US 50 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Stop widening roads!   

6/27/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 
Interchange 
at US 50 

  Strongly 
disagree 

    

6/27/
2023 

McGraws 
Corner Drive 

  Strongly 
disagree 
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6/27/
2023 

Multimodal 
Bridge to 
Van Dorn 
Metro 
Station 

  Strongly agree This will improve ped and cyclist safety.   

6/27/
2023 

Rolling Road   Strongly 
disagree 

Rolling road has accidents all the time and is very 
unsafe for pedestrians. The road needs to reduce its 
speed and put in protected bike lanes because there are 
already too many memorials on this road for people who 
have been killed.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Route 1 
Metroway 
Extension 
(Alexandria) 

  Strongly agree     

6/27/
2023 

Wellington 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

VRE Service 
Improvemen
ts (Reduce 
Headways) 

  Strongly agree VRE service needs to be improved and more frequent to 
make it a viable transit option. This will help.  

  

6/27/
2023 

VA 7,  Widen   Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly agree     
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6/27/
2023 

Telegraph 
Road 
widening 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Stringfellow 
Roadway 
Improvemen
ts 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Widened road will only induce demand. That area needs 
better transit access.  

  

6/27/
2023 

VRE Service 
Improvemen
ts (Reduce 
Headways) 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree I believe that mass transit is the best way to relieve 
traffic congestion and that Virginia has not created 
enough mass transit to make this possible. So, this 
project will help expand and maintain mass transit in 
Virginia 

William Young 

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Provides extra capacity for VRE and future MARC 
commuter train service.    

Brian Glenn  

6/27/
2023 

King and 
Beauregard 
Intersection 
Improvemen

Project 
webpage (I 
drive in this 
area 
regularly 

Agree Frustrated by traffic backups at this intersection.  With 
new West End development it has only gotten worse.     
These improvements should have been done in advance 
of or concurrent with the redevelopment.  

Brian Glenn  
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ts, Phases 1 
and 2 

and 
frustrated 
with traffic 
backups) 

6/27/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree This project will provide additional capacity for VRE and 
future MARC commuter rail service.   

Brian Glenn  

6/27/
2023 

Route 1 
Metroway 
Extension 
(Alexandria) 

Friend/colle
ague 
(previous 
employment
) 

Agree Primary North-South local commuter corridor, ideally 
suited for enhanced bus service parallel to the VRE 
commuter rail. 

Brian Glenn  

6/27/
2023 

Franconia to 
Occoquan 
3rd Track 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Agree   Brian Glenn  

6/27/
2023 

Alexandria 
Potomac 
Yard Metro 
Station 
Improvemen
ts, Including  
Southwest 
Entrance 
(DASH 
Service 
Expansion) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Anything transit to releave congestion. Niels Pemberton 

6/28/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

Steve Wardell 
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6/29/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-west travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

Brendan Wray 

6/30/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We must provide efficient and cost effective alternatives 
to driving. We have too long neglected the huge resource 
we have in existing RAIL options. Let's upgrade and 
promote them!   Virginia - Long Bridge VA-DC (Amtrak 
and commuter rail)  Support (strongly agree with 
inclusion)  This project is one of the region’s most 
important projects for commuting, east-coast travel and 
freight. It will also provide an important new pedestrian 
and bicycle link.     

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

VA 7 (The 
planned 
Route 7 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 
project.) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The planned Route 7 Bus Rapid Transit project will 
significantly  improve travel on Northern Virginia’s 
second busiest bus corridor and support plans for 
walkable transit-friendly activity centers. But Fairfax 
County is saying they don’t want to do it until years from 
now after Route 1 BRT is complete. 

Patty McGrath 

6/30/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Building the separate commuter tracks connecting VA 
and DC at the Long Bridge will integrate economies of 
DC, MD & Va, reducing congestion for both freight and 
commuter rail, which in long run better, could include 
commuter rail from MD through to VA.  It also includes 
bike and pedestrian lanes, improving commuting that 
does not involve cars and trucks and  facilitates 
recreation. 

  

6/30/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link.     

Frances Stewart 
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6/30/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

jan w greenberg 

7/1/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree     

7/1/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project will make an important contribution to 
improving commuting, east-coast travel, and freight and 
will provide an important new pedestrian and bike link 

  

7/1/2
023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Improvements in transit across the region are the best 
ways to deal with congestion and to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions from transportation 

  

7/1/2
023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Improvements to transit across the region are the best 
way to address congestion and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from transportation 

  

7/1/2
023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Projects expanding capacity on the Dulles Access Rd 
and Toll Rd are unnecessary and undermine investment 
in the Silver Line 

  

7/5/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree Love the pedestrian and bike link, and appreciate the 
project for commuters, as well as freight and overall 
travel 

  

7/5/2
023 

VA 7,  Widen Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

It would unnecessarily widen Route 7, when it has 
repeatedly been shown that road widenings are not a 
meaningful solution to congestion. 

  

7/5/2
023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

While infrastructure development is crucial for improving 
transportation in the region, the proposed Dulles Toll 
Road Expansion raises concerns about its potential 
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negative consequences for Northern Virginia's 
investment in the Silver Line. The Silver Line has been a 
significant investment aimed at alleviating traffic 
congestion and promoting sustainable transportation 
options. Expanding the Dulles Toll Road without 
adequate consideration for the Silver Line's integration 
could undermine the progress made and discourage the 
use of public transportation. It is essential for 
policymakers to ensure that any infrastructure projects 
align with the long-term goals of promoting efficient and 
environmentally friendly transportation solutions in the 
region. 

7/5/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree I strongly support the Long Bridge VA-DC project as one 
of the region's most important endeavors for 
commuting, east-coast travel, and freight transportation. 
Its inclusion of a pedestrian and bicycle link 
demonstrates a commitment to sustainable and active 
transportation. This project will greatly enhance 
connectivity, reduce congestion, promote healthier 
lifestyles, and support economic vitality. It is a 
transformative milestone for the region's transportation 
system. 

  

7/5/2
023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree I wholeheartedly support the implementation of Bus 
Rapid Transit (BRT) in Duke Street, Virginia. BRT offers a 
cost-effective, efficient, and sustainable solution to 
address traffic congestion, enhance accessibility, and 
promote environmental sustainability. I urge you to 
prioritize and allocate resources to make this project a 
reality. 

  

7/5/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
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will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

7/5/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

  Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

  

7/7/2
023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project expands regional commuter service and will 
provide important pedestrian and biking infrastructure 
connecting DC and Virginia. 

Joan McIntyre 

7/7/2
023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Project funding for transportation projects need to shift 
away from expanding roads and highways to supporting 
frequent and convenient public transit to offer an 
alternative to single occupancy vehicles to reduce 
carbon emissions, improve air quality and make our 
urban and suburban environments safer and more 
liveable communities 

Joan McIntyre 

7/14/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting and regional development. 
Reforming VRE into a proper regional rail system will 
enable development further from the city centers 
without suburban sprawl and that is good. 

Luke Mueller-Oden 

7/15/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The improvements to rail, pedestrian and bicycle 
infrastructure that this project represents is very much 
needed in the region.  

  

7/15/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The Silver Line extension was an extensive, and much 
needed investment. Expanding vehicle traffic to Dulles 
undermines it.  
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7/15/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The Silver Line extension was an extensive, and much 
needed investment. Expanding vehicle traffic to Dulles 
undermines it. 

  

7/15/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The Silver Line extension was an extensive, and much 
needed investment. Expanding vehicle traffic to Dulles 
undermines it. 

  

7/21/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening Reston Parkway between Sunrise Valley Drive 
and Bowman Terrace is a particularly bad idea because 
of its proximity to Reston Town Center. Aren't we trying to 
make this street more rather than less walkable? Adding 
two through lanes would make this "6 lane" road more 
like 8-10 lanes at intersections where pedestrians have 
to cross -- right near our Metro stations and so much 
urban development. It's a really bad idea.  

Douglas Stewart 

7/21/
2023 

Route 50 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts in Fairfax 
and 
Loudoun 
Counties 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Route 50 is wide enough already. Adding more lanes will 
only induce more traffic and make it less safe for 
pedestrians. In Fairfax County, the Route 50 corridor 
east of Fairfax City in particular has a lot of residents 
who walk and use transit, and the focus should be on 
improving bus service and safety at intersections.  

Douglas Stewart 

7/21/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The County is looking at redeveloping Pan Am shopping 
center, and Fairfax City has redeveloped denser housing 
at Fairfax Circle. The Vienna and Dunn Loring Metro 
stations are in this corridor. Why would you make this 
street even more pedestrian-unfriendly and inimical to 
crossing and improved transit access, rather than 
focusing on calming traffic and improving the walking 
and biking conditions to accommodate all the new 

Douglas Stewart 
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residents and mix of uses that the City and County are 
planning for in this area? 

7/21/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree This area is densely populated has a good mix of uses. 
Providing dedicated lanes for buses will encourage even 
more growth and travel by transit, displacing vehicle 
trips and making for a much more efficient use of our 
transportation network. It will also make life a lot more 
enjoyable for people living and working in this area, by 
making Duke Street and 236 more of a people-centered 
street and providing better transit access.  

Douglas Stewart 

7/21/
2023 

VA 7,  Widen 
(Route 7 
Bus Rapid 
Transit) 

Project 
webpage ( 

Have been 
following it 
since 
developmen
t of initial 
concept 
plans by the 
Northern 
Virginia 
Transportati
on 
Commission
) 
 

Strongly agree Route 7 from Alexandria to Tysons is a perfect corridor 
for improved bus service. It goes through Seven Corners, 
Broad Street in Falls Church, Pimmit Hills and Tysons. All 
of these areas are getting more urban and developing 
more businesses and residences. Dedicated bus lanes 
will only make this mix better and make it easier for 
thousands of people to walk, bike and use transit for 
daily trips. And it will make these areas better places to 
live. (Regarding the answers above to the drop-down 
boxes-- I had to fill these in to register my response, even 
though they weren't applicable.) 

Douglas Stewart 

7/22/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree I wish to withdraw an earlier comment I submitted on 
this project. I had mistakenly commented that it would 
widen Reston Parkway in the area near Reston Town 
Center, which is in fact already 6 through lanes. I 
apologize for my mistake. I still object to widening 
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Reston Parkway from 4 to 6 lanes from South Lakes 
Parkway to the Dulles Toll Road. 

7/24/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Planning this bypass (and hundred of new lanemiles that 
incentivize more Vehicle Miles Traveled) is 
counterproductive to Prince William County's Strategic 
Plan to create walkable live-work-play communities, and 
to the Community Energy and Sustainability Master Plan 
action strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

  

7/29/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree The new Long Bridge is one of the region’s most 
important projects for commuting, east-coast travel and 
freight. It will also provide an important new pedestrian 
and bicycle link. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

 Visualize 
2045 list of 
Fairfax 
projects 
 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening the Dulles Airport Access Rd is unnecessary 
and would undermine the region’s and Fairfax County's 
major investment in the Silver Line. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

 TPB 
Visualize 
2045 
 

Disagree Widening the Dulles Toll Road Rd is unnecessary and 
would undermine the region’s major investment in the 
Silver Line. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

 TPB 
Visualize 
2045 
 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening the Dulles Toll Road Rd is unnecessary and 
would undermine the region’s major investment in the 
Silver Line. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Many homes, at least one school on this street will be 
negatively impacted. Replace with safety, complete 
streets, and McLean Metro station access 
improvements from this neighborhood. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Widening Reston Parkway would undermine Fairfax 
County and the region's investments in the Silver Line 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 
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Improvemen
ts 

and efforts to foster a transit-oriented, walkable Reston 
area. 

7/29/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

TPB 
Visualize 
2045, 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project as proposed is not consistent with TPB's 
policy framework. Replace with safety and complete 
streets improvements. These are established 
neighborhoods here, and widening will only generate 
more traffic while making this area of the county even 
less friendly to pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Telegraph 
Road 
widening 

TPB 
Visualize 
2045 and 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. Replace with safety and complete streets 
improvements. These are established neighborhoods 
here, and widening will only generate more traffic while 
making this area of the county even less friendly to 
pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Visualize 
2045 and 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. Remove further widening of US 29 from 
Visualize 2050. Instead direct funding to safety, 
pedestrian, bike and transit access improvements along 
the corridor. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

TPB 
Visualize 
2045, 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of US 50. The project is not 
consistent with TPB's policy framework. Instead, support 
the STARS study recommendations for safety and 
operational improvements and study BRT on this 
corridor. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) Visualize 

2045, 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. Further widening this already expansive 
highway within the Tysons area  would undermine 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 
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Fairfax 
County 

Fairfax County's investments in the Silver Line and a 
transit-oriented, walkable Tysons 

7/29/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

Visualize 
2045, 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. This road extension through forested 
parkland to create a supergrid of wide, high-speed 
arterials is misguided. The project would lead to more 
induced demand and car-dependence, encourage more 
high-speed and dangerous traffic, and undermine the 
county’s vision for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly 
communities and preservation of its tree canopy. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

New Guinea 
Road, 
Construct 

Visualize 
2045, 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. The project would lead to more induced 
demand and car-dependence, encourage more high-
speed and dangerous traffic, and undermine the 
county’s vision for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly 
communities, and preservation of its woods and tree 
canopy. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Stringfellow 
Roadway 
Improvemen
ts 

Visualize 
2045, 
Fairfax 
County 

Strongly 
disagree 

The widening project is not consistent with TPB's policy 
framework. Replace with safety and complete streets 
improvements. These are established neighborhoods 
here, and widening will only generate more traffic while 
making this area of the county even less friendly to 
pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/29/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree An additional track allows for better train traffic 
management between passenger and freight trains, 
which move at different speeds. 

John Faulkner 

7/29/
2023 

Alexandria 
Potomac 
Yard Metro 
Station 
Improvemen

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Facilitates use of metro rail. John Faulkner 
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ts, Including  
Southwest 
Entrance 

7/29/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Facilitates passenger, freight, and commuter rail 
between VA and DC and provides a bicycle and 
pedestrian link as well. 

John Faulkner 

7/29/
2023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 
& 
Construction 

Advocacy 
organization 

Agree Improved and rapid bus service encourages people to 
take transit, thus reducing traffic congestion and the 
need to further expand roads for automobile travel. 

John Faulkner 

7/29/
2023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Agree Improved bus service encourages use of transit. John Faulkner 

7/31/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding doesn't make sense now that the Metro goes 
to Dulles Airport.  People should be incentivized to use 
public transport.  Would benefit the Metro and save 
money 

  

7/31/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Metro Silver Line would be undermined by expanding the 
DTR, as it would be by expanding the Dulles Access 
Road.  Use transit.  Saves money and cuts pollution. 

  

7/31/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding DAAR would undermine Silver line, while 
adding climate and other pollution.  Use of Silver line 
should be prioritized.  Prioritizing public transit on Silver 
Line would save money for new construction and provide 
needed ridership for the Silver Line.  New construction 
that would undermine ridership should be rejected.  Any 
money spent on DAAR should be conditioned on cutting 
tolls for users of Dulles Toll Road. 
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7/31/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

 Reston 
Comp Plan 
Task Force 
 

Neutral Expanding roads is generally a bad idea.  The only 
justification for this FCP expansion would be if it were 
conditioned upon eliminating proposals to widen roads 
(e.g., present or future proposals to widen Reston 
Parkway, Sunset Hills, Sunrise Valley, Wiehle) through 
the Reston Transit Station Areas by diverting traffic to 
the FCP.  The Reston TSAs can become true walkable, 
transit-oriented communities by reducing through traffic, 
particularly fast traffic.  Traffic calming and improved 
pedestrian friendly roadways are needed in Reston.  
Diverting traffic to FCP is the only possible justification 
for expanding the FCP 

  

7/31/
2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

 Reston 
Comp Plan 
Task Force 
 

Strongly agree Needed to improve the grid and allow paths that relieve 
congestion around transit station areas.  Critical to have 
pedestrian and bike paths along the Soapstone 
Connector  

  

7/31/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts - Phase II 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree Improving access to Herndon transit station is important 
to encourage use of Silver Line 

  

7/31/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Reston 
Comp Plan 
Task Force 
 

Disagree To the extent "improvements" mean widening, as I 
undersand they do, then it should be rejected.  We do 
not need to encourage more traffic, especially through 
traffic, in areas that are intended to implement 
pedestrian- friendly, transit oriented development.  
"Improvements" that reduce and slow traffic and that 
encourage more walking, biking and transit uses would 
be more than welcome.   
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7/31/
2023 

Town Center 
Parkway 
(underpass 
DTR) 

News/medi
a ( 

Reston 
Comp Plan 
Task Force) 

Strongly agree Strongly support.  Important to relieving congestion by 
enhancing grid of streets near transit station.  Needs to 
include pedestrian and bicycle pathways 

  

7/31/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This outdated proposal to further widen the highway is 
unnecessary and would undermine the region’s major 
investment in the Silver Line. 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This outdated proposal to further widen the highway is 
unnecessary and would undermine the region’s major 
investment in the Silver Line. 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Many homes and at least one school on the street will 
be negatively impacted. Replace with safety, complete 
streets, and McLean Metro station access 
improvements from this neighborhood.   

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This widening project would undermine Fairfax County 
and the region's investments in the Silver Line and 
efforts to foster a transit-oriented, walkable Reston area. 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Replace with safety and complete streets improvements. 
These are established neighborhoods here, and 
widening will only generate more traffic while making 
this area of the county even less friendly to pedestrians, 
bicyclists and transit users. 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Telegraph 
Road 
widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Replace with safety and complete streets improvements. 
These are established neighborhoods here, and 
widening will only generate more traffic while making 

Sam Ressin 
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this area of the county even less friendly to pedestrians, 
bicyclists and transit users.  

7/31/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of US 29 from Visualize 2050. 
Instead direct funding to safety, pedestrian, bike and 
transit access improvements along the corridor.  

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of US 50. Instead, support the 
STARS study recommendations for safety and 
operational improvements and study bus rapid transit 
(BRT) on this corridor. 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

As a Vienna resident, I do not support widening 123. We 
already have enough traffic. Further widening this 
already expansive highway within the Tysons area would 
undermine Fairfax County's investments in the Silver 
Line and a transit-oriented, walkable Tysons. We need a 
safe protected bike lane on Maple Ave. That way, I could 
do my errands in Vienna without driving! 

Sam Ressin 

7/31/
2023 

Stringfellow 
Roadway 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This unnecessary and wasteful project, like others, 
encourages even more high-speed and dangerous traffic 
while cutting down more forests and undermining the 
county’s vision for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly 
communities. 

Sam Ressin 

8/3/2
023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project goes against all of the transit oriented 
development near the Dunn Loring metro station and 
the walkability of Merrifield. As is, this road is one of the 
biggest threats to walkability and widening it is not the 
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Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

solution. This project also doesn't solve any problem as 
there isn't too much congestion anyway. 

8/15/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

Please remove any widening for additional travel lanes 
on Rt. 50. I ask that you instead support the STARS 
study recommendations for inside the beltway, provide 
needed pedestrian and bicycle improvements, and 
access to bus stops. BRT for this corridor should be 
studied.  

Sonya Breehey 

8/15/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Please remove any further widening of Rt. 29. It's 
already too wide in the Merrifield area undermining its 
walkability. This area has metro and good bus service. 
You should instead invest in safety, pedestrian, bike and 
transit access improvements. And fix the Gallows/Rt. 29 
intersection to make is smaller and easier to cross. Do 
not add an interchange or any slip lanes.  

Sonya Breehey 

8/15/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree BRT is a smart investment and will support more people 
taking transit in the Rt. 1 corridor. 

Sonya Breehey 

8/15/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The roads in Tysons are already too wide, dangerous and 
undermines walkability and access to transit. Please do 
not widen anymore in Tysons.  

Sonya Breehey 

8/15/
2023 

Greensboro 
Drive 
Extension 

Project 
webpage 

Agree Street network enhancements in Tysons will help 
improve mobility and support walkable TOD. Just be sure 
not to over design with too many lanes.  

Sonya Breehey 

8/15/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

It's hard to tell if the "improvements" are teh same as 
the "extension" project. I oppose the extension of this 
road as it will cut through forested parkland, laying more 

Sonya Breehey 
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roads, encouraging more driving and sprawling 
development.  

8/27/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

  

8/29/
2023 

Frying Pan 
Road 
Widening 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Frying Pan from Sunrise Valley to Centreville Rd is too 
narrow to support all of the new development in the 
area.   

Elizabeth Stein 
McCartney 

8/29/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 
(Orange Line 
Extension to 
Centreville) 

Project 
webpage 
(This long 
lingering 
project has 
appeared 
on many 
prior trans 
plans) 

Strongly agree If Orange Line were extended to at least Centreville 
perhaps widening of Route 29 wouldn't be needed.  We 
need to get more cars off the road, and opening up this 
corridor to transit would provide mass transit access to 
so many commuters that currently will not consider 
transit because bussing to Metro takes FOREVER, and 
driving and parking at Herndon/Vienna isn't an attractive 
option.  We need transit farther west than it is currently.   

Elizabeth Stein 
McCartney 

8/29/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 
(Orange line 
extension to 
Haymarket) 

  Strongly agree Public transportation and metro access is paramount to 
any city's sustainable and environmental development. 
As population has grown in Fairfax and surrounding 
region, and is expected to grow even more by 2045, 
especially along Lee Hwy, the extension of the metro line 
to Haymarket is the only long term and viable 
transportation solution!  Furthermore, public transport 
allows lower income hourly-workers to reach their place 
of business quickly, economically, and without adding to 
existing traffic load... Thus improving the overall access 
experience for workers, businesses, and customers.  

Serge Kaddoura  
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8/29/
2023 

Town Center 
Parkway 
(underpass 
DTR) 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree This connection is critical to balancing the transportation 
network in Reston and associated high-density 
development which is already underway. The project 
needs to move forward to prevent further congestion 
and exacerbation of safety issues along Fairfax County 
Parkway and Reston Parkway. 

  

8/29/
2023 

Widen East 
Spring 
Street 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree Elden Street is aged in this location and advancing this 
project will continue to support not only roadway but 
supporting utilities and trail projects. 

  

8/29/
2023 

Rock Hill 
Road 
Overpass 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree This overpass is critical to supporting a stable 
transportation network in Herndon and Reston by 
distributing extreme demand through the Town of 
Herndon from Loudoun County. Without it, there will be 
severe congestion and pedestrian/bicycle safety 
conflicts along Herndon Parkway and Elden Street. 

  

8/29/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree There are so many local off-highway improvements that 
need to occur to make this functional, there is no reason 
to advance this without conducting Tysons-wide 
improvements. 

  

8/29/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree Reston Parkway is already wide and very difficult to 
cross or experience any multimodal improvement. 
Further widening on this segment would induce more 
vehicular demand as opposed to trying to distribute 
traffic to other routes or encourage use of the transit 
system which is very well established in this area.  

  

8/29/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree We need to expand the rail capacity to be able to run 
more passenger trains on the RF&P line 

  

8/29/
2023 

Alexandria 
Potomac 
Yard Metro 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Adding more entrances will improve how people access 
the station and will add to the ridership 
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Station 
Improvemen
ts, Including  
Southwest 
Entrance 

8/29/
2023 

Annapolis 
Way 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Would be better if the road would be more rectangular 
instead of round to create a grid-like pattern 

  

8/29/
2023 

Arcola 
Boulevard 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral The road should only be two lanes with more pedestrian 
crossings 

  

8/29/
2023 

Arkendale to 
Powells 
Creek Third 
Track 
Project and 
Potomac 
Shores 
Station 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Adding a VRE station and a third track will improve the 
passenger rail capacity and add more train trips  

  

8/30/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Expanding access to the Dulles Toll Road goes against 
the 6 billion dollars that we have spent on the silver line. 
We should prioritize using the Metro to access the Dulles 
Airport. 

  

8/30/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project helps reduce carbon emissions from cars 
while investing in the vastly more efficient public transit. 

  

8/31/
2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

News/medi
a 

Disagree The area around Whiele Reston East Metro station is 
becoming built-up such that car traffic is becoming 
increasingly a problem here, and cars are becoming less 
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effective as a transportation method here. This project 
will only encourage more driving in this area, induced 
demand. Instead, to evaporate traffic here I'd prefer this 
connection to be car-less, and provide connection only 
for micro mobility, bikes and pedestrians. 

8/31/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project will cost nearly 200 million dollars, which is a 
significant sum to spend on a roadway widening project. 
The project's main achievement will be to widen portions 
of Fairfax County Parkway. The effects of this widening 
projects are likely to be:   (1) a short-term reduction in 
congestion;   (2) a return to the same level of 
congestions due to induced demand (see  
https://www.vtpi.org/gentraf.pdf "Traffic congestion 
tends to maintain equilibrium. Congestion reaches a 
point at which it constrains further growth in peak-period 
trips. If road capacity increases, the number of peak-
period trips also increases until congestion again limits 
further traffic growth)  (3) additional sprawled 
development along the corridor which will increase 
overall traffic until it again exceeds capacity of this road 
and reaches equilibrium.   (4) increase in emissions of 
CO2 both from the lose of plant life along the corridor, 
the cardon required to do the construction, and the 
increase in motor vehicle traffic.    Recommendations  - 
Consider adding an electrified Bus Rapid Transit system 
along this corridor that links with the metro and bus 
systems. Integrate it with transit at Fort Belvoir at the 
terminus.  - Improve the convenience, safety, and 
comfort of using alternative transit (biking, scooters, 
walking) along and ACROSS this corridor to make 
choosing to use an alternative transit method more 
appealing. 
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8/31/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Outdated proposal to widen the highway is unnecessary 
and undermines our investment in the Silver Line. 

Adnan Masri 

8/31/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 Remove further widening of US 50. Instead, support the 
STARS study recommendations for safety and 
operational improvements and study BRT on this 
corridor. 

Adnan Masri 

8/31/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Further widening this highway within Tysons would 
undermine our investment in the Silver Line and a 
transit-oriented, walkable Tysons. 

Adnan Masri 

8/31/
2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

These unnecessary and wasteful projects encourage 
even more high-speed and dangerous traffic while 
cutting down forests and undermining the county’s 
vision for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly 
communities. 

Adnan Masri 

8/31/
2023 

Rolling Road Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 This widening will negatively impact the community by 
generating more traffic and making the area even less 
friendly to pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 
Replace with safety and complete streets improvements. 

Adnan Masri 

8/31/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree A express bus service will make the corridor safer, 
revitalize the area, and give commuters more options. 
Reduce the amount of cars on the highway without 
spending more money on inducing demand in 
widenings.  

  

8/31/
2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 
(Route 7 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree  The planned Route 7 BRT will significantly improve 
travel on Northern Virginia’s second busiest bus corridor 
and support plans for walkable transit-friendly activity 
centers. 
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Bus Rapid 
Transit) 

9/4/2
023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project will decrease walkability and bikeability for 
the developing urban fabric in Merrifield and near 
Fairfax City. Instead of widening the road we should look 
into creating bike/ped improvements to 29 or nearby 
alternatives. 

  

9/5/2
023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 Outdated proposal to widen the highway is unnecessary 
and undermines our investment in the Silver Line.   

  

9/5/2
023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Many homes and at least one school would be 
impacted. Replace with safety, complete streets, and 
McLean Metro station access improvements. 

  

9/5/2
023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This widening project would undermine our investments 
in the Silver Line and efforts to foster a transit-oriented, 
walkable Reston. 

  

9/5/2
023 

Rolling Road Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This widening will negatively impact the community by 
generating more traffic and making the area even less 
friendly to pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 
Replace with safety and complete streets improvements. 

  

9/5/2
023 

Telegraph 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This widening will negatively impact the community by 
generating more traffic and making the area even less 
friendly to pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users. 
Replace with safety and complete streets improvements. 
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9/5/2
023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of US 29. Instead direct 
funding to safety, pedestrian, bike and transit access 
improvements. 

Kevin 

9/5/2
023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of US 50. Instead, support the 
STARS study recommendations for safety and 
operational improvements and study BRT on this 
corridor. 

Kevin 

9/5/2
023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Further widening this highway within Tysons would 
undermine our investment in the Silver Line and a 
transit-oriented, walkable Tysons. 

Kevin 

9/5/2
023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

These unnecessary and wasteful projects encourage 
even more high-speed and dangerous traffic while 
cutting down forests and undermining the county’s 
vision for walkable, bikeable and transit-friendly 
communities. 

Kevin 

9/5/2
023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree great transit project! Kevin 

9/5/2
023 

VRE - Broad 
Run 
Expansion 
(Orange Line 
Extension 
(WMATA/Me
tro)) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly agree Need Metrorail service to Manassas. Fairfax/Centreville 
need Metro service to draw in more riders and get 
people off the roads.  
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9/6/2
023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No more roadway expansion or extensions which will 
destroy the urban factor, increase roadway deaths, and 
increase traffic. Fund public transit in the area instead. 
Expand VRE and Omniride 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Battlefield 
Parkway/Ro
ute 15 
Bypass 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No more roadway expansion. We need to fund public 
transit in the area instead. Instead of this project which 
will divide the area, make it impossible for pedestrians, 
cyclists, and other mode users to exist. Fund public 
transit 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Belmont 
Ridge Road 
Reconstruct 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Only include the shared path as sidewalks and bicycle 
infrastructure should be mandatory on all roads and 
streets. No road widening as it contributes to climate 
issues, does not solve traffic and creates a dangerous 
road to drivers and other mode users 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Boone Blvd 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Expanding Boone Blvd will create a grid system of roads 
for Tysons which will improve walkability, cycling, and 
access to transit. The blvd should be equipment with 
these features  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No road widening for Braddock road. It should be only 
two lanes with sidewalks and a bike path. Also multiple 
transit stops 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (Fairfax 
County Pkwy 
to Rte 
123/Ox 
Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

No widening. It should have a road diet instead from four 
lanes to two lanes and add multimodal transportation to 
it: cycling, walking  and transit 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Construct the shared use path Mostafa ElNahass 
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ts (I-495 to 
Burke Lake 
Road) 

9/6/2
023 

Croson Lane 
widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Croson lane has a lot of residential areas and widening it 
will make it very dangerous for all users. It should have 
more crosswalks and better pedestrian access 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Crosstrail 
Boulevard, 
Segment C 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Crosstrail Boulevard should have a road diet, crosswalks 
and a bicycle lane, and transit stops 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Dale City 
Parkway 
Node New 
Through 
Boulevard 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Road diets for all the roads and add transit access and 
stations with protected bicycle lanes and sidewalks 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Dale Blvd 
HOV Lanes 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Add bus lanes instead of the car HOV Lanes and do a 
road diet, add sidewalks, crosswalks and a protected 
bicycle lane 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Catharpin 
Road, 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Road Diet Instead of widening, Add sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes and add more transit options in the area 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

DASH 
Service 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Expanding DASH service will decrease the reliance of 
cars in the Alexandria air, improve the environment, add 
multimodal transit options, increase equality 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Devlin Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Instead of widening the road. Road Diet with sidewalk 
addition, bicycle lane addition and transit stops and 
crosswalks  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Duke Street 
BRT Design 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Should be designed as Light Rail instead but BRT will 
improve transit frequency in the area and improve the 
environment, equality and job access 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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& 
Construction 

9/6/2
023 

Dean Drive 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Instead of widening the road. Add crosswalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, more transit options to make the area less 
car-centric and create a good urban fabric 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Dulles Airport Access Road should be demolished along 
with the Dulles Toll road to improve the urban fabric of 
the area since the area around Dulles airport is mostly 
residential and commercial and no longer rural 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Dulles West 
Boulevard 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Dulles West should have a road diet of two lanes. Should 
have sidewalks with crosswalks, bicycle lanes, and more 
transit access. The current design only serves cars 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Eisenhower 
Valley 
Access and 
Circulation 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree It should have protected bicycle lanes and a road diet Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Evergreen 
Mills Road 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree The road should only be realigned to two lanes instead 
of four and to form a grid system in the area 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2
023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Additional lanes of traffic will only help in the short term.  
Request that mass transit be considered for Fairfax 
County Parkway from Reston to Springfield! 

David Cacner 
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9/6/2
023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree Having another option for bikes (and cars) to cross 
Dulles Toll Road will be helpful. 

David Cacner 

9/6/2
023 

Stringfellow 
Roadway 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

I do not believe that traffic on Stringfellow Road 
warrants increasing the number of lanes. 

David Cacner 

9/6/2
023 

VA Route 28 
Widening 
(Prince 
William 
County Line 
to Route 29) 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree Any project that puts in additional bicycle lanes is a 
project that I support! 

David Cacner 

9/6/2
023 

Potomac 
Shores 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove the destructive Potomac Shores Parkway 
project which is inconsistent with TPB's policy framework 
goals for environmental protection. 

  

9/6/2
023 

Route 123/ 
Route 1 
Interchange 
in PWC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove widening VA 123 to 6 lanes in area planned for 
walkable activity center near Woodbridge VRE station. 
The project is inconsistent with the TPB policy 
framework, including the aspirational initiative to 
improve walk and bike access to transit. 

  

9/6/2
023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove this destructive project. It would further open up 
the Rural Crescent and area near Manassas Battlefield 
to development. I-66 and Route 28 will provide fastest 
access to nearby areas. We support roundabouts as an 
alternative at key intersections in the area to move local 
traffic. Project is inconsistent with the TPB policy 
framework, as it would divert resources from TPB's 
identified priority strategies and is inconsistent with 
multiple TPB policy goals, for example undermining 
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"Bring Jobs and Housing Closer Together" and ignoring 
induced demand that leads to more miles of driving.  

9/6/2
023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly 
disagree 

Remove further widening of Route 1 and replace with 
high-capacity transit that is under study for this corridor 
as an alternative that is more consistent with TPB's 
policy framework. 

  

9/6/2
023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Magarity Road is a neighborhood street with a lot of 
nearby schools and a community center within walking 
distance. It's also close to Tysons, and you can walk 
there now via the Scotts Run Trail. Widening this road 
would make the neighborhood much less pleasant and 
walkable.  It would be much more appropriate to focus 
on slowing traffic going down the road, such as through 
adding bulb-outs and striping more visible crosswalks.  

  

9/6/2
023 

Route 50 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts in Fairfax 
and 
Loudoun 
Counties 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree It doesn't make sense to bundle Route 50 across both 
Fairfax and Loudoun Counties. It's a much different and 
denser corridor in Fairfax east of Fairfax City than west 
of the City, and the western Fairfax corridor is different 
than in Loudoun east of Aldie. Route 50 should not be 
widened east of Fairfax City without prioritizing or 
dedicating lanes for bus service.  

  

9/6/2
023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree There are many increasingly dense, mixed-use areas in 
this corridor, including Merrifield and Dunn Loring and 
the area in and around Falls Church. 29 is already too 
wide, especially in Merrifield. It gets in the way of making 
this area more walkable and reducing car trips. Route 
29 improvements should focus on traffic calming, 
especially near these activity centers.  
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9/6/2
023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

It's too expensive and will encourage more sprawling, 
auto-dependent development.  

  

9/6/2
023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The project titles should be more descriptive. It's 
impossible to tell that this project covers 50 east of 
Fairfax City unless you read the project description, and 
therefore impossible to distinguish it from the 50 
improvements in Fairfax and Loudoun counties. 50 east 
of Fairfax City should not be widened unless the lanes 
provide priority or dedicated bus service. Adding more 
car travel lanes would negatively affect the denser 
communities there. 

  

9/6/2
023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree Continuing the widening of Reston Parkway through this 
stretch of Reston will make the area less safe and 
desirable for walking, bicycling and rolling. We should 
take advantage of the increasing density, mix of uses 
and access to transit in this area. Adding more car travel 
lanes would have the opposite effect.  

Douglas Stewart 

9/8/2
023 

New 
Braddock 
Rd. 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project will separate our Center Ridge community 
and make it dangerous for the kids walking to the 
elementary school and residents walking the sidewalks 
and paths in our neighborhood. Cars already speed too 
fast on that section of New Braddock Road between Rt 
28 and the community entrance on Store House Drive. 
This project will allow cars to go farther through the 
neighborhood and very likely increase speeds even 
more, despite the posted limits.  

  

9/8/2
023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Agree I support the project but hope it will include a bike lane 
or safe pedestrian walking path and pull outs for bus 
stops. Currently when the bus stops in this area it delays 
traffic. With an appropriate bus pull over lane and 
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pedestrian connections, safety for drivers and those 
walking to the bus stops will be improved. Safety for 
bicyclists can also be improved by adding a dedicated 
bike lane as part of the widening. Would also like you to 
include flashing yellow turn arrows at the intersection 
into Saratoga neighborhood with Fullerton road if the 
project includes updating the traffic light.  

9/9/2
023 

New 
Braddock 
Rd. 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

It will redirect rush hour traffic through a neighborhood 
and in front of an elementary school.  

Sharon Gottovi 

9/10/
2023 

Neabsco 
Mills Road 
(Fairfax 
County Trail 
Maintenanc
e Agreement 
110 along 
Union Mill 
Rd., Clifton, 
Va.) 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree The existing developer-installed 4-foot wide trail from 
Stonefield Drive North along Union Mill Rd. is 35 years 
old, has never been repaved, and is damaged causing a 
safety hazard.  The 4-foot trail width is obsolete because 
it is too narrow for pedestrians, pets, baby carriages, 
and runners simultaneously.  The TMA should be revised 
to authorize a 5-foot wide trail in its place to better 
handle trail traffic and funding provided.  

al francese 

9/11/
2023 

New 
Braddock 
Rd. 

News/medi
a 
(Newsletter 
from local 
BOS 
member) 

Strongly 
disagree 

The extension of New Braddock Road (CE2206) is NOT 
needed and would be extremely disruptive to the 
community and Centreville region. Machen Road is an 
existing 4 lane divided roadway that serves the same 
purpose as the proposed extension of New Braddock 
Road. Machen Road runs from Route 29 to Route 28 in 
Centreville (same as the proposed extension of New 
Braddock Rd.). Extending New Braddock would 
physically divide the well established Centre Ridge 
Community, have significant negative environmental 
impacts (noise, community tree loss, cross multiple 
existing Fairfax CountyPark Authority properties, impacts 

Ron Kirkpatrick 
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to floodplains, wetlands, require a bridge over Big  Rocky 
Run, impacts to wildlife, etc.), and would be extremely 
costly due to the difficult topography, crossing I-66 and 
Big Rocky Run. The walkability of the community would 
be negatively impacted including access to the 
community elementary school, Centre Ridge Elementary 
School and the Community Center, community pool, 
etc...  Construction would be extremely disruptive to 
numerous existing residential properties that have been 
in place for more than 30 years. In community meetings 
as recent as March 2023, Sully District Supervisor Kathy 
Smith has stated she does NOT support moving this 
project forward.   Adding more and more pavement in 
Centreville is not the answer; more effort is need by 
transportation planners to encourage alternate means 
of transportation; mass transit in particular. The 
environment in Centreville has already been dramatically 
impacted by years of continued road widening; please 
look for alternate solutions; rather than continuing the 
needless addition of lane miles of pavement. The area of 
Centreville impacted by this proposed road extension 
has already been negatively impacted by ongoing road 
construction (I-66 express lanes and Route 28 widening, 
Route 29 widening) for years and will be for some time 
into the future (particularly ongoing construction on 
Route 28 and Route 29). The transportation 
construction recently completed and ongoing should be 
analyzed (traffic flow) before additional roadway projects 
are undertaken. Note: The project description shown is 
not accurate as the "existing structure" referenced does 
not exist - was never constructed; adding significant 
additional cost.  
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9/12/
2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

This road is bordered by many residential properties that 
would be adversely affected by the road widening.  
Sidewalk improvement projects are being implemented 
on Magarity Road which may be wasted if the road is 
widened.   Use of this road for additional automobile 
traffic would not be beneficial for the neighboring 
communities and would not be pedestrian and bicyclist 
friendly.  There is a school on Magarity Road.  Access to 
the school by pedestrians would be adversely affected 
by widening of the road.  This road should not be used 
as a cut-through alternative to Route 123 for Tysons 
traffic. 

Elizabeth Yu 

9/12/
2023 

Dulles 
Airport 
Access Road 
Project 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree I do not think this is project is necessary and is not worth 
the estimated cost.  Traffic on the Dulles Access Road 
with the existing configuration is not bad.  The 
availability of the Silver Line to Dulles airport reduces 
the need for increased vehicle capacity on the Dulles 
Access Road. 

Elizabeth Yu 

9/12/
2023 

VRE Service 
Improvemen
ts (Reduce 
Headways) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly agree     

9/13/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Collector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Dulles toll road should be demolished and replaced with 
a two-lane street with transit-oriented development  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Dulles Toll 
Road 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Dulles toll road should be demolished and replaced with 
a two-lane street with transit-oriented development  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Fairfax County Parkway is too wide and dangerous and a 
highway should not run in residential and commercial 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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Improvemen
ts 

areas. Should have a road diet, cycling and pedestrian 
improvments 

9/13/
2023 

Farmwell 
Road 
Intersection 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Farmwell Road should only be 2 lanes with a sidewalk, 
and protected bicycle lanes with trees and lights on the 
sidewalks 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Franconia to 
Occoquan 
3rd Track 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree A great addition, needs to be extended and electrified Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Franconia-
Springfield 
Parkway 
(and SOV) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

This parkway should have a road diet of two lanes. 
Install protected bicycle lanes, lights, Wide Sidewalks 
and trees for shade and a transit lane instead of 
widening it which will have a huge environmental 
damage and will increase traffic 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Frontier 
Drive 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Its good to have a connected network but needs a road 
diet, sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes and strong lights 
and trees 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Grant 
Avenue 
Road Diet 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The project will improve walkability, cycling, transit and 
pedestrian access 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Greensboro 
Drive 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral It will improve accessibility in the area but also should 
only be two lanes  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Access to the station should be improved for better 
pedestrian, cyclist and transit riders experience 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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Improvemen
ts 

9/13/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts - Phase II 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Access to the station should be improved for better 
pedestrian, cyclist and transit riders experience 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Frying Pan 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

There are already a lot of commercial and residential 
areas and the Innovation Center metro is close by. Frying 
Pan Road needs a road diet, a transit lane, protected 
bicycle lanes and wider sidewalks with more frequent 
crosswalks 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

I-66 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Urban interstates should be demolished, except the 
metro, and replaced with a two-lane street with transit-
oriented development 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

I-95 Express 
Lane 
Extension to 
Fredericksb
urg 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Urban interstates should be demolished and replaced 
with two-lane streets with transit and transit-oriented 
development 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

I-95 
Reversible 
Ramp (EPG 
Southern 
Loop Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Urban interstates should be demolished and replaced 
with two-lane streets with transit and transit-oriented 
development 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/13/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree I disagree with the addition to this project unless there is 
even the slightest consideration given to other 
modalities. Currently FFX parkway has many crossings 
that are simply pedestrian marked but cross up to 6 

Michael Riccard 
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Improvemen
ts 

lanes with not even a signal or high visibility marking to 
get to a bus stop across the way. Expecting this to be 
easier with 8 lanes is comical. Furthermore, while we are 
blessed with the Fairfax County parkway trail there are 
missing segments. Presently, the trail does not extend 
fully where it breaks off from 286 and there are no bike 
lanes at the interchange of I-95 and FFX Parkway 
necessitating cyclists to go far north over a different 
bridge.    I understand the realities of suburban voters 
and that they want more lanes even if it is ill advised 
long term but the least that could be done is to better 
protect pedestrians and complete the missing cycling 
connection from Rolling road over I-95 to the remainder 
of the FFX trail. 

9/14/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts (Every 
road 
expansion 
project) 

News/medi
a (Fairfax 
County 
Government 
youtube 
channel) 

Strongly 
disagree 

Drivers are fine. Cyclists are at risk. Pedestrians are 
either brave or suicidal. Transit riders are not adequately 
served. The very last thing that we need in Virginia is 
more roadways.  I would walk to the grocery store if 
there were sidewalks,  I would bike to work if there was a 
safe place to do so,  I would take transit across the 
county if it was convenient or even possible.  I drive 
along the Fairfax County Parkway about every week to 
visit family. The few times I've been caught in traffic only 
make me wish for arterial-scale transit more. I'd kill to 
take a bus from Burke to Herndon, but that bus route 
does not exist.  I do not enjoy driving and I go out of my 
way to avoid getting behind the wheel when I can. This 
choice should be empowered by the transportation plan, 
not insulted by it.  Your job is to serve the people, not the 
drivers. Remember this. 

Evan Ramee 

9/14/
2023 

Boone Blvd 
Extension 

News/medi
a 

Disagree The sunk cost fallacy is a tricky one! Just because we 
thought this was a good idea yesterday does not mean 
that we should still build it tomorrow.  I would support 

Evan Ramee 
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this project if and only if it coincides with later human 
scale development to allow multimodal transportation 
parallel to Rt.7. 

9/14/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (Fairfax 
County Pkwy 
to Rte 
123/Ox 
Road) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

I drive along this segment of Braddock road to visit my 
family in Herndon, and it's fine. These 16.7 million 
dollars would be much better spend on bike lanes and 
sidewalk improvements. My dad lives in Burke and I go 
to GMU. I'd love to commute by bike, to save on room, 
board, parking, and GHG emmissions, but I do not feel 
safe making the trip when I must bob and weave 
through incomplete sidewalks and dismount at every 
intersection so I don't die. 

Evan Ramee 

9/14/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (I-495 to 
Burke Lake 
Road) 

News/medi
a 

Disagree While I think that HOV lanes on this segment of 
Braddock Rd. would make transit runfaster and more 
consistantly, and that the project is a wholesale 
improvement to the area, the project should not be 
exempt from the zero-based budget. 

Evan Ramee 

9/14/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

The span of the Fairfax County Parkway leading into 
Reston deserves better than mindless expansion. It 
deserves continuous bike lanes that don't kill your speed 
at every intersection. It deserves fast and frequent 
transit for commuters into the Reston area. It deserves a 
right-sized road and that is what we have today. This 
project should not be exempt from the zero-based 
budget. 

Evan Ramee 

9/14/
2023 

Franconia-
Springfield 
Parkway 
(and SOV) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Evan Ramee 
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9/14/
2023 

Franconia-
Springfield 
Parkway 
(and SOV) 

News/medi
a 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project will only stand to make driving an easier 
choice to default to. Why are we spending 16 million 
dollars to make life easier for those who can afford to 
drive?? This project should not be exempted from the 
zero-based budget. 

Evan Ramee 

9/14/
2023 

Greensboro 
Drive 
Extension 

News/medi
a 

Disagree This project should not be exempted from the zero-
based budget, even if it would lead to a denser street 
grid and a more walkable, more enjoyable Tysons. 

Evan Ramee 

9/15/
2023 

I-95 SB 
Ramp 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I95 should be demolished especially in the residential 
and commercial areas. Urban highways should not exist 
in urban areas 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

I-95/VA 613 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

I95 must be demolished and VA 613 should undergo a 
road diet to two lanes with protected bicycle lanes, wide 
sidewalks, lights and Trees on the edge of sidewalks 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Richmond 
Highway 
/Fuller 
Heights 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Richmond Urban Highway should undergo a road diet  Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

King and 
Beauregard 
Intersection 
Improvemen
ts, Phases 1 
and 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Both King Street and Beauregard Street should undergo 
a road diet but keep the pedestrian and cycling 
improvements 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Landmark 
Transit 
Center 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree It will improve transit access in the area Mostafa ElNahass 
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9/15/
2023 

John 
Marshall 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

John Marshall should undergo a road diet and become a 
residential street instead. Do not destroy the urban 
fabric of the area 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/
2023 

John 
Marshall 
Widening 
(University 
Boulevard to 
VA 621 
Devlin / 
Balls Ford 
Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

John Marshall should undergo a road diet and become a 
residential street instead of a wide dangerous highways 
for all mode users 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Lee Highway is already very wide and dangerous, it has a 
lot of foot traffic because there are a lot of businesses 
and residential areas on it. It should undergo a road diet 
with a protected bicycle lane, wider sidewalks, More 
lights, More transit access 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Liberia 
Avenue 
widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Liberia avenue and Route 28 should undergo a road diet 
not widened for more crashes, climate damage, and 
impossible pedestrian access.  

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree SHould be funded and accelerate the process of 
construction as soon as possible. It has massive 
benefits to the area. SHould also be electrified 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Loudoun COunty Parkway should undergo a road diet, 
Build wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, Plant 
trees on sidewalks sides, add lights 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Route 50 and Loudoun County Parkway should both 
undergo a road diet and be on grade with each other, 
remove all interchanges and diamonds 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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Interchange 
at US 50 

9/15/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 
Widening 
(Shellhorn 
Road to 
Ryan Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Loudoun County Parkway is already too wide with no 
pedestrian, transit, or cycling access although its 
adjacent to a lot of residential and commercial areas. It 
should undergo a road diet instead 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway 
Widening 
(Shellhorn 
Road to 
Ryan Road) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Shelhourn road and Ryan road are already 4 lanes in a 
residential area. SHould have a road diet and be two 
lanes  

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Loudoun: 
Evergreen 
Mills Road 
Realignment 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The intersecting roads should intersect with a 
roundabout and the roads should undergo a road diet 
each two lanes 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Magarity Road is in a residential area with bus 703 
passing through it. Widening it would be very dangerous 
to pedestrians, cyclists, and transit riders. It should not 
be widened and it should have protected bicycle lanes 
instead. The shared walkway is good as well 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Marina Way 
Extended 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree It should be designed to create a grid pattern in the area Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

McGraws 
Corner Drive 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Should include a road diet  Mostafa ElNahass 
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9/15/
2023 

Multimodal 
Bridge to 
Van Dorn 
Metro 
Station 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Should be funded immediately and work should be 
accelerated 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Neabsco 
Mills Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Neabsco Mills Rd should undergo a road diet, should 
build sidewalks, lights, protected bike lanes and better 
transit access 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

New 
Braddock 
Rd. 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Should include protected bicycle lanes, road diet, 
crosswalks, lights and transit access 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

New Guinea 
Road, 
Construct 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Construct it to create a pattern and not a round wide 
design. It should be a two-lane street with sidewalks, 
crosswalks, protected bicycle lanes, transit access 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

New 
Herndon 
Station Park 
and Ride 
Garage 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

All Parking next to transit should be replaced by Transit-
oriented development 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Park and 
Ride Lot at 
Arcola 
Center 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Park and Ride should be replaced with a transit center 
with buses that go to all the neighborhoods and does 
not require a car 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Potomac 
Shores 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Should be accelerated and finalized quickly Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/
2023 

Prentice 
Drive 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The road should be straight and not wavy like the 
design. It should include a sidewalk, protected bicycle 
lanes, crosswalks, lights and transit access 
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9/15/
2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Reston Parkway should undergo a road diet, protected 
bicycle lanes, better transit access, more lights, more 
crosswalks 

  

9/15/
2023 

Richmond 
Highway 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Richmond highway is already dangerous with multiple 
crashes, deaths, and pedestrian fatalities. Widening it 
will cause more fatalities. It should undergo a road diet 
and become a residential street rather than an urban 
highway. Install bicycle lanes for equity, build the BRT as 
soon as possible, more crosswalks, protected bike lanes 
and trees 

  

9/15/
2023 

Rock Hill 
Road 
Overpass 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Route 267 should be a two-lane street and at grade with 
rock hill road where it connects with the other side of 
Fairfax county which is already constructed in a straight 
line to keep the grid pattern. Should also include 
protected bicycle lanes, sidewalks, and lights 

  

9/16/
2023 

Rolling Road Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Rolling Road should undergo a road diet along with all 
the roads connecting to it and add sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, lights, trees, pedestrian crossings and 
keep it at grade with other intersecting streets and roads 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Rolling Road should undergo a road diet along with all 
the roads connecting to it and add sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, lights, trees, and pedestrian crossings and 
keep it at grade with other intersecting streets and 
roads. Widening the road will destroy the urban fabric, 
and create a more dangerous road for pedestrians and 
other mode users 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Route 1 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

The only improvement is a road diet to two lanes for 
cars, LRT, Protected bicycle lanes and widened 
sidewalks 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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9/16/
2023 

Route 1 
Metroway 
Extension 
(Alexandria) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Should be extended and in the future transformed to an 
LRT 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Route 7-690 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

 Route 690 should be at grade with Route 7 and an 
intersection with a four-way pedestrian crossing. Also, 
route 7 should undergo a road diet to two-lane street 
with a protected bicycle lane, sidewalks and lights 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Rolling Road 
widening 
project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

nstead of widening the road, I suggest implementing a 
comprehensive urban design approach that prioritizes 
the safety and convenience of pedestrians and cyclists. 
This can include constructing wide sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, installing proper street lighting, planting 
trees for shade and aesthetics, and implementing a road 
diet to convert a two-way street into a more pedestrian-
friendly environment. Additionally, creating more 
pedestrian crossings will enhance safety and encourage 
more people to walk and cycle, reducing the reliance on 
automobiles and promoting sustainable modes of 
transportation. This holistic approach not only improves 
mobility but also fosters a healthier and more vibrant 
urban community. 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Rollins Ford 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Transforming sections of Rollins Ford Road into a two-
way street with a road diet, coupled with the 
construction of wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
ample street lighting, tree-lined pathways, and additional 
pedestrian crossings, would be a significant step 
towards creating a more accessible and sustainable 
urban environment. This integrated approach not only 
promotes safe and efficient road use but also 
encourages healthier modes of transportation like 
walking and cycling. It enhances overall mobility, 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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reduces traffic congestion, and fosters a more attractive 
and pedestrian-friendly community for residents and 
visitors alike. Such initiatives align with modern urban 
planning principles that prioritize safety, environmental 
sustainability, and community well-being. 

9/16/
2023 

Route 
7/George 
Washington 
Blvd 
Overpass 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing a road diet for both George Washington 
and Route 7, while keeping them at grade, and 
incorporating features like wide sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, adequate lighting, tree planting, and 
additional pedestrian crossings would be a 
commendable urban development strategy. This 
approach not only promotes traffic flow efficiency but 
also fosters a safer and more inclusive environment for 
all road users. By prioritizing pedestrian and cyclist 
infrastructure alongside vehicular traffic, this initiative 
encourages sustainable transportation options, reduces 
congestion, enhances safety, and contributes to the 
overall livability of the community. It aligns with 
contemporary urban planning principles that seek to 
create balanced, accessible, and environmentally 
friendly transportation corridors. 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing a road diet on Route 7, combined with the 
construction of wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
adequate street lighting, tree planting, and additional 
pedestrian crossings, represents a holistic approach to 
improving transportation infrastructure and enhancing 
the urban environment. Furthermore, integrating a Light 
Rail Transit (LRT) line from Alexandria would be a 
transformative addition to the area's public transit 
system, offering a sustainable and efficient alternative 
to private vehicles. This comprehensive plan not only 
promotes safety and accessibility for all road users but 
also addresses the growing demand for sustainable 

Mostafa ElNahass 
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mobility options, reducing traffic congestion, and 
contributing to a more environmentally friendly and 
vibrant community. 

9/16/
2023 

Route 15 
Bypass/Edw
ards Ferry 
Road 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Demolishing the Route 15 Bypass and implementing a 
road diet for Edwards Ferry Road, complete with a 
transition to a two-lane street, wide sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, adequate street lighting, tree planting, and 
additional pedestrian crossings, is a comprehensive 
approach to urban development that prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability. In addition to these 
improvements, the addition of more transit bus lines and 
enhanced access would further contribute to a more 
efficient and inclusive transportation network. This 
multifaceted plan aligns with modern urban planning 
principles, reducing traffic congestion, encouraging 
alternative modes of transportation, and fostering a 
more connected and livable community for residents 
and visitors. 

Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Route 15 
North 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Converting Route 15 into a two-lane street with a road 
diet, while also incorporating wide sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, ample street lighting, tree planting, 
additional pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure such as more bus lines and better access, 
would represent a holistic and sustainable approach to 
urban development. This comprehensive plan not only 
enhances safety and mobility for all road users but also 
promotes alternative transportation options, reduces 
traffic congestion, and creates a more appealing and 
pedestrian-friendly environment. Such initiatives align 
with contemporary urban planning principles, fostering a 
more connected, accessible, and environmentally 
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friendly community that benefits both residents and 
visitors. 

9/16/
2023 

Roundabout 
Sudley/Cent
reville 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree Transforming Centerville Road, Sudley Road, and 
Prescott Road into two-lane streets without slip lanes, 
combined with the installation of traffic lights before 
crosswalks, wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper lighting, tree-lined pathways, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure, represents a comprehensive and forward-
thinking approach to urban development. This holistic 
plan prioritizes safety, accessibility, and sustainability, 
creating a more inviting and inclusive environment for all 
road users. By promoting alternative modes of 
transportation and reducing traffic congestion, it 
contributes to a more vibrant and connected community, 
aligning with modern urban planning principles that aim 
to enhance the overall quality of life for residents and 
visitors. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Rte. 28 
Bypass 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Deciding not to construct the Route 28 Bypass in order 
to preserve the existing urban fabric is a thoughtful and 
community-oriented approach to urban planning. Such a 
decision acknowledges the importance of maintaining 
the character and integrity of the surrounding 
neighborhoods and infrastructure. It prioritizes the 
preservation of local communities, historic landmarks, 
and green spaces over the construction of new 
transportation infrastructure. This choice aligns with the 
principles of sustainable urban development and the 
need to balance progress with the preservation of a 
city's unique identity and heritage. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Route 50 
Corridor 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming Route 50 in Virginia into a two-way street 
with wide sidewalks, Light Rail Transit (LRT), protected 
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Improvemen
ts in Fairfax 
and 
Loudoun 
Counties 

bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, tree-lined pathways, 
additional pedestrian crossings, and enhanced transit 
bus lines and access would represent a comprehensive 
and forward-thinking urban development strategy. This 
holistic approach prioritizes safety, accessibility, and 
sustainability, offering a more attractive and inclusive 
environment for all road users. By promoting alternative 
modes of transportation and reducing traffic congestion, 
it contributes to a more vibrant and connected 
community, aligning with modern urban planning 
principles that aim to enhance overall quality of life, 
reduce carbon emissions, and create a more efficient 
and equitable transportation network for residents and 
visitors alike. 

9/16/
2023 

Route 50 / 
Everfield 
Roundabout 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Designing a roundabout without slip lanes, featuring 
wide sidewalks with crosswalks and signals, maintaining 
a single-lane configuration, incorporating protected 
bicycle lanes, proper lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and improving transit bus lines 
and access, is a comprehensive and safety-focused 
approach to urban planning. This design prioritizes the 
safety and convenience of all road users, encourages 
sustainable modes of transportation like cycling and 
walking, and enhances the overall aesthetics and 
functionality of the roundabout. By promoting a more 
accessible and inclusive urban environment, it aligns 
with modern urban planning principles that aim to 
create safer, greener, and more efficient transportation 
systems for the community. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Improving Shirley Gate Road by converting it into a two-
lane street with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and enhanced transit 
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Improvemen
ts 

infrastructure is a commendable urban development 
strategy. This approach prioritizes safety, accessibility, 
and sustainability, creating a more inviting and inclusive 
environment for all road users. By promoting alternative 
modes of transportation, reducing traffic congestion, 
and enhancing public transit options, it contributes to a 
more vibrant and connected community. This aligns with 
modern urban planning principles that aim to enhance 
overall quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and 
ensure efficient and equitable access for residents and 
visitors. 

9/16/
2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming Route 267 into a two-lane street and 
ensuring that the Soapstone Connector is at grade with 
it, featuring a four-way intersection, and enhancing both 
streets with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure, represents a comprehensive and 
community-oriented urban development approach. This 
strategy prioritizes safety, accessibility, and 
sustainability, creating a more inviting and 
interconnected environment for all road users. By 
promoting alternative modes of transportation, reducing 
traffic congestion, and expanding public transit options, 
it contributes to a greener and more connected 
community, aligning with modern urban planning 
principles that aim to enhance overall quality of life, 
reduce carbon emissions, and ensure efficient and 
equitable access for residents and visitors. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Sterling 
Boulevard 
Extension 

Advocacy 
organization 

Disagree Implementing a road diet on Sterling Boulevard to 
convert it into a two-way street, while removing service 
roads and enhancing it with wide sidewalks, protected 
bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, tree planting, 
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additional pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure, including an extension to the Loudoun 
Gateway metro station, is a comprehensive and forward-
thinking approach to urban development. This strategy 
prioritizes safety, accessibility, and sustainability, 
creating a more inviting and interconnected environment 
for all road users. By promoting alternative modes of 
transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
expanding public transit options, it contributes to a more 
vibrant and connected community. This aligns with 
modern urban planning principles that aim to enhance 
overall quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and 
ensure efficient and equitable access for residents and 
visitors. 

9/16/
2023 

Sudley 
Manor 
Drive/Prince 
William 
Parkway 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Converting both Prince William Parkway and Sudley 
Manor Road into at-grade, four-way intersections with no 
slip lanes and transforming them into two-way streets, 
while removing service roads and enhancing them with 
wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street 
lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, 
and improved transit infrastructure without constructing 
interchanges or cloverleaves, is a comprehensive and 
community-centered urban development strategy. This 
approach prioritizes safety, accessibility, and 
sustainability, creating a more inviting and 
interconnected environment for all road users. By 
promoting alternative modes of transportation, reducing 
traffic congestion, and expanding public transit options, 
it contributes to a more vibrant and connected 
community. This aligns with modern urban planning 
principles that aim to enhance overall quality of life, 
reduce carbon emissions, and ensure efficient and 
equitable access for residents and visitors. 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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9/16/
2023 

Sudley Road 
3rd Lane, 
NB 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing a road diet on Sudley Road to convert it 
into a two-lane street, while removing service roads and 
enhancing it with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle 
lanes, proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure without constructing interchanges or 
cloverleaves, is a thoughtful and community-centered 
approach to urban development. This strategy prioritizes 
safety, accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more 
inviting and interconnected environment for all road 
users. By promoting alternative modes of transportation, 
reducing traffic congestion, and expanding public transit 
options, it contributes to a more vibrant and connected 
community. This aligns with modern urban planning 
principles that aim to enhance overall quality of life, 
reduce carbon emissions, and ensure efficient and 
equitable access for residents and visitors. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Sycolin Road 
– Loudoun 
Center Place 
to Crosstrail 
Boulevard 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Implementing a road diet on Sycolin Road to convert it 
into a two-lane street while removing service roads, and 
enhancing it with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle 
lanes, proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, and improved transit 
infrastructure is a sensible and community-focused 
approach to urban development. This strategy prioritizes 
safety, accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more 
inviting and interconnected environment for all road 
users. By promoting alternative modes of transportation, 
reducing traffic congestion, and expanding public transit 
options, it contributes to a more vibrant and connected 
community. Avoiding road widening, which can indeed 
lead to safety concerns and health consequences, aligns 
with modern urban planning principles that aim to 
enhance overall quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, 
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and ensure efficient and equitable access for residents 
and visitors. 

9/16/
2023 

Stringfellow 
Roadway 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral Implementing a road diet on Stringfellow Road to 
convert it into a two-lane street with a tree-lined median 
and shared-use paths on both sides is a thoughtful and 
sustainable urban development approach. This strategy 
prioritizes safety, aesthetics, and multi-modal 
transportation. The addition of trees in the median not 
only enhances the visual appeal of the road but also 
provides shade and environmental benefits.    Having 
shared-use paths on both sides of the street encourages 
active transportation, such as walking and cycling, and 
ensures accessibility for all residents and visitors. This 
approach aligns with modern urban planning principles 
that aim to create more pedestrian-friendly and eco-
friendly environments, ultimately enhancing the overall 
quality of life in the community. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Telegraph 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Converting Telegraph Road into a two-lane street, 
eliminating service roads, and enhancing it with wide 
sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, 
tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and 
improved transit infrastructure is a thoughtful and 
community-oriented approach to urban development. 
This strategy prioritizes safety, accessibility, and 
sustainability, creating a more inviting and 
interconnected environment for all road users.    
Avoiding road widening, which can indeed lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors. 
This comprehensive plan promotes alternative modes of 
transportation, reduces traffic congestion, and fosters a 
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healthier and more vibrant community while respecting 
the well-being and safety of its residents. 

9/16/
2023 

TIP Grouping 
project for 
Construction
: 
Safety/ITS/
Operational 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Focusing on rapid transit expansion, sidewalk 
expansion, a protected bicycle lane network, adequate 
street lighting, and tree planting along sidewalks is an 
excellent approach to urban development that prioritizes 
sustainability, safety, and accessibility. By concentrating 
efforts on these initiatives, communities can reduce car 
dependence and promote the use of multimodal 
transportation options.    Rapid transit expansion 
enhances public transportation accessibility, reducing 
the need for individual car ownership. Expanding 
sidewalks and bicycle lanes encourages walking and 
cycling, reducing traffic congestion and improving public 
health. Proper street lighting enhances safety for 
pedestrians and cyclists, and planting trees not only 
beautifies the environment but also provides shade and 
reduces the urban heat island effect.    This holistic 
approach aligns with modern urban planning principles 
that aim to create more sustainable, livable, and 
inclusive communities. By reducing car dependence and 
offering alternatives, it contributes to a greener and 
more resilient urban future. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Town Center 
Parkway 
(underpass 
DTR) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Converting Route 267 into a two-lane street and Town 
Center Parkway to an at-grade, two-lane street, while 
removing service roads and enhancing both with wide 
sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, 
tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and 
improved transit infrastructure is a sensible and 
community-oriented approach to urban development. 
This strategy prioritizes safety, accessibility, and 
sustainability, creating a more inviting and 
interconnected environment for all road users.    
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Avoiding road widening, which can lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors. 
By promoting alternative modes of transportation, 
reducing traffic congestion, and expanding public transit 
options, this comprehensive plan fosters a healthier and 
more vibrant community while respecting the safety and 
well-being of its residents. 

9/16/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree BRT should be constructed immediately and in the 
future converted to an LRT 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

US 15 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing a road diet on US 15 to convert it into a 
two-lane street while enhancing it with wide sidewalks, 
protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, tree 
planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and improved 
transit infrastructure is a well-considered approach to 
urban development. This strategy prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more inviting 
and interconnected environment for all road users.    
Avoiding road widening, which can lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors. 
By promoting alternative modes of transportation, 
reducing traffic congestion, and expanding public transit 
options, this comprehensive plan fosters a healthier and 
more vibrant community while respecting the safety and 
well-being of its residents. 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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9/16/
2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Implementing a road diet on US 29 to convert it into a 
two-lane street while enhancing it with wide sidewalks, 
protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, tree 
planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and improved 
transit infrastructure is a well-thought-out approach to 
urban development. This strategy prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more inviting 
and interconnected environment for all road users.    
Avoiding road widening, which can lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors. 
By promoting alternative modes of transportation, 
reducing traffic congestion, and expanding public transit 
options, this comprehensive plan fosters a healthier and 
more vibrant community while respecting the safety and 
well-being of its residents. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 7 Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming the entire stretch of Route 7 from 
Alexandria to West Virginia into a two-lane street with 
wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street 
lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, 
and improved transit infrastructure is a holistic and 
community-centered approach to urban development. 
Avoiding road widening, which can lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that prioritize safety, 
sustainability, and accessibility.    By promoting 
alternative modes of transportation, reducing traffic 
congestion, and expanding public transit options, this 
comprehensive plan fosters a healthier and more vibrant 
community while respecting the safety and well-being of 
its residents. Such initiatives aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors 
along Route 7. 

9/16/
2023 

VA 7 and 
Rte. 690 
Interchange 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing at-grade intersections without 
interchanges or cloverleafs for both Route 7 and 690, 
and converting them into two-lane streets with wide 
sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, 
tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and 
improved transit infrastructure, is a well-considered 
approach to urban development. This strategy prioritizes 
safety, accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more 
inviting and interconnected environment for all road 
users.    By enhancing both roadways in this manner, 
communities can reduce car dependence, promote the 
use of alternative transportation options, and foster a 
healthier and more vibrant urban landscape. This 
approach aligns with modern urban planning principles 
that aim to enhance overall quality of life, reduce carbon 
emissions, and ensure efficient and equitable access for 
residents and visitors. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

US 50 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Implementing a road diet on US 50 to convert it into a 
two-lane street while enhancing it with wide sidewalks, 
protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, tree 
planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and improved 
transit infrastructure is a sensible and community-
centered approach to urban development. This strategy 
prioritizes safety, accessibility, and sustainability, 
creating a more inviting and interconnected environment 
for all road users.    Avoiding road widening, which can 
lead to safety concerns and health consequences, aligns 
with modern urban planning principles that aim to 
enhance overall quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, 
and ensure efficient and equitable access for residents 
and visitors. By promoting alternative modes of 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
expanding public transit options, this comprehensive 
plan fosters a healthier and more vibrant community 
while respecting the safety and well-being of its 
residents. 

9/16/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  It's concerning that Route 123, currently an eight-lane 
road, hasn't yet been transformed into a more 
appropriate two-lane street, especially in a transit-rich 
area. The focus should be on creating a balanced 
transportation environment with wide sidewalks, 
protected bicycle lanes, adequate street lighting, tree 
planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and improved 
public transit access. Expanding the road would only 
exacerbate safety issues and health concerns for the 
community, so it's crucial to prioritize these sustainable 
and safety-conscious measures to create a more livable 
and resilient urban environment. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 9 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Converting VA 9 into a two-lane street with wide 
sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, 
tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, and 
improved transit infrastructure is a prudent and safety-
focused approach to urban development. Expanding the 
road could indeed lead to safety concerns and health 
consequences. Prioritizing these sustainable and safety-
conscious measures fosters a healthier, more walkable, 
and vibrant urban environment, ultimately improving the 
quality of life for residents and visitors while ensuring 
their safety. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 17 
Intersection 
Improvemen

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming VA 17 into a two-way street with wide 
sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street lighting, 
tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, improved 
transit infrastructure, and a pedestrian and cyclist-

Mostafa ELNahass 
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ts in 
Warrenton 

friendly intersection without slip lanes is a 
comprehensive and community-focused approach to 
urban development.    This strategy prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more inviting 
and interconnected environment for all road users. It 
promotes alternative modes of transportation, reduces 
traffic congestion, and fosters a healthier and more 
vibrant community. Such initiatives align with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors. 

9/16/
2023 

VA Route 28 
Widening 
(Prince 
William 
County Line 
to Route 29) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming VA Route 28 and Route 29 into two-way 
streets with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, improved transit infrastructure, 
and creating pedestrian and cyclist-friendly intersections 
without slip lanes is a comprehensive and community-
focused approach to urban development. This strategy 
prioritizes safety, accessibility, and sustainability, 
creating a more inviting and interconnected environment 
for all road users.    By promoting alternative modes of 
transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
enhancing public transit options, these initiatives foster 
a healthier and more vibrant community while 
respecting the safety and well-being of its residents and 
visitors. This approach aligns with modern urban 
planning principles that aim to enhance overall quality of 
life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure efficient and 
equitable access for all. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

  Converting VA 123 into a two-way street, enhancing it 
with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper 
street lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian 
crossings, improved transit infrastructure, and creating 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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(Prince 
William) 

pedestrian and cyclist-friendly intersections without slip 
lanes is a comprehensive and forward-thinking approach 
to urban development. This strategy prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more inviting 
and interconnected environment for all road users.    By 
promoting alternative modes of transportation, reducing 
traffic congestion, and enhancing public transit options, 
these initiatives contribute to a healthier and more 
vibrant community while respecting the safety and well-
being of its residents and visitors. This aligns with 
modern urban planning principles that aim to enhance 
overall quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and 
ensure efficient and equitable access for all. 

9/16/
2023 

VA 17 
Intersection 
Improvemen
ts in 
Warrenton 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Enhancing the intersection at VA 17 with four-way 
crosswalks, creating a two-way street for bike crossings, 
and improving it with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle 
lanes, proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, enhanced transit infrastructure, 
and pedestrian and cyclist-friendly design without slip 
lanes is a comprehensive and community-centered 
approach to urban development.    This strategy 
prioritizes safety, accessibility, and sustainability, 
creating a more inviting and interconnected environment 
for all road users. By promoting alternative modes of 
transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
expanding public transit options, these initiatives foster 
a healthier and more vibrant community while ensuring 
the safety and well-being of its residents and visitors. 
Such an approach aligns with modern urban planning 
principles that aim to enhance overall quality of life, 
reduce carbon emissions, and ensure efficient and 
equitable access for all. 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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9/16/
2023 

VA 7,  Widen Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming the entire stretch of Route 7 from 
Alexandria to West Virginia into a two-lane street with 
wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street 
lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, 
and improved transit infrastructure is a holistic and 
community-centered approach to urban development. 
Avoiding road widening, which can lead to safety 
concerns and health consequences, aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that prioritize safety, 
sustainability, and accessibility.    By promoting 
alternative modes of transportation, reducing traffic 
congestion, and expanding public transit options, this 
comprehensive plan fosters a healthier and more vibrant 
community while respecting the safety and well-being of 
its residents. Such initiatives aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for residents and visitors 
along Route 7. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VRE Service 
Improvemen
ts (Reduce 
Headways) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Neutral VRE SHould run 24 hours bidirectional, should be 
electrified and have 15 minute headways 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 613 Van 
Dorn 
Interchange 
at VA 644 
Franconia 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Converting both 613 and 644 into two-lane streets with 
wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, proper street 
lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian crossings, 
improved transit infrastructure, and a focus on safety 
and accessibility is a commendable approach to urban 
development. This strategy promotes alternative modes 
of transportation, reduces traffic congestion, and 
enhances the overall quality of life for residents and 
visitors. By prioritizing these initiatives, communities can 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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create more vibrant, sustainable, and inclusive 
environments that benefit everyone. 

9/16/
2023 

VA 234 
Bypass @ 
BallsFord 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Opting to keep VA 234 at Bullsford Road as an at-grade 
intersection and transforming both roads into two-lane 
streets with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, improved transit infrastructure, 
and a focus on safety and accessibility is a thoughtful 
and community-centered approach to urban 
development. This strategy promotes alternative modes 
of transportation, reduces traffic congestion, and 
enhances the overall quality of life for residents and 
visitors. By prioritizing these initiatives and avoiding 
overpasses or interchanges, communities can create 
more vibrant, sustainable, and inclusive environments 
that benefit everyo 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 234 
Bypass @ 
Dumfries 
Road 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Opting to keep VA 234 at Dumfries Road as an at-grade 
intersection and transforming both roads into two-lane 
streets with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, improved transit infrastructure, 
and a focus on safety and accessibility is a thoughtful 
and community-centered approach to urban 
development. This strategy promotes alternative modes 
of transportation, reduces traffic congestion, and 
enhances the overall quality of life for residents and 
visitors. By prioritizing these initiatives and avoiding 
overpasses or interchanges, communities can create 
more vibrant, sustainable, and inclusive environments 
that benefit everyo 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VA 234 
Bypass 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Opting to keep VA 234 at Clover hill Road as an at-grade 
intersection and transforming both roads into two-lane 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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interchange 
@ Clover Hill 
Road 

streets with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 
proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, improved transit infrastructure, 
and a focus on safety and accessibility is a thoughtful 
and community-centered approach to urban 
development. This strategy promotes alternative modes 
of transportation, reduces traffic congestion, and 
enhances the overall quality of life for residents and 
visitors. By prioritizing these initiatives and avoiding 
overpasses or interchanges, communities can create 
more vibrant, sustainable, and inclusive environments 
that benefit everyo 

9/16/
2023 

Wellington 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Transforming Wellington Road into a two-way street and 
enhancing it with wide sidewalks, protected bicycle 
lanes, proper street lighting, tree planting, additional 
pedestrian crossings, improved transit infrastructure, 
and pedestrian and cyclist-friendly design without slip 
lanes is a comprehensive and community-centered 
approach to urban development. This strategy prioritizes 
safety, accessibility, and sustainability, creating a more 
inviting and interconnected environment for all road 
users.    By promoting alternative modes of 
transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
expanding public transit options, these initiatives 
contribute to a healthier and more vibrant community 
while ensuring the safety and well-being of its residents 
and visitors. Such an approach aligns with modern 
urban planning principles that aim to enhance overall 
quality of life, reduce carbon emissions, and ensure 
efficient and equitable access for all. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

Williamson 
Boulevard 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

Your description of transforming Williamson Boulevard 
into a two-way street and enhancing it with various 
features like wide sidewalks, protected bicycle lanes, 

Mostafa ELNahass 
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Improvemen
ts 

street lighting, tree planting, additional pedestrian 
crossings, improved transit infrastructure, and a focus 
on pedestrian and cyclist-friendly design without slip 
lanes is well-thought-out and aligns with modern urban 
planning principles. This approach prioritizes safety, 
accessibility, and sustainability, ultimately creating a 
more inviting and interconnected environment for all 
road users.    By emphasizing alternative modes of 
transportation, reducing traffic congestion, and 
expanding public transit options, these initiatives 
contribute to a healthier, more vibrant community while 
ensuring the safety and well-being of both residents and 
visitors. Your vision reflects a comprehensive and 
community-centered strategy aimed at enhancing the 
overall quality of life, reducing carbon emissions, and 
ensuring efficient and equitable access for everyone. 

9/16/
2023 

New 
Braddock 
Rd. 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

I strongly oppose Project CE 2206 to extend New 
Braddock Rd to Stone Rd for a number of reasons.    
There is no need for this project.  To drive from point A to 
point B currently takes 5-10 minutes, and 10-15 
minutes at most during the worst of rush hour.  why 
embark on this massive and disruptive project to 
alleviate a small amount of traffic to save drivers a few 
minutes?    The project would cause safety issues for 
school age children.  Currently, walkers to Centre Ridge 
Elementary school, and children who take the bus for 
Bull Run ES, Liberty and Rocky Run MS, and Centreville 
HS from the corner of New Braddock and Store House 
Dr have a relatively safe environment.  If the project 
happens, they would not.  Children would have to walk 
across New Braddock to get to CRES.  They also have to 
walk along New Braddock to get to CRES.  I raised my 3 
children and have walked in that area hundreds of times 
throughout their school years.  I guarantee there would 

Jon Yudt 
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be a lot of problems with child safety and New Braddock 
drivers if the road is extended.      The project would 
divide our community that has been in place for 30 
years. It would take a beautiful, nature filled area that 
my children and many other neighborhood children over 
the years love, and replace it will another road.       The 
actual building and maintaining of the road is something 
I question.  The topography of the area will be 
challenging to overcome.  Besides actually leveling that 
area to be suitable for a road, every time it rains, the 
creek fills and rushing stormwater sometimes breaches 
its edges and overflows the creek.  The topography is 
also changing over time because of stormwater eroding 
and changing the land.  That issue would definitely need 
to be studied.    I also question how a road will actually 
fit between the houses and properties that the road 
would split.  I'm sure this was considered, but I urge 
anyone making decisions to please come to my house, 
or the dozens of houses that would have the road 
directly in their backyards, to take a quick look.  You will 
also question how a road can be constructed to fit 
between houses.    There are other reasons I strongly 
oppose this project, but the above are sufficient.  Most 
importantly, the actual benefit to commuters or traffic 
flow is negligible.  Even more important is the safety to 
the hundreds of children and adults who use the New 
Braddock/Store House Dr/Centre Ridge ES area daily.    
Thank you for considering my input.  Please reach out to 
me for any more input.  If someone would like to come 
to my house to talk further, or to walk and look at the 
land and creek where the road would be, please contact 
me.    Thanks again.    Jon Yudt  703 244 0487  
Jon.yudt@verizon.net     
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9/16/
2023 

VRE - Broad 
Run 
Expansion 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree The expansion and electrification of the VRE Washington 
District Line should be acquired and extended to 
Charlottesville. 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/
2023 

VRE L'Enfant 
Station and 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Fourth track should be added and the line should be 
electrified 

Mostafa ELNahass 

9/18/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (Fairfax 
County Pkwy 
to Rte 
123/Ox 
Road) 

VDOT 
meeting 

Neutral Before spending money on an overpass at Fairfax 
County Parkway and Popes Head Road. Could VDOT 
please experiment with efficient light timing.  A "smart" 
traffic light. which accurately gives back the green when 
no cars are waiting could greatly improve the 
intersection.  Perhaps make it so the bridge is not 
needed? 

  

9/18/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 
(Monument 
Drive/Fairfa
x County 
Parkway/Fai
r Lakes 
Parkway) 

TAC meeting 
to add 
Smart 
Traffic lights 

Strongly agree Smart traffic lights can see cars/bikes/pedestrians 
which all use this intersection at varied timing and often 
one or two at a time.  The current signal timing cannot 
tell if 1 or 15 cars need to progress through the 
intersection. A smart light can...and will allow for 
pedestrians crossing safely. 

D Schneider 

9/22/
2023 

Franconia to 
Occoquan 
3rd Track 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree Idk    

9/22/
2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Friend/colle
ague 

Strongly agree Idk    
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9/25/
2023 

Boone Blvd 
Extension 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. This project is budgeted over 100 
million dollars for yet more car dependent infrastructure 
for one mile through parks while allocating 100 million 
for bikes and pedestrians for the entire county. Do you 
not see how expensive car infrastructure is? It is 
draining resources, killing people and making places 
that are polluted and unpleasant to be in.  

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (Fairfax 
County Pkwy 
to Rte 
123/Ox 
Road) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
widen roads at the expense of alternatives. Widening 
roads does not relieve congestion in the long term. Car 
infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads.  

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (I-495 to 
Burke Lake 
Road) 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree I can't even tell what this project is for. Is this to take 
over some of the existing lanes to convert them to HOV? 
If that can be done cheaply, fine.     However, part of the 
information says $800k and part says $8 million. If this 
project is to add HOV lanes by widening the road, I am 
opposed to any more road expansion in Fairfax County. 
The county neglects all other modes of transportation 
and throws money at car infrastructure when it is the 
most costly, most dangerous and least efficient at 
moving people around the county. Car dependent 
infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts those that 
cannot afford a car by limiting their access to jobs and 
services. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Fairfax 
County 
Parkway 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
widen roads at the expense of alternatives. Widening 

David Duffy 
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Improvemen
ts 

roads does not relieve congestion in the long term. The 
$200 million set for this project alone could be used to 
add over 20 miles of new bike and pedestrian paths. A 
10% modal shift can result in a 40% reduction in 
congestion which would do more than this road 
expansion. Car infrastructure is expensive to build, 
maintain and reduces both quality of life and taxable 
land. Any one of the proposed six-lane intersections is 
bigger than even oversized suburban single family house 
plots. Each of those intersections is the loss of $10+k in 
taxable land for the county even before the ongoing 
maintenance costs, the human costs as people are hurt 
and killed at these massive junctions. You are building 
places that no one would ever want to be outside of a 
car. Is this a county for people to live or a highway that 
people are going to drive through as fast as possible?     
The county neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass 
transit and builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous 
roads. Car dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary 
and hurts those that cannot afford a car by limiting their 
access to jobs and services. 

9/25/
2023 

Franconia-
Springfield 
Parkway 
(and SOV) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. There is no way two or more 
interchanges were going to be built for $16 million. The 
county wastes money on making driving "faster" while 
neglecting all other modes of transportaion. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Frontier 
Drive 
Extension 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The proposed plan for the metro station area and 
extension are anti-pedestrian and irresponsibly overbuilt. 
The jug handle interchange and noise walls will make 
this area like a prison. It is an excessive amount of lanes 
just to let a few cars take a short cut around the mall 
area. VDOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
that have been built and you are planning to knock down 

David Duffy 
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tax paying businesses and put in a 4 lane road to go a 
trivial amount of distance. At most 2 lanes with 
pedestrian and bike infrastructure should be sufficient. 
This is access to a metro station, not a highway. 
Overbuilt, wide roads encourage speeding and are 
antithetical to providing a good, mixed use area. The 
language of this project exemplifies the wrong priorities 
by "saying accommodate pedestrian and bike facilities". 
The cars take up the most space and the most 
resources while causing the greatest harm in pollution 
(noise, air, water) and risk (injuries and fatalities). On 
street parking is even more stupid (somehow) than the 
rest of this plan. Why is the county going to spend even 
more money for private vehicle storage on a street that 
goes to a metro station with a paid parking garage? 
STOP SUBIDIZING CAR OWNERSHIP. Each one of those 
surface spots is $7k dollars of expense, will undermine 
any attempts to get modal shift and make it more 
dangerous because VDOT and the county will probably 
try to cut costs by doing shitty on street bike lanes right 
in the car door area of this on street parking. If the 
county wants to claim it is supportive of active 
transportation, it needs to act like it and stop 
overbuilding ridiculous monuments to failure to 
understand the costs of car dependency.     The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. 

9/25/
2023 

Greensboro 
Drive 
Extension 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 

David Duffy 
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Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. 

9/25/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Agree I support any aspects of this project (the description on 
the site is so sparse that I cannot tell what is really 
included) that will reduce lane widths, raise crosswalks 
to slow drivers and provide protected bike/pedestrian 
access to metro. I am against any portion of the project 
that would widen the roads, thus making them more 
expensive to maintain and dangerous to cross, and 
generally unpleasant to be around.  

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Herndon 
Metrorail 
Intermodal 
Access 
Improvemen
ts - Phase II 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

It is insane to build a road under the auspices of 
improving a transit-oriented area. Cars are the problem 
that hold back other modes of transportation. They are 
expensive, take up the most amount of land for the least 
amount of movement of people and kill or maim people 
pretty damn regularly. More roads does not alleviate 
congestion. Modal shift reduces congestion. The county 
should be throwing money at making it easy, safe and 
pleasant to walk, scoot, bike, bus, anything but drive in 
their own car to destinations and this project is not going 
to do that. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

I-95 
Reversible 
Ramp (EPG 
Southern 
Loop Road) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

This is an insane undertaking for additional road access 
for an agency that only has 14k employees total. How 
much money needs to be thrown away on roads while 
every other mode is neglected. You may get this bridge 
for "Free" but VDOT already cannot maintain all the 
roads in a good state of repair and this is just going to 

David Duffy 
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keep adding expenses to an incompetent agency that VA 
tax payers will have to support even more.   

9/25/
2023 

I-495 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

The HOT lanes are a failure of planning and vision. They 
do not provide a meaningful transportation "alternative" 
as they still essentially require a private vehicle (either 
your own or someone you can ride with) to use and do 
not provide adequate money for alternatives. The in 
excess of $2 billion dollars spent on the HOT expansion 
and products could have provided massive amounts of 
pedestrian/bikeway improvements, mass transit 
upgrades and improvements and made an actual 
difference in how people got around. Instead all these 
projects have done is move the congestion around and 
lead to spending even more money on widening even 
more further down the line. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 
Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. Just build the pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities and cut the expense and added liabilities and 
degradation of the environment by widening the road. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

New 
Herndon 
Station Park 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

It is insane and irresponsible to spend a hundred million 
dollars to add parking in the catchment area of a metro 
station. The area around a metro station, especially one 
not at the end of the line should be for dense in-fill 

David Duffy 
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and Ride 
Garage 

development, not parking that is $10 a day. Apartments 
or mixed use buildings should be here, not extremely 
subsidized parking for cars. Improvements to bus access 
are fine, but parking garages are a monument to failure 
to plan for the future and inability to see where and how 
people actually want to live. It also hobbles the metro 
and squanders the billions invested in this line. A 
neighborhood connected to the metro station with 
denser housing will generate far more than the potential 
of 2000 parking spots while generating tax revenue for 
the county as opposed to being an expensive albatross 
that will suck resources to be maintained. Adding some 
bike parking is good, but you don't need millions on car 
storage to accomplish that.   

9/25/
2023 

Richmond 
Highway 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

This project is not explained on the fairfax county project 
information page. I assume it is road widening based on 
the limited description.   Virginia DOT already cannot 
afford to maintain the roads it has adequately. It is 
irresponsible to continuously expand roads at the 
expense of alternatives. Road expansion does not 
relieve congestion in the long term. Car infrastructure is 
expensive to build, maintain and reduces both quality of 
life and taxable land. The county neglects pedestrians, 
bicycling and mass transit and builds fiscally 
irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car dependent 
infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts those that 
cannot afford a car by limiting their access to jobs and 
services. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Rock Hill 
Road 
Overpass 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree Proposal is for a four-lane road. Excessively overbuilt 
roadways increase costs, increase speeding and are less 
safe for pedestrians to cross. Pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities should be the priority and a two-lane road 
sufficient without driving up long term costs. Virginia 

David Duffy 
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Improvemen
ts 

DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads it has 
adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously expand 
roads at the expense of alternatives. Road expansion 
does not relieve congestion in the long term. Car 
infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. 

9/25/
2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Project does not have an associated project description, 
so I can't see any details. Based on the mention of 
widening and adding capacity, Virginia DOT already 
cannot afford to maintain the roads it has adequately. It 
is irresponsible to continuously expand roads at the 
expense of alternatives. Road expansion does not 
relieve congestion in the long term. Car infrastructure is 
expensive to build, maintain and reduces both quality of 
life and taxable land. The county neglects pedestrians, 
bicycling and mass transit and builds fiscally 
irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car dependent 
infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts those that 
cannot afford a car by limiting their access to jobs and 
services. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Shirley Gate 
Road 
Improvemen
ts 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

What is wrong with this DOT? How much more land is 
going to be consumed and paved over for marginal "time 
improvements" for single occupancy cars? VDOT is 
already unable to maintain all the roads in a good state 
of repair. The County is already having trouble paying for 
all the priorities it has. This will remove taxable land, 
increase the impervious area, increase maintenance 
expenses and increase air, water and noise pollution in 
the area. The county should be focusing on making it 
nicer and easier to live here not drive faster to get out. 

David Duffy 
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9/25/
2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

Project 
webpage 

Disagree Proposal is for a four-lane road. Excessively overbuilt 
roadways increase costs, increase speeding and are less 
safe for pedestrians to cross. Pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities should be the priority and a two-lane road 
sufficient without driving up long term costs. Virginia 
DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads it has 
adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously expand 
roads at the expense of alternatives. Road expansion 
does not relieve congestion in the long term. Car 
infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

Town Center 
Parkway 
(underpass 
DTR) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 
Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid 
Transit 

Project 
webpage 

Neutral I support the BRT portion of the project.     I am opposed 
to the associated road widening portion of the project. 
Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 
Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Even 
under the umbrella of expanding mass transit, a road 

David Duffy 
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widening has to be thrown in. The road was already 4-8 
lanes in various places. How much wider do they have to 
be before people get that wide roads do not reduce or 
solve congestion? How much more money has to be 
thrown away? How many more small businesses and 
houses get knocked down widening roads? 

9/25/
2023 

VA 7,  Widen Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 
Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. I can't tell exactly where this is, but 
there is a metro line in the middle of route 7 that would 
be inhospitable surrounded by even more ridiculous 
roadways. You are hampering and killing transit by 
making moats of deadly traffic around them. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

VA 7 
(CE3161, 
CE3701) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Virginia DOT already cannot afford to maintain the roads 
it has adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously 
expand roads at the expense of alternatives. Road 
expansion does not relieve congestion in the long term. 
Car infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. 

David Duffy 
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9/25/
2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Project does not have an associated project description, 
so I can't see any details. Based on the mention of 
widening and adding capacity, Virginia DOT already 
cannot afford to maintain the roads it has adequately. It 
is irresponsible to continuously expand roads at the 
expense of alternatives. Road expansion does not 
relieve congestion in the long term. Car infrastructure is 
expensive to build, maintain and reduces both quality of 
life and taxable land. The county neglects pedestrians, 
bicycling and mass transit and builds fiscally 
irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car dependent 
infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts those that 
cannot afford a car by limiting their access to jobs and 
services. 

David Duffy 

9/25/
2023 

VA 286 - 
Popes Head 
Road 
Interchange 

  Strongly 
disagree 

Project does not have an associated project description, 
so I can't see any details. Based on what I have seen 
about making a massive new interchange, Virginia DOT 
already cannot afford to maintain the roads it has 
adequately. It is irresponsible to continuously expand 
roads at the expense of alternatives. Road expansion 
does not relieve congestion in the long term. Car 
infrastructure is expensive to build, maintain and 
reduces both quality of life and taxable land. The county 
neglects pedestrians, bicycling and mass transit and 
builds fiscally irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car 
dependent infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts 
those that cannot afford a car by limiting their access to 
jobs and services. This area is claimed to not be 
sufficient to support transit, but it somehow needs a 
massive interchange? It makes no sense to throw money 
away on the least efficient form of transportation. The 
number of vehicles through this area will not justify the 
costs associated with it and the ongoing expenses. 

David Duffy 
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9/25/
2023 

Widen East 
Spring 
Street 

Project 
webpage 

Strongly 
disagree 

Project does not have an associated project description, 
so I can't see any details. Based on the mention of 
widening and adding capacity, Virginia DOT already 
cannot afford to maintain the roads it has adequately. It 
is irresponsible to continuously expand roads at the 
expense of alternatives. Road expansion does not 
relieve congestion in the long term. Car infrastructure is 
expensive to build, maintain and reduces both quality of 
life and taxable land. The county neglects pedestrians, 
bicycling and mass transit and builds fiscally 
irresponsible wide, dangerous roads. Car dependent 
infrastructure is also exclusionary and hurts those that 
cannot afford a car by limiting their access to jobs and 
services. 

David Duffy 

10/2/
2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree This project is one of the region’s most important 
projects for commuting, east-coast travel and freight. It 
will also provide an important new pedestrian and 
bicycle link. 

  

10/11
/2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts 

News/medi
a 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Roadways are dangerous with blind curves and little/no 
consideration for pedestrians and bike  

 

Lakepointe Community 
Council 

 

10/18
/2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Prince 
William) 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly 
disagree 

    

11/1/
2023 

Braddock Rd 
Improvemen
ts (I-495 to 
Burke Lake 
Road) 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly agree Walking safely is a concern    
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11/20
/2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Rail and pedestrian improvements are essential to hitting 
our regional climate goals. delaying or not supporting this 
project would be a generational mistake. 

 

Joseph Schiarizzi 

 

11/20
/2023 

Lee Highway 
Widening 

 

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

Lee highway is wide enough, widening it will have no long 
term traffic benefits and would only be done if our leaders 
have absolutely no vision for the future. Add bus rapid 
transit here, or keep pretending like it is 1960s and we 
should just destroy all our neighborhoods in favor of 
highways. 

 

Joseph Schiarizzi 

 

11/20
/2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

Advocacy 
organization 

Strongly agree 

 

Please expand all rail projects at it is the smart and 
obvious move to support our regional climate goals, and 
support economic expansion in the area. 

 

Joseph Schiarizzi 

 

11/20
/2023 

DASH Service 
Expansion 

I take DASH 
all the time 

 

Strongly agree 

 

DASH is excellent but needs more support and expanded 
service to meet the needs of our community. 

 

Joseph Schiarizzi 

 

11/20
/2023 

Bus Rapid 
Transit on 
Route 7.  

  The 28a bus was one of the top fastest buses to recover 
ridership after 2020 of EVERY BUS LANE IN THE COUNTRY. 
It would be absolutely insane and irresponsible to not 
include BRT on route 7 at the top of every priority list. 
Let's get this done, it is essential to meeting our climate 
goals and a generational mistake to pass on. 

 

Joseph Schiarizzi 
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11/21
/2023 

Soapstone 
Drive 
Connector 

 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

I am submitting my comments to express my opposition to 
the proposed extension of Soapstone Road in the vicinity 
of Reston Town Center East.          The proposal, as I 
understand it, is to build a four-lane road connecting 
Soapstone Drive, from its current terminus at Sunrise 
Valley Dr, to Sunset Hills Rd.  This connection would be 
through the heart of the emerging Reston Town Center 
East. This proposal clearly contradicts the basic principles 
of Transit Oriented Development.  Rather than expand 
motorized connections, in an area which is already 
experiencing increasing levels of congestion and delays, 
the proposed connection would better serve the larger 
Reston community as a non motorized connection for 
bikes, pedestrians, and those reliant on personal 
micromobility devices.  The existing bike-Ped facilities 
along Reston Parkway and Wiehle Ave are substandard 
and, in light of the vehicular conflicts, dangerous in some 
spots.  In addition to its impact on Sunset Hills Rd and the 
RTC East, the new connection would attract significantly 
more vehicular traffic through the established 
communities along Soapstone Dr between Lawyers Rd and 
Sunrise Valley Dr.  This is area where there is a 
considerable amount of pedestrian and bicycle traffic 
today, not to mention school traffic associated with 
Terraset Elementary School. I hope the county will revisit 
this proposal and conclude the negatives for this proposed 
connection far outweigh any benefits.  Like many Reston 
residents, I look forward to the evolution of Reston Town 
Center East as a true Transit Oriented Development, not as 
a car dependent suburban center. 

 

Eta Nahapetian 
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11/26
/2023 

Magarity 
Road 
Widening 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

 

Magarity Road is a neighborhood street, with many 
homes, schools and a community center nearby. It is also 
more connected now to destinations in Tysons East thanks 
to new trails and other improvements. The emphasis 
should be on making the road safer to walk and bike on, 
and to cross. Widening this road will result in faster speeds 
and more through traffic between Falls Church and Rte. 7, 
making it less safe for pedestrians and other non-
motorized travelers. 

 

Douglas Stewart 

 

11/27
/2023 

Route 15 
North 
Widening 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

This is a very costly and traffic-inducing road widening 
project. It would be better to substitute a less expensive, 
less impactful alternative that would also have fewer 
environmental impacts. The project that continues to the 
north on Rt 15 from Montresor to the Potomac River and 
should be canceled in favor of less impactful solutions to 
address the Lucketts bottleneck.  

 

 

11/27
/2023 

VA 7,  Widen 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

The project to widen VA 7 Leesburg Bypass between S. 
King Street Widen and Route 7 West needs alternative 
options before being included in the Loudoun Long Range 
Plan because of the close proximity of residential 
neighborhoods to that section of roadway and the impacts 
that would result from widening.    

 

 

11/27
/2023 

Route 7-690 
Interchange 

News/media 

 

Disagree 

 

This project should be modified to eliminate the 
eastbound Rt 7 exit to Rt 690 to avoid impacts to wetlands 
and adjacent neighborhoods.  
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11/27
/2023 

Battlefield 
Park Bypass 
Project 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

I don't think there is a compelling need for a new north-
south road like this one, and fear that it will induce more 
low-density residential development that will only 
exacerbate our traffic congestion. 

 

 

11/27
/2023 

Reston 
Parkway 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

I think widening this road will negatively affect pedestrian 
safety in Reston, and it conflicts with the goals for the 
Town Center to develop around the Metro stations and 
foster more walking and bicycling trips. 

 

 

11/27
/2023 

US 29 
Widening 
Project (ECL 
City of 
Fairfax (vic. 
Nutley St.) to 
Capital 
Beltway) 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

29 is already too wide, especially around Merrifield and 
Dunn Loring. Merrifield and Dunn Loring are within 
walking distance of the Dunn Loring and have all sorts of 
walkable destinations and dense, mixed-use development. 
Also, the County is studying multimodal improvements on 
Gallows Road. It would be imprudent and financially very 
wasteful to negate these investments in transit, mixed-use 
development and walkability by adding even more lanes 
for car travel on 29. 

 

 

11/27
/2023 

VA 123 
Widening 
(Fairfax) 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Disagree 

 

What sections of 123 would be widened under this 
project? There is no project description in the PDF list or 
on the website that clarifies this question. I think there 
further widening in most parts of 123 both south and 
north of Fairfax City (and including Fairfax City) would be 
overly expensive and detrimental to the County's plans of 
creating more walkable activity centers, including Tysons, 

Douglas Stewart 
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Vienna, Oakton and the area around George Mason 
University. 

 

11/29
/2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Extremely important to facilitate efficiency in commuting 
and thereby relieve traffic on alternate routes into and out 
of the city 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

VA 7 Bus BRT 
Project 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Very needed to lessen congestion on Rt 7 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

Multimodal 
Bridge to 
Van Dorn 
Metro 
Station 

 

Friend/colle
ague 

 

Agree Important for success of Metro 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

US 1 Bus 
Rapid Transit 

 

News/media 

 

 WMATA Full Funding and the Better Bus Visionary 
Network.  

It is absolutely critical that the operating and capital 
funding gap at WMATA be closed by partners. 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

Loudoun 
County 
Parkway,  

Neighborho
od/civic 
association 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

Wholly disregards decades of planning and conservation, 
un-needed in light of other transportation priorities and 
simply creates a development vector in an area unsuited 
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Propoed 
southern 
Parkway 
from 211 to 
29 around 
Warrenton 

 

 

 for same (note:  no place on drop-down menu to select 
this project so "parkway" used as a placeholder) 

 

11/29
/2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Critically important for WMATA and success of efficient 
traffic flow 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

VA 7 BRT 
Project 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Needed to help manage traffic flow on Rt. 7 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

VA 9 
Improvemen
ts 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Important series of traffic management solutions 
appropriately sized for the setting and for flows 

 

 

11/29
/2023 

Long Bridge 
VA - DC 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

Critically important for success of VRE and for transit into 
the city 

 

John W. McCarthy 

 

11/29
/2023 

Alexandria 
4th Track 

 

Advocacy 
organization 

 

Strongly agree 

 

critically needed for freight, transit and passenger 

 

John W. McCarthy 
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11/29
/2023 

Route 15 
North 
Widening 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

The proposed plan is costly, will induce traffic and raises 
additional safety issues – Replace with a less expensive 
and less damaging alternative. Cancel the additional 
planned widening from Montresor to the Potomac River.  

 

Gem Bingol 

 

11/29
/2023 

Rte 7 
Corridor 
Improvemen
ts - Phase 2 

 

Project 
webpage 

 

Strongly 
disagree 

 

This project proposes to widen Leesburg Bypass between 
S. King Street and Route 7 West and needs more study of 
alternatives before Loudoun adds this to the long-range 
plan because of its impacts to adjacent neighborhoods.  

 

Gem Bingol 

 

11/29
/2023 

Route 7-690 
Interchange 

 

News/media 

 

Disagree 

 

Modifications are needed to allow the intersection to be 
built without an eastbound exist ramp to Purcellville 
would address neighbors concerns and wetland impacts. 

 

Gem Bingol 
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Table 6. Virginia Project Suggestions 

Date Do you have any suggested projects that should be considered for the long-range transportation 
plan (Visualize 2050)? 

Name 

2/27/2023 BRT 
 

3/17/2023 A POTOMAC RIVER CROSSING to connect Loudon County VA to Montgomery County MD and stop 
the ridiculous commute down and into the beltway and then back out west simply to get to Dulles 
area or points west.   

 

Greg Visscher 

 

3/22/2023 1. Occoquan to Neabsco Creek 3rd/4th Track Project (VPRA | TRV) - Phase 3  2. Neabsco Creek to 
Quantico 3rd/4th Track Project (VPRA | TRV) - Phase 3  3. Alexandria to Springfield 4th Track 
Project (VPRA | TRV) - Phase X  4. Franconia to Occoquan 4th Track Project (VPRA | TRV) - Phase X  
5. I-95 Bi-Directional Express Lanes | Dale City to Springfield  6. I-95 Bi-Directional Express Lanes | 
Stafford CL to Dale City  7. North Woodbridge to Potomac Mills Fixed Guideway Study (Bus 
Transit/Rail)  8. US 1 Bus Rapid Transit (Woodbridge to Dumfries)  9. VA28/Old Centreville Rd Bus 
Rapid Transit (Manassas to Centreville)  10. VA234 Business Bus Rapid Transit  11. Route 29 
Alternate (Close Route 29/Remove Battlefield Bypass)  12. I-66 Trail over Bull Run  13. Active 
Transportation Interstate crossings  14. 2nd Rosslyn WMATA Station  15. Fair Oak WMATA Station   

Mark Scheufler 

 

6/14/2023 Yes, WMATA (Metro) or even competing transit systems to bring prices down, reduce traffic. Shift 
funding from wasteful highway and road expansion projects to both redesigning arterial roads to 
make them safer for walking, dedicated SAFE bike lanes, transit. 

  

6/14/2023 There should be a package of transit station access improvements to support safe, convenient 
walking and biking access to Metro, VRE, bus rapid transit stations, and stops along high-frequency 
bus lines. There should be more safe, dedicated bike lanes so people can commute easily within 
their own community!   

Andy 

6/14/2023 With the extension of the silver line, our transit options and stations should increase. Transit-
oriented development will help people move to where they need to easier, faster, safer and reduce 
their carbon footprint. Make cities made for people, not cars! 

  

6/14/2023 Build more transit-oriented development projects, where the projects' focus is on providing 
communities alternatives to driving to get around. Such as metro, VRE, other transit systems such 
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as BRTs. Dedicated and SAFE bike lanes. Widening roads only makes streets less safe for our kids, 
and separates communities! 

6/14/2023 Yes. Road diets everywhere, please and thank you. Kripa Patwardhan 

6/15/2023 BRT along Rt. 7 John Burke  

6/19/2023 In general more funds towards bus, bike and pedestrian facilities  Mary Crowe 

6/23/2023 National Landing to National Airport pedestrian bridge - this project is critical to knitting together the 
airport and multimodal hub in Crystal City.  Route 1 boulevard conversion in National Landing - 
remaking this corridor as a people-friendly space is a key regional goal. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/23/2023 Countywide packages of walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older 
neighborhoods which lack safe ways to walk, bike and access bus stops. This should be funded in 
all Virginia counties. 

Kevin O'Brien 

6/27/2023 Expansion of metro rail access towards Burke and Fairfax City.    

7/7/2023 National Landing to National airport pedestrian bridge. This project will provide access for residents 
in National Landing and connect transit users to National Airport. 

Joan McIntyre 

7/29/2023 Route 7 BRT needs to be in Visualize 2050. The planned Route 7 Bus Rapid Transit from Tysons to 
Alexandria will significantly improve travel on Northern Virginia’s second busiest bus corridor and 
support plans for walkable transit-friendly activity centers. 

Bill Pugh, Coalition for 
Smarter Growth 

7/31/2023 I support the Route 1 Bus Rapid Transit. We need better ways to get around the County without 
requiring residents to own cars. I can't afford one in my budget.    TPB member agencies need to 
submit projects that better reflect regional and local policy goals to address climate change, reduce 
driving, increase access to jobs by transit, and address regional equity. This means removing many 
of the proposed 900 new lane miles of road widening.  Shift dollars proposed for highway and 
arterial expansion to address unmet climate resilience and transit funding needs.    Thank you, Sam 
Ressin  Vienna, VA 

Sam Ressin 

8/15/2023 Route 7 BRT should be include. I also suggest your consideration of Transit Station access 
packages where you can tie together needed improvements to safety, walking and biking to Metro, 
BRT and other transit stations.  

Sonya Breehey 
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8/29/2023 See comments provided on prior question about Orange Line extension to Centreville.  This 
extension would add much needed transit to Fair Oaks and Centreville.  The county is building a 
new garage at Monument Dr to serve transit, so please bring us transit.   

Elizabeth Stein 
McCartney 

8/29/2023 Better living experience, through improved public transportation access!  Serge Kaddoura  

8/30/2023 I would suggest looking into BRT for Route 7 for the same reasons that BRT has been suggested for 
Route 1. 

  

8/31/2023 Transit Station Access Packages - Package needed improvements to support safe, convenient 
walking & biking access to Metro, VRE, planned BRT stations, and stops along high-frequency bus 
lines. 

  

9/5/2023 Route 7 Bus Rapid Transit – The planned Route 7 BRT will significantly improve travel on Northern 
Virginia’s second busiest bus corridor and support plans for walkable transit-friendly activity 
centers. 

Kevin 

9/5/2023 Keep out of Visualize 2050 proposals for new Potomac River bridges and highways from Loudoun 
Co. to Montgomery Co. and from Prince William Co. to Charles Co. These multi-billion dollar 
proposals would destroy rural and Potomac River natural areas and fuel more sprawl and traffic. 
TPB’s own analysis has shown that they would have little benefit to improving travel in the region. 
These proposals are not consistent with TPB's policy framework. They would divert significant 
resources from TPB's identified priority strategies and are inconsistent with multiple TPB policy 
goals, for example undermining "Bring Jobs and Housing Closer Together" and "Actively encourage 
mode shift away from less climate-friendly modes like single occupancy vehicles".  

Bill Pugh 

9/6/2023 VRE Expansion Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2023 VRE expansion and electrification Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2023 Buy all ROW from freight rail Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2023 Electrify all rail lines in the area Mostafa ElNahass 

9/6/2023 Pedestrian and bike Metrorail station access improvements within 1/2 mile of West Falls Church, 
Tysons, Reston, Herndon and Ashburn stations.  

Bill Pugh 
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9/6/2023 Pedestrian and bike Metrorail station access improvements within 1/2 mile of West Falls Church, 
Tysons, Reston, Herndon and Ashburn stations.  

Douglas Stewart 

9/13/2023 Trolley buses replacing Diesel and CNG busses Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/2023 Loudoun County Transit improvements Mostafa ELNahass 

9/15/2023 Creating a grid pattern in Northern Virginia like Old town Alexandria Mostafa ElNahass 

9/15/2023 VRE Electrification Mostafa ElNahass 

9/16/2023 Washington and Old Dominion Railway Revived as a VRE line Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/2023 VRE Northwest Route to Dulles Airport and West Virginia Mostafa ELNahass 

9/16/2023 VRE Extension to Richmond Mostafa ELNahass 

9/18/2023 Smart traffic lights.  Test intersections at Fairfax County Parkway and Monument Drive.   Franklin 
Farm Rd and West Ox Rd, Fair Oaks Hospital and Rugby Rd.   High impact for travelers, excellent 
test sites for feedback. 

D Schneider 

9/25/2023 Comprehensive protected bike lanes, continuous sidewalks, lane width reductions and a focus on 
road safety.  VDOT is a single-minded agency that neglects pedestrians and bicyclists in the name of 
maximum vehicle throughput. The failure to provide any meaningful transportation alternatives has 
resulted in an increase in pedestrian deaths, increased costs of road infrastructure, and increased 
time spent in traffic by forcing all citizens to use private automobiles for all transportation needs. 
VDOT refuses to provide pedestrian or bike improvements unless there is an associated widening of 
a road, which drives up costs of projects and leaves a maintenance liability when VDOT's repair 
program is already unable to keep a good state of repair. They are fiscally irresponsible and criminal 
negligent in providing safe streets or efficient roads. Safe streets are narrow and slow. Safe roads 
limit access and provide safe alternative infrastructure to pedestrians/bicyclists and safe crossings. 
Roads should also be fiscally responsible and not overly built, excessively large and consume 
valuable land. VDOT does none of these things. They build and refuse to revise fast, wide 
neighborhood streets, provide no or extremely limited and unsafe pedestrian/bike infrastructure 
and spend money like they expect everyone else to cover their irresponsible ways.    Have the 
courage to include a project that would actually make a difference at a lower cost per mile, provide 
greater mobility and freedom to those that cannot or cannot afford to drive and will actually reduce 
some of the congestion problems without the associated degradation that increasing car 

David Duffy 
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infrastructure causes.  Cities are expensive because people crave walkable/bike able/livable areas, 
so build them instead of more deadly stroads and highways. 

9/25/2023 Franconia Road road diet and protected bike lanes.  Franconia Road is a six lane road with a 
35mph speed limit that  has three elementary schools, two middle schools and two highschool 
directly or shortly off of the road in the stretch from Frontier Drive to Telegraph Avenue. The 
sidewalks are inadequate for two people to pass, when even present. There is no protection for 
bikes on the side west of Van Dorn and the bike gutters on the eastern portion are more dangerous 
than nothing and only go as far as Twain middle school. The lanes are wide and the road is fairly 
straight, which encourages and facilities excessive speeding between the many traffic lights. There 
are residences directly off of this stroad which increase conflict points. The route is used as a 95-
495 bypass in the evenings driving up non-local traffic and making it excessively dangerous to cross 
or be on. The intersection at Van Dorn does not even have marked crossings on half of the 
intersection. The intersection at Brookland Road gets overburdened and breaks down every 
morning at arrival time for Edison High because so many students drive to this side street or are 
dropped off on this side street to try to avoid the jam getting into the school because the entrance 
is too close to the massive intersection with Van Dorn.  The Brookland Road intersection is crossed 
regularly by students patronizing the McDonalds on the corner who are put at risk by the sheer 
volume of traffic here that does not care about them and does not look for them. I witnessed a 
pedestrian hit by a car in the crosswalk to the McDonald's this morning. The cars turning onto 
Franconia have no incentive to look to the right as they are watching the two lanes of traffic coming 
from the left and they routinely ignore people at that corner.      I routinely see people running 
across this street because of the lack of safe crossings. A failure to provide meaningful 
transportation alternatives has caused the failure of this route to be efficient for cars or safe for 
people. Protected, on street bicycle paths, raised crosswalks and reduced traffic lanes are the only 
way to increase safety and modal shift to allow more people (not cars) to move through this area 
safely.  

David Duffy 

9/25/2023 Van Dorn Street bike and pedestrian improvments.  Van Dorn Street in Fairfax has a lot of housing 
and some shopping along the section from the beltway south to Telegraph Road. The sidewalks are 
narrow and inadequate. There are few crossings across this wide street. There is inadequate bike 
and pedestrian facilities near the ramps to the beltway. The road should be narrowed and space 
given over to protected bike ways and pedestrian paths. The current walkway under the beltway is 
extremely narrow and does not allow passage of people and bikes.  

David Duffy 
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10/11/2023 Again Guinea Road between Burke Road & Zion Drive 2 lanes become one -variance needed on 
RPA 

Lakepointe Community 
Council 

 

11/29/2023 

 

Proposed Southern parkway around Warrenton should be opposed  -WMATA operating and capital 
funding gap should be closed by partners  -Rt. 7 BRT project should be advanced in the plan  -Climate 
resilience capital project needs should be included in plan  -No new crossings of the Potomac River 
should be contemplated; projects are of negligible impact on efficiency of traffic flows 

 

John W. McCarthy 

 

11/29/2023 Include climate resiliency projects to protect transportation infrastructure from damaging weather 
impacts.    Submit more projects that help reduce the climate impacts of transportation, i.e. There 
should be a package of metro access bike and ped multimodal projects for more equitable access and 
options for getting to metro stations without a car.     Also there should be a package of countywide 
walking, biking and safety improvements, especially in older neighborhoods which lack safe ways to 
walk, bike and access bus stops.    Do NOT include these potential future projects on the list because 
they counter our regional climate objectives:    *Rt 15 widening project from Montresor to the 
Potomac River,  *A new Potomac River crossing in Loudoun County, VA to Montgomery County, MD,  
*Gloucester Parkway extension through Goose Creek riparian habitat west of Belmont Ridge Rd.     

 

Gem Bingol 
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